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ABSTRACT
VIRTUAL COMPTON SCATTERING IN THE 
NUCLEON RESONANCE REGION
Luminita Anca Todor 
Old Dominion University, 2000 
Director: Dr. Charles Earl Hyde-Wright
This thesis is a study of virtual Compton scattering reaction in which a virtual 
photon is elasticaly scattered off a proton 7„p -> 7p. The p(e, e'p)7 reaction was 
measured in the nucleon resonance region for the first time in the experiment 
E93-050 in Hall A at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. To lowest 
order in qqed, this reaction is a coherent superposition of radiation from the 
incident or scattered electron in elastic ep scattering ( Bethe-Heitler) and exclusive 
production of a photon on the proton, by absorption of a virtual photon ( virtual 
Compton scattering ). In E93-050, we measured a resonance excitation scan for 
nine central values of s from 1.3 GeV2 to 3.6 GeV2, with the coincidence angular 
kinematics centered on #rr = 7r. Part of the data analysis was also calibration 
of the Hall A spectrometer pair optics. Besides the experimental data analysis, 
a theoretical calculation of this cross-section in a phenomenological Lagrangian 
approach was setup. Preliminary experimental cross-section results and present 
status of theoretical calculation are shown here.
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Motto: from the poem Glossa, by Mihai Eminescu
Vreme trece, vreme vine, 
Toate-s vechi si noua toate; 
Ce e rau si ce e bine, 
Tu te-ntreaba si socoate; 
Nu spera si nu ai teama, 
Ce e val ca valul trece; 
De te-ndeamna, de te cheama 
Tu ramii la toate rece.
Days go past and days come still, 
All is old and all is netr, 
What is well and what is ill, 
You imagine and construe; 
Do not hope and do not fear, 
Waves that leap like eaves must fall; 
Should they praise or should they jeer, 
Look but coldly on it all.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Review of Compton Scattering
Compton Scattering refers to the phenomenon of scattering a photon off of a tar­
get; the characteristics of the scattered photon reflect the electromagnetic nature 
of the target. In 1923 the American physicist Arthur H. Compton discovered the 
scattering of X-rays on electrons. In his experiment, Compton directed an x-ray 
beam of wavelength A<j towards a block of graphite. The scattered x-rays had a 
slightly bigger wavelength A than the incident x-rays, and hence the energies of 
scattered rays are smaller. The decrease in energy depends of the angle 6 at which 
the X-rays were scattered. The change in wavelength, called Compton shift, is 
given by
AA =  A —A0 =  —  (1-costf) , (1)
TTIq C
where mo is the electron rest mass, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and h is 
Planck’s constant. This change can be fully understood if we treat the x-ray as 
particles, photons. The explanation of Compton scattering on electron is a typical 
argument for the wave-particle duality.
Compton scattering on the nucleon has a long history in nuclear physics re­
search. Early theoretical studies in the 50’s were motivated by the desire to probe 
the mesonic structure of the nucleon ([1] and[2]). In 1954, it was realized ([3]) that
1
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one could use dispersion relations to relate Compton scattering to other photonu- 
clear reactions. Compton scattering is related to the total hadronic photon cross- 
section through the optical theorem and dispersion relations. The optical theorem 
states that the total scattering cross-section is proportional with the imaginary 
part of the forward symmetric scattering amplitude. It was subsequently proven 
that in the low energy limit ([4]), the Compton scattering amplitude contains a 
frequency independent term (Thompson amplitude) plus a spin dependent term 
linear in the frequency proportional with the nucleon polarizabilities. In the early 
seventies, it was assessed that high energy photons are expected to interact like 
vector-mesons ([5], [6],[7]).
Interest in Compton scattering was renewed by the possibility of using pertur- 
bative quantum chromodynamics as a framework for discussing Compton scatter­
ing at high momentum transfer. In the nineties the Compton scattering investi­
gation of the proton was divided into two nuclear reaction:
• Real Compton Scattering (RCS) in which a real photon is scattered off of a 
proton;
• Virtual Compton Scattering (VCS) in which a virtual photon is absorbed 
on a proton, leading to a real photon in the final state.
RCS experiments were performed starting in the fifties on many accelerators 
around the world in different energy range (see [8] for a review). Measurements 
at and below pion threshold (see [9],[10],[11] [12], [13]) allow one to measure two 
fundamental structure parameters of the proton namely the electric and magnetic 
polarizabilities (a and (3). The polarizabilities are the proportionality coefficient 
between the deformation of the nucleon in external electromagnetic fields and field 
intensity.
Each polarizability is formally a coherent sum over all excited states of the 
proton. Real and virtual compton scattering in the nucleon resonance region 
will tend to highlight individual nucleon resonances. Real comptons scattering 
measurements in the nucleon resonance region were reported in [14], [15], [16]. The 
advent of new high duty cycle facilities, and developments in dispersion theories
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linking compton scattering, photo-production, and the nucleon polarizabilities 
have stimulated intense new experimental effort in real compton scattering in the 
resonance region, particularly near threshold ([17],[18],[19], [20]).
Above the nucleon resonance region, the forward compton scattering process 
was measured by R.L. Anderson ([21]) and A.M. Breakstone 1981([16]). The 
only measurement to date of high energy compton scattering at wide angles is 
reported in [22]. This experiment will soon be extended by E99-114 at Jefferson 
lab. An untagged bremsstrahlung beam will be used in Hall A, the recoil proton 
and scattered photon being detected in coincidence. The electron will be detected 
in one of the high resolution spectrometers, and the photon will be detected in a 
large area, multi-segment Pb-Glass calorimeter.
Experimentally VCS is accessible in the electro-production of photons 
p(e, e'p)7. VCS gives access to new degrees of freedom in terms of the pair of 
electromagnetic transitions involved in the Compton scattering. For example, 
in the low energy limit for RCS we can have only two combinations of initial 
and final electromagnetic transitions El-El and Ml-Ml. These are the electric 
and magnetic polarizabilities, respectively. In the case of a low energy (but ar­
bitrary wavelength) initial virtual photon, there are 10 possible combinations of 
electromagnetic transitions, of which 6 are independent. These generalized polar­
izabilities describe the response of the proton ( final state radiation) to the most 
general types of electromagnetic excitation (incoming virtual photon) as defined 
in [23] and [24].
The first measurement of VCS was done in an experiment at Mainz ([25]). The 
recently published results present the generalized polarizabilities at Q2 =  0.33 
GeV2. Another experiment ran in March 2000 at MIT Bates at Q2 =  0.05 GeV2. 
The VCS experiment E93-050 that ran in the spring on 1998 at Thomas Jefferson 
National Accelerator (TJNAF) Facility Newport News is the subject of the present 
work.
VCS, as a tool for investigating the proton seems to have stirred, in the last 
couple of years, a lot of interest in the nuclear physics community. This has been 
accelerated by the development of Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS)
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theory ([26], [27] and [28]). DVCS is the diffractive production of a real photon in 
deeply inelastic scattering (DIS). The interest in DVCS comes from its potential 
to access the skewed parton distributions (SPD’s) of the proton. SPD’s quantify 
two-particle correlations in the proton, and are a generalization of the usual parton 
densities measured, for example, in inclusive DIS. A first observation of DVCS was 
reported ([29]) at DESY in Germany. There are plans for more detailed measure­
ments of DVCS in several laboratories, e.g. CERN (COMPASS collaboration), 
DESY (HERMES, as weU as HI and ZEUS), and at TJNAF (E00-I10).
The present thesis presents Jefferson Lab Experiment 93-050 and the analysis 
of virtual compton scattering data in the nucleon resonance region. The nucleon 
resonances are excited states of the nucleon. In the constituent quark model (see 
for example [30]), the proton and neutron are made of three constituent quarks, 
uud and udd, respectively. The u- and d-quarks carrying charge +2/3 and —1/3, 
respectively, and spin and isospin 1/ 2. In Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), 
the constituent quark is described as a single elementary quark surrounded by a 
cloud of gluons and quark-anti-quark pairs. However, this complicated structure 
is modeled in the CQM by the mass of the constituent quarks, and by a simple 
interaction potential. The ground state (proton) and excited states (resonances) 
in the constituent quark model are the different allowed wave functions of the 
three quark system in its confining potential.
The spectroscopy of the excited states of the nucleon has been studied with 
hadronic probes for many years. The electromagnetic spectroscopy of these states 
remains a very active area. One of the key motivations is to look in the electro­
magnetic channels for the states predicted by the constituent quark model, but 
not observed in itN  scattering.
Real Compton Scattering in the nucleon resonance region was calculated by 
S. Capstick and B.D. Keister in the constituent quark model ([31], [32]). These 
calculations predict a coherent contribution (due to their common parity) of the 
“missing resonances” to the Compton cross section.
Between the quark models and QCD (see [33]), theories have calculated the 
characteristics of the resonances (position, width, quark structure, spin, parity,
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FIG. 1: Electron scattering in the one-photon exchange approximation. Notations 
used for four-momenta are indicated.
etc). Measurement via various reaction channels of the baryon spectra can validate 
different theories and push forward the understanding of the building blocks of 
matter and how the stay together. TJNAF is with the high resolution and large 
acceptance detection capabilities, with its continuous electron beam energy range, 
the best research laboratory to investigate the nucleon resonances region that 
corresponds a 1-3 GeV center of mass energy.
1.2 Notations and Definitions
Electron scattering is a powerful tool for studying the structure of the nucleus. 
The electron-photon interaction is well described by quantum electrodynamics 
(QED), so consequently electron scattering provides a well understood probe of 
nuclear structure.
Electron scattering on a nucleus is an interaction described by the exchange 
of one or more virtual photons between the lepton (electron) and hadron cur­
rents. The exchange of more than one photon is supressed by the electromagnetic
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coupling constant (e2/ 47r =  a  =  1/137 in h =  c =  1 units). Therefore, the ‘one- 
photon exchange approximation’ (Figure 1) is usually adopted, and processes with 
more than one virtual photon are treated as corrections.
The virtuality of the photon of energy v and momentum q comes from its neg­
ative mass squared i/2—q 2 < 0. For a real particle the positive definite mass is an 
identifying feature. A real photon has mass 0. Detecting the scattered electron 
and knowing the characteristics of the incident beam, the four-momentum and 
polarization of the virtual photon are determined (see Figure 1). The existence 
of the virtual photon is limited in time and space by Heisenberg inequalities. An 
important characteristic of the virtual photon is the possibility of a longitudi­
nal polarization, in which the electromagnetic field is parallel to the propagation 
direction.
In TJNAF experiments, electron energy is in the range of GeV, so its mass is 
negligible; this means that electron energy equals the magnitude of momentum. 
Kinematically, the interaction e -> e' +  7V is described by the energy momentum 
four-vector relation:
% = % + ? .  (2)
where ky = (ky, ky) refers to the incident electron and =  (Ar2, ki) to the scattered 
electron. The four momentum transfer squared from the electron to the nucleus
is given by:
Q2 =  -9 2 =  - ( ^ 2 -  I<zl2) =  4kx ki sin2 , (3)
where 8 is the angle between the incident and scattered electron. The virtual 
photon polarization (ev) is
=  1 + S $  «»»»(§)• (4)
The incident and scattered electron determine a plane named the leptonic or 
scattering plane. The virtual photon is then absorbed by the target nucleus and 
some final state particles emerge. The virtual photon and final particles determine 
the hadronic or reaction plane (see Figure 2). The two planes have in common
the virtual photon direction. To continue a more specific kinematic definition, we





FIG. 2: Kinematics for the p(e, e'p)X reaction in the laboratory reference system. 
The out-of-plane angle <p is defined as the angle between the leptonic plane and 
the hadronic plane.
consider now the target nucleus being the proton and the second final particle of 
an unspecified nature (X).
The target nucleus is assumed to be at rest initially. The incident electron 
energy and momentum are considered known. The scattered electron and recoil 
proton trajectories and momenta are usually measured. We can write:
Initial particles , =  {kv,ki)  , Pi =  (M,  0) , .
(5J
Final detected , A# =  (^>^2) » P2 =  {Epifi)-
where M is the mass of the proton. The four momentum of the undetected particle 
can be reconstructed as
f x  = (kt + M - k 2 -  Ep,ki  - k 2 - p 2)  = {Ex ,px).  (6)
We can then calculate the mass of the particle X
(7)
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and so identify its nature: photon, pion, etc. This treatment of the process is 
refered to as the missing mass technique.
The Mandelstam variables for the hadronic reaction 7„ +  Pi 7  +  P2 are 
Lorentz invariants, defined by
5 =  (rf +  t f )2 =  (p2+p£)2 . (8)
t =  ( r f - p S )2 =  ( t f - p £ ) 2 , 0 )
u = ( r f - p £ ) 2 =  ( t f - p £ ) 2 • (10)
It is useful to discuss the kinematics of a process not only in the laboratory
frame, but also in the center of mass (CM) frame of the hadronic part of the 
reaction. The Lorentz boost is characterized by the speed of the CM frame relative 
to the laboratory frame 0 given by
(11)
In the CM frame the initial particles go towards each other and the scattered 
particles are emitted back to back as shown for the VCS process yv +pi -> 7 + P 2 , 
in Figure 3.
CM
FIG. 3: Momenta of particles in 7„ +  Pi ->■ 7 +  P2 reaction, in center of mass 
reference system.
The energies and momenta of the protons and photons in the CM frame for 
the VCS reaction can be calculated if the Lorentz invariants Q2 (four-momentum
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transfer) and s (center of mass frame energy) are known. The relations are:
CM Energy CM momentum 
Virtual photon q° = \q°M\ =  J q ^ A E rE E IE
Initial proton p° =  !+%fcM2 p?‘M = - f M (12)
Real photon q°r = '-= $  \q?M\ =  ^
Final proton p\ =  =  - q f M
A very useful relation gives the angle between the virtual photon direction and
final real photon direction in the CM frame by quantities in laboratory system:
.  £ ± " £ ± *  (13)
77 q s — m 2 s -  M 2
If s < 1.1 GeV2 = (M + m ,)2, the final state particle X may only be one or
more photons. Once s is bigger than this threshold a pion can be produced in the 
final state. The pion is the lightest particle. Increasing the center of mass energy 
s, other reaction channels become energetically possible: two pion production, rho 
meson production, etc.
1.3 Overview of the Experiment
The study presented in this thesis is based on the experiment E93-050 that ran 
in March-April 1998 in Hall-A at TJNAF. The main objective of the experiment 
was the study of Virtual Compton Scattering. The experiment was one of the 
commissioning experiments of Hall A; this means that, in addition to the physics 
objectives, the experimental team performed calibration and development activi­
ties towards the full capacity and knowledge of the instrumentation.
The VCS data were collected with two goals:
•  extracting the generalized polarizabilities for Q2 =  lGeV2 and Q2 =  
l^GeV2 below the pion threshold;
• extraction of the VCS cross-section in the resonance region at Q2 = lGeV2.
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FIG. 4: Schematic representation of the experimental set-up. The dashed lines 
indicate a separate setting of the spectrometers for another kinematical setting.
During the experiment, besides VCS data, spectrometer optics calibration data 
were collected using using fixed solid targets or sieve slit collimator with the liquid 
hydrogen target
The electron beam interacted with the hydrogen nucleus. The scattered elec­
tron and the recoil proton were detected in coincidence in the Hall A high res­
olution spectrometers. Their four momenta and trajectory at the reaction point 
were reconstructed. In the phase space accessible in the experimental set-up were 
possible two undetected particles: a photon or a neutral pion. The high resolu­
tion detection allowed the separation of the events belonging to the two different 
reactions (p(e,e'p)7 and p(e,e'p)n°) with the missing mass technique. This thesis 
focuses on VCS in the nucleon resonances region. The measurements were done 
for a squared four-momentum transfer of Q2 =  1 GeV2; the 9 kinematic settings 
(see Table I) cover a center of mass energy s between 1.3 GeV2 and 3.6 GeV2. 
The kinematics were chosen to keep the angle between the virtual and real photon 
for VCS centered at 9™  =  180° in the CM frame. This means that hadron arm 
spectrometer was placed along the virtual photon direction. From one experimen­
tal setting to another, we changed the electron position and momentum to keep 
Q2 -  1 GeV2, as illustrated in Figure 4. The experimental apparatus is presented
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TABLE I: Central momentum and angle settings for the spectrometers for reso­
nance VCS data. The spectrometer nominal (central) angles 6e and Qh are defined 




fc2(GeV) Be P2 (GeV) 9k
resl30 1.30 3.282 15.77° 1.323 -45.41°
resl50 1.50 3.176 16.04° 1.418 -41.67“
resl75 1.75 3.043 16.39° 1.539 -37.49°
res200 2.00 2.909 16.76° 1.662 -33.82°
res225 2.25 2.776 17.16° 1.787 -30.60°
res250 2.50 2.642 17.59° 1.914 -27.75°
res280 2.80 2.482 18.15° 2.067 -24.75°
res320 3.20 2.269 18.99° 2.274 -21.34°
res360 3.60 2.056 19.96° 2.482 -18.46°
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 outlines the optics calibration. In Chapter 4 we detail the 
data analysis. The theoretical aspects of the p(e, e'p)7 cross-section calculation 
are presented in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the results are displayed and discussed.
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Experimental Apparatus
The present work analyzes data from the experiment Nucleon Structure Study 
by Virtual Compton Scattering [34] performed in March-April 1998, in the ex­
perimental Hall A at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF). 
The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) was renamed ”The 
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility” or ’’Jefferson Lab” in 1996 to 
mark the end of the construction phase of the facility. TJNAF is an electron 
scattering laboratory in Newport News, Virginia, USA built to probe the nucleus 
of the atom, to learn more about the quark structure of matter. The goal of this 
experiment was to study the reaction % + pi -* P2 +  7 , where 7^ is a virtual 
photon. This reaction is accessible by measuring the cross-section of the process 
p(e, e'p)7. The electrons from the beam moving close to the speed of light hit 
the cold protons from a liquid hydrogen target. The scattered electron and re­
coil proton were detected in coincidence (within a 100 ns time window) by a pair 
of magnetic spectrometers. The emerging photon is not detected, but identified 
using the missing mass technique. In this chapter we present the experimental 
apparatus.
12
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FIG. 5: Layout of the accelerator.
2.1 The Electron Beam at TJNAF
TJANF accelerator, in the spring of 1998, produced CW (“continuous wave”, 
100% duty factor) unpolarized electron beams of up to 4 GeV and beam current 
of up to 200 (iA to the three experimental Halls A, B and C. The beam has a 
microstructure of short bursts of beam (of duration 1.67 ps) at 1497 MHz. For 
the unpolarized beam used in this experiment, the source of the injector was a 
100 keV thermionic gun. In the injector, the beam passes through a 499 MHz 
chopper which sends every third beam bunch to one of three apertures (one for 
each experimental hall). The width of these slits determines the beam current 
that is delivered to the corresponding hall. The switchyard delivers the sequential 
bursts to the experimental halls ABCABC..., etc. The acceleration of electrons 
is done in super-conducting radio frequency (RF) cavities. These cavities operate
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at 2 K in thermo-insulated tanks called cryo-modules. Each cavity is separately 
powered by a 5 KW klystron. The accelerating gradient is about 5 MV/m. In 
the injector cavities the electrons in the beam reach an energy of 45 MeV. They 
then enter the North linac (see Figure 6), a series of accelerating RF cavities 
which increases the electron energy by up to 400 MeV. At the end of the North 
Linac, the electrons are separated by magnetic fields according to their energy 
and then make a 180° turn guided by arc magnets. Then the electron bunches are 
recombined and proceed in the South Linac, where the energy is again increased 
by up to 400 MeV. After any complete pass through the two lines, the beam can 
be separated, using a combination of magnets and 500 MHz RF separators, in 
the beam switch-yard for use in the experimental halls. The maximum number 
of accelerating passes that the beam can make is five, so the nominal maximum 
energy of the beam during this experiment was 4045 MeV. By extracting the beam 
after 1,2,3 or 4 passes, the electron energy was 845 MeV, 1645 MeV, 2445 MeV 
and 3245 MeV respectively. The beam has high quality: the beam emittance is 
~  2 • 10-9 mrad, the transverse size at the target is about 200/im FWHM and the 
fractional energy spread A E /E  ss 10~4.
The electron beam direction and focus is controlled by numerous magnets. 
The position of the beam along its accelerating path and in the experimental halls 
is monitored by beam position monitors (BPMs). The electrons travel through 
evacuated pipes (pressure about 10_l° bar). If accidentally, the radiation level 
increases (for instance the beam halo interacts with the surface of the pipes), the 
ionization chambers placed along the electron path would immediately report high 
count rates and the beam is shut down automatically.
There are three beam parameters that have to be accurately known in this 
experiment: the beam position at the target with a precision of 100 pm, the cur­
rent intensity of the beam to better than 1%, and the beam energy to at least 
same precision as the precision of the momentum determination in the spectrom­
eters (few 10-4). For the first two there are dedicated instruments whose use and 
calibration is described in Section 2.3. At the time of the experiment there was 
no working method and instruments for direct measurement of the beam energy.
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FIG. 6: Schematic view of beam line and spectrometer pair.
We establish the beam energy from the kinematics of the p(e, e'p)X  data in our 
experiment (see Section 4.5.3).
2.2 Hall A Layout
Hall A is a circular underground concrete room with a 53 m diameter. A schematic 
layout of Hall A is presented in Figure 6.
The beam is incident on the target through the evacuated beam-line. In the 
middle of the hall is the target. Most of the electrons pass through the target 
suffering only atomic scale interactions (associated with a momentum variation in 
the keV/c range) and cross the hall to a shielded beam dump. A small fraction of 
the electrons will interact with the nuclei in the target undergoing different nuclear 
reactions. The charged particles that result from a nuclear reaction can be mea­
sured with a pair of magnetic spectrometers. The spectrometers are traditionally
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TABLE II: Hall A High Resolution Spectrometers design values from the Concep­








Range of scattering angle
Horizontal angular acceptance 





0.3 to 4.0 GeV/c 
±5%
12.4 cm/ %
12.5° to 165° (E) 
12.5° to 130° (H) 
±  30 mrad
±  65 mrad 
±  5cm
named electron arm (HRSE) and hadron arm (HRSH). The design parameters of 
the spectrometers are presented in Table II.
The two spectrometers are essentially identical in terms of magnetic compo­
nents and by changing the polarities of the magnets their roles can be inter­
changed. Particles passing through the magnetic system of the spectrometers, 
are selected and ordered according to their momenta. After passing the magnetic 
system, their trajectories and other characteristics are determined by an array of 
detectors located in a shielded detector hut at the top of each spectrometer. In 
Figure 6, the detectors are shown rolled out of the shielding huts, for service.
2.3 Beam Instrumentation in the Hall
The intensity of the current used during the experiment was between 2 and 100 
A*A. We surveyed the central beam position on the target to stay within 0.25mm 
in the plane perpendicular to beam propagation.
There are many instruments on the Hall A beam line upstream of the target:
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the Compton polarimeter, beam current monitors (BCM’s), beam position moni­
tors (BPM’s), magnets for focusing and rastering the beam, the e-p beam energy 
measuring apparatus, and the Moller polarimeter. A schematic representation of 
the beam instrumentation is shown in Figure 7. We shall focus on those elements 
that were employed during the experiment.
2.3.1 The Raster System
We used a liquid hydrogen target in this experiment. If we had maintained the 
beam on a steady trajectory through the target, the liquid hydrogen would have 
rapidly boiled and the density would have decreased dramatically. This phe­
nomenon is the result of the energy transferred by collision of beam electrons 
with the atomic electrons in the target. To avoid this effect, the beam spot itself 
is moved (rastered) by small rapidly varying magnetic fields in a pattern covering 
a rectangle of up to 1 cm in height and width. The beam position on the target 
is determined by this fast raster and by variations in the orbit of the beam in the 
accelerator (primarily 60 Hz noise).
The fast raster system is located 23 m upstream from the target on the beam 
line. This system is called the fast raster because, initially a slow raster was 
installed after the target. Just as with the fast raster, the slow raster steered 
the beam with small varying magnetic fields in order to protect the beam dump. 
Presently instead of the slow raster, there is a diffuser just before the beam dump 
to serve this purpose. The fast rastering system consists of two pairs of steering 
electromagnets, one vertical and one horizontal. The current in the magnets varies 
sinusoidally. The frequencies were chosen such as to not form a stable Lissajoux 
figure -18.3 kHz horizontally and 24.63 kHz vertically.
The current in the raster coils is read out by a Pearson probe that is presented 
in detail in [37]. The Pearson probe generates a voltage proportional to the raster 
current with a sensitivity of 1 V per 10 A.
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FIG. 7: Schematic representation of the beamline instrumentation in Hall A. The 
upper line continues with the lower line on beam direction.
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2.3.2 Beam Position Monitoring in Hall A
There are two beam position monitoring devices in Hall A, located 1.286 m (beam- 
line element code IPM1H03B, or simpler BPMB) and 7.524 m (beamline element 
code IPM1H03A, or simpler BPMA) upstream of the target. The BPMs consist 
of a four-wire antenna array inside a resonant cavity. The four wires run parallel 
to the beam axis. The size and shape of the resonant cavity, as well as the mate­
rial from which it is made, determine the frequency of the transverse electric and 
magnetic (TEM) modes possible in the cavity [35]. The mechanical parameters of 
the cavity are chosen (or tuned) such that the frequency at which the accelerator 
operates is also a resonant frequency of the cavity. This electron beam passing 
through the cavity excited these TEM resonant modes. The readout electronics 
is shown schematically in Figure 8.
The measurement does not disturb the beam, so the beam position can be con­
tinuously monitored. The information from the BPM’s is recorded on an event by 
event basis reflecting the rastering effect. Also, integrated values of beam position 
over 0.3 s are logged into the EPICS database every 4 s. EPICS (experimental 
physics and industrial control system) is a control system development environ­
ment used to develop the interfaces needed for remote control and monitoring of 
numerous devices and parameters related to TJNAF. The EPICS development 
environment consists of a collection of C codes and MOTIF programs, originally 
developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory and Argonne National Labora­
tory, but now in use in more than 90 independent projects, including particle and 
nuclear physics, astronomy and industrial applications [38]. The EPICS beam po­
sition logs only the variation of the orbit and does not include the raster effects.
Electron beam passage through the BPM induces in each antenna a signal that 
varies linearly with the distance between the beam and the respective wire, when 
the beam is near the center of the cavity. From the recorded signals (X, Y)p<m, 
the beam coordinates X b p m , F b p m  are reconstructed as follows:
* B P M  =  «x(18.87 m m ) y P ~ ~  ~  (14)
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Hall A BPM Readout
FIG. 8: Hall A BPM read-out electronics for E93-050. The electronics for the X  
coordinate are not shown, but it is multiplexed into an EPICS signal as shown. 
The p and m are conventional named so according to the influence on the recon­
structed value of the beam position.
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TABLE III: Calibrated values of offsets and relative gain of BPM.
BPM ax Ap,0ff Am,off ay ^P.off Ym.off
BPM03A 0.975 -695 -656 1.109 -206 -190
BPM03B 0.983 -519 -464 1.119 -440 -415
rBPM = K y {  18.87 mm) (15)
The amplitude parameter of 18.87 mm is the nominal calibration of the dis­
placement of the beam for a 100% asymmetry in the p, m signals. The additional 
factor kx,y accounts for the attenuation of the signals due to the filters in Figure 
8, as described below. The Xm)0ff offset corrections were measured by sending a 
1.5 GHz signal on one of the Y wires in the absence of the beam, with unity gain. 
Prior to E93-050, the relative gain of the two signals was not known or calibrated. 
The EPICS electronics was calibrated with an unrastered beam. We calibrated 
the relative gain of data acquisition electronics by comparison with the EPICS 
values that represent the central position of the beam without the raster deviation. 
The asymmetry parameters ax,y to first order influence the mean position of the 
beam raster, as measured by the BPM. We adjusted the data acquisition values 
of ax,y until the mean beam position recorded by the physics events agreed with 
the EPICS values (from the same time slice of data). The resulting calibrations 
are listed in Table III. The presence, at the end of the electronic chain of the 
30 KHz low-pass filters, induced an attenuation of the signals as recorded by the 
experimental acquisition system. We estimated theoretically these attenuations 
and calibrated them against special measurements made with an EPICS chain 
measurement called B-scopes. The results of these calibrations are summarized 
in Table IV.
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TABLE IV: Calibration of the magnitude of displacement from the center in BPM.






BPMA X 1.1714 1.2171
Y 1.2938 1.2521
BPMB X 1.1714 1.2577
Y 1.2938 1.3194
2.3.3 Beam Position Phase Correction
One of the technical problems in knowing the beam position on the target comes 
from the fact that the BPM readout is delayed in time versus the physical event 
time. We describe the generic beam position (x  or y) in one of the beam moni­
toring chains BPMA or BPMB, by
B = Bc(t) + A • cos(w • t), (16)
where A  is the amplitude of the deflection due to the fast raster, and Bc is the 
slow time dependent central position of the beam (mostly 60 Hz noise). The BPM
signals read out has an inherent delay. What we reconstruct is, in fact,
B = Be(t — St) + A - cos[w• (t — <ft)] . (17)
Since the raster deflection has sinusoidal time variation in the plane perpendicular 
to the beam propagation, this time delay (St) induces a fixed phase offset (0o//«t) 
between the raster deflection measured value and the value at the moment of the
event
^offset =  W -St . (18)
However the fast raster readout is basically simultaneous with the physical event. 
It has intrinsic information about the momentary phase of the beam deflection:
I  = Imax-COS((jJX 't) .  (19)
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FIG. 9: The re-phasing of the BPM readout. Left the beam position as read in 
the event versus the raster current in arbitrary units; right the re-phased beam 
position versus the raster current.
We do then a phase shift correction of the BPM readouts against the raster 
readout. To remove ambiguity in determining the deflection phase (up to a 271- 
term) of any event we use also the sign of the derivative of the raster current 
recorded for each event,
Severn =  - r i g n A )  •COS_ l ( y ^ - )  (20)
OX im ax
Rcorrected = B  — A • COS{<f>event fioff) "F A ’ COS(tfreuent)• (2 1 )
The raster current and raster induced deflection amplitudes are determined from 
histograms of the values recorded during data taking. The effect of re-phasing is 
illustrated in Figure 9.
The x and y beam position, determined in this way, for BPMB and BPMA, is 
then forward projected to the target zone.
2.3.4 Beam Current Monitoring
Measurements of the beam current must be stable and non-destructive. Two 
types of current monitors are used in Hall A: resonant cavities (BCM) and a
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parametric DC current transformer (known as the Unser monitor after the name 
of its inventor).
The design of the BCM’s is similar to that of BPM’s but the resonant mode 
selected (the T M m  mode) is most sensitive to the beam current and relatively 
insensitive to the beam position. The material and shape of the cavity can be 
chosen to adjust the quality factor Q (the ratio of stored energy to dissipated 
power, weighted by the resonant frequency). This quality factor is sensitive to 
temperature fluctuations and this will directly affect the current measurement. To 
alleviate this problem the whole beam current measurement system is thermally 
insulated from the outside world and the temperature is actively stabilized.
The BCM’s were calibrated against the Unser monitor. The advantage of the 
Unser monitor is that it has an extremely stable absolute gain. However, the zero 
offset of the Unser monitor can have large drifts over relatively short periods of 
time (hours) so it is not a reliable instrument for integrating the beam charge. 







Step 1 Step 2
FIG. 10: Current steps during the calibration of the BCM’s against Unser.
The calibration of the cavities versus the Unser monitor was done by special 
runs once every day during the experiment. In these special runs the current was 
alternately turned on and off in 5 steps as represented in Figure 10. The difference 
between the high and low averaged Unser signals served as an absolute reference
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for the calibration of the resonant cavities. The Unser was calibrated before the 
experiment with a current sent through a wire along the beam axis, simulating 
the effect of the electron beam.
The signals from the cavities are processed and recorded in two ways [39]:
• the HP multimeter generates a digital signal equal to a 1 second average of 
the cavity signal. This digital value is logged by EPICS and injected into 
the data stream asynchronously once every 4 seconds. Thus this database 
samples 25% of the charge.
• An integrated charge measurement results from generating an analog signal 
equal to the RMS of the cavity output. This analog signal is converted into 
a logic signal (VTOF) whose frequency is proportional to this analog level. 
The output pulses are then counted and included in the data file as part of 
the special scaler readout event. This is a continuous integral of the beam 
charge, but subject to another level of calibration. Furthermore the voltage 
to frequency conversion was nonlinear for I < 10 fiA.
The BCM readout system is represented in Figure 11 and largely explained in 
[40] and [41]. Studying the stability of the cavity calibrations and the calibration
of the VTOF readout against the EPICS information, we came to the conclusion
that the charge for this experiment is given with an accuracy better than 0.5%, 
by using the following relationships [42] for the upstream cavity:
Q =  caverage(aVTOF + f3T) (22)
a  =  1.0194 • 10_5V;
P =  1.77 • 10"2;
Coverage =  24.43/iA/V. (23)
where Q is the integrated charge, a  and /3 are coefficients, VTO F  is the value of 
the respective scaler and T  is the time.
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FIG. 11: Diagram of the Hall A current monitoring system.
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FIG. 12: Target ladder. Most of data was taken using the 15cm filled with liquid 
hydrogen target cell. For calibration purposes other targets were put in beam line 
by a vertical slide of the target ladder.
2.4 Target
The target assembly used during E93-050 consisted of three loops that can be 
filled with cryogenic target material (hydrogen for this experiment, but the target 
was used previously with liquid deuterium and later with helium) and a series 
of solid or empty cell targets used for different calibrations (see Figure 12). The 
ladder movement was remotely controlled allowing changes within a few minutes 
of the target in the beam, according to the run plan. The information presented 
in this section is based on [43].
The distinctive characteristics of this cryo-target are:
1. open ballast tank at room temperature;
2. forced circulation of cryogen with fans;
3. active coolant (cold He gas) flux control via Joule Thompson valves;
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4. temperature stabilization with heaters.
2.4.1 Scattering Chamber
The main purpose of the scattering chamber is to protect, mechanically and ther­
mally the delicate liquid and solid targets used in experiments. The scattering 
chamber has three sections. The bottom section is attached to the pivot of the 
Hall. The middle section is at the height of the beam-line and is the place where 
the beam interacts with the material from the target cells. The beam entrance 
and exit pipes are connected directly to this section. The scattered particles can 
reach the spectrometer after passing through the aluminum exit window that cov­
ers 93% of the circumference. Exit windows are made of 16 mil thick aluminum 
sheet. The upper section of the scattering chamber contained space for the cryo­
genic plumbing and instrumentation. The vacuum in the chamber was maintained 
at a level of 10-6 Torr.
2.4.2 The Cryo-Target
The cryogenic portion of the Hall A target consists of three target loops, each loop 
having two target cells of 15 cm and 4 cm. We used only the 15 cm H2 target cell 
during E93-050. The main components of each loop are
• the heat exchanger,
• the loop pump (also called fan),
• the cell block,
• the heaters,
• the temperature thermometry.
Inside the heat exchanger there are three concentric cylinders filled with fin- 
tubing where the cooling agent circulates. The cooling agent is gaseous 4He pro­
duced by the End Station Refrigerator (ESR). The cooling flows at a nominal
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rate of 10 g/s with a temperature of 15 K and a pressure of 12 atm. One gram 
of refrigerant per second supplies roughly 50 W of cooling power. The flux to a 
loop can be adjusted according to the cooling need, by changing the opening of a 
Joule-Thompson Valve. The coolant passing the valve flows through the tubing 
in the heat exchanger and returns to ESR at 20 K and 2.6 atm.
The pump in each loop circulates the target cryogen (liquid hydrogen) through 
the target cells and then through the heat exchanger, around the fin-tubing. The 
flow speed of the cryogen depends upon the rotation frequency of the circulating 
fluid. During E93-050 production running, the fan frequency was between 60-72 
Hz.
The target cells are built in pairs (one cell 4 cm long and another cell 15 
cm long) in cell blocks. The cells are cylinders made of aluminum. We consider 
the energy loss by the incoming electron and the scattered particles in the target 
end-caps and walls when we reconstruct the reaction kinematics.
The heaters preserve thermal equilibrium in the target. There is a ‘high’ power 
heater used to regulate the temperature of the cryogen during periods when the 
electron beam is off. The ‘low’ power heater is used to compensate for small 
variations of temperature in a feed-back loop.
In the cryogenic loops, temperature is monitored by several types of temper­
ature gauges, the most accurate sensors being the Cemox temperature sensors, 
CX-1070-SD.
The target control system was developed on the EPICS software platform. 
The hardware is monitored and controlled via graphic interfaces written with 
TCL/TK. The remote control is performed via an Ethernet connection to an 
input/output controller. Information regarding cryo-target functioning is logged 
into a database.
The operating parameters for hydrogen are:
• temperature 19.0 K;
• pressure 26.0 psia;
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The target density enters directly into the cross section calculation. The error 
in determining the density without beam comes from the error in measuring the 
temperature and pressure and the uncertainty in our knowledge of the relative 
amounts of ortho versus para molecules in the liquid hydrogen. All these factors 
combined lead to an operating density of 0.07230 ±  0.00007 g/cm3 in absence 
of the beam. The target material density with beam on depends on the beam 
intensity, the fan frequency and raster size.
During the E93-050 experiment, for 100 /jA beam, the power deposited in the 
target was over 500 W.
2.4.3 Dummy and Solid Targets
On the cryo-target ladder are three aluminum dummy targets and five solid targets 
(see Figure 12). These targets are used for different calibrations. The three 
dummy targets are empty target cells, which have a length of 4 cm, 10 cm and 15 
cm. We used the dummy targets for the spectrometer optics calibration (Chapter 
3). The uppermost solid target on the ladder is an aluminum target with two small 
holes (1 mm and 2 mm square) in it. This target was designed to be used for 
the fast raster calibration. Further down there are a carbon and aluminum target 
foil. Imaging the carbon target in the spectrometers is essential in calibrating 
small displacements of the vertical drift chambers (VDC’s), and thus ensuring 
appropriate use of the trajectory information to reconstruct the reaction in the 
target. This is a fundamental calibration run that has to be performed and studied 
by each experiment whenever the VDC’s are moved inside or outside the detector 
hut. Next on the solid target ladder is the beryllium-oxide target. When the 
beam is incident on BeO, it makes the target glow brilliantly. This target is used 
for a visual check (via a camera) of the presence and position of the beam. At 
the bottom of the target ladder is an aluminum target with a circular hole in the 
middle. This so called empty target is used for ‘target-out-of-beam’ situations, 
the beam going then straight to the dump. The movement of the ladder up or 
down to position different targets on the beam line is done with a small motor
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remotely controlled via the target software from the Hall A counting house.
2.5 Hall A High Resolution Spectrometers
The main equipment in Hall A is the pair of nominally identical High Resolution 
Spectrometers (HRS). A spectrometer consists of a magnetic system and a detec­
tor package. The role of the spectrometers is to select, record and identify particles 
emerging from the target within an acceptance region. The main momentum selec­
tion is achieved by the curvature the magnetic dipole field imposes on the particle 
trajectories, invers proportional to their momenta. The effect is similar to light 
decomposition according to the wave length after passing through a glass prism, 
hence the name spectrometers. The dipole can be set for any central momenta 
value between 0.3 and 4.0 GeV/c. The trajectory of a particle entering the system 
with the reference momentum and in the direction of the spectrometer axis, has a 
path length of 23.4 m and a 45° bend. This trajectory is called the spectrometer 
central ray and is the reference for mid-plane symmetry of the system. The whole 
magnetic system consists of three superconducting quadrupoles and one dipole, in 
a QQDQ arrangement (see Figure 13). Each quadrupole has a focusing effect in 
one direction and defocusing in the other direction. The standard tuning for the 
HRS is point-to-point in the dispersive (vertical) plane and mixed focusing point- 
to-point (for a good position resolution) and parallel-to-point (for good angular 
resolution) in the transverse direction. This tune results in high momentum reso­
lution (accuracy of determining the deviation Grom the central momentum value 
6p/p «  10~4 for point like target), a momentum acceptance of ±4.5 % around the 
central momentum value, an angular acceptance of ±  60 mrad vertical and ±  30 
mrad horizontal, and extended target acceptance projected perpendicular on the 
spectrometer axis of ±5cm.
The magnetic system effect is similar to an optic system: the target is the 
object and the image is recorded by the detector stack (VDC, scintillators, etc.). 
The central momentum set for the magnetic system plays a similar role to the 
wave-length for an optic system. The ’central ray’ is similar with the optical axis
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FIG. 13: Representation of each Hall A spectrometer.
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TABLE V: Hall A HRS forward calculated 1st order optical properties (from 
target to the focal plane). For instance dx/p/cW=11.89m/100%.
Hadron Spectrometer
Xf g Vtg <t>tg S Units
m rad m rad 100%
-2.170 -0.203 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 11.890 x f p m
-0.101 -0.469 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 1.963 rad
0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 -0.595 -1.241 0 .0 0 0 y j p m
0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0.342 -0.968 0 .0 0 0 0 / p rad
Electron Spectrometer
X(g e t9 Vtg <f>tg S Units
m rad m rad 100%
-2.181 -0.198 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 11.905 X /p m
-0.100 -0.469 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 1.967 <*fP rad
0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 -0.595 -1.274 0 .0 0 0 y f p m
0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0.363 -0.902 0 .0 0 0 H p rad
concept. According to [44] the first order optical properties are presented in Table 
V.
The electron arm detector stack is illustrated in Figure 14. The VDC’s deter­
mines the particle track after it passed through the magnetic system. Based on 
this trajectory information, the 3-momentum vector of the particle at the target 
can be reconstructed. The slow read-out of the VDC requires a trigger, supplied 
by the coincidence between the two scintillator planes. The Cerenkov detector 
and pre-shower-shower detectors are used to identify electron from other negative 
charged particles. For an exclusive reaction, the kinematics alone were sufficient 
to isolate electrons.
The hadron arm detectors package illustrated in Figure 15 has identical VDC 
chambers and scintillator planes. The hadron arm does not have the gas Cerenkov 
and lead-glass shower counters. Instead, there is installed a focal plane polarimeter 
in the hadron arm, however it was not used during E93-050.
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In the following subsections I will present the detectors emphasizing the cal­
ibration issues since the constructive characteristics and description were exten­
sively treated in the previous Hall A theses [40], [41], [45], [46], as well as in the 
Hall A Operating Manual [47].
2.5.1 Scintillator Hodoscope
As a high energy particle passes through a medium, it excites some of the atoms 
along its path to higher atomic levels. In the scintillators, these atoms decay to 
their ground state with the emission of a visible photon - scintillation light. This 
light is collected via total internal reflection in the scintillator and associated light 
guide. The light reaching the end of the light guide is converted to an electrical 
pulse and amplified by a photomultiplier (PMT).
In each spectrometer there were two planes of trigger scintillators, Si and S2. 
The two planes are separated by 1.933 m in the Electron arm and 1.854 m in 
the Hadron arm. In each plane the dispersive coordinate x  is segmented with 
scintillator paddles, made of Bicron BC-408 plastic. Adjacent paddles overlap 
by «5 mm. Two Burle 8575 two inch PMTs view each scintillator one on each 
end, at opposite extremes of the transverse coordinate y. The area of the paddles 
are 36 cm (transverse) x 29.3 cm (dispersive) for Si scintillator paddles and 60 
cm (transverse) x 37 cm (dispersive) for S2 scintillator paddles with each 0.5 cm 
thickness.
The plane of each scintillator array is perpendicular to the spectrometer cen­
tral ray. The scintillators are used, either alone or in combination with another 
detector (e.g. the gas Cerenkov), to provide the physics event triggers (see Section 
2.7). In addition to trigger, the scintillators provide timing and coarse tracking 
information. The electronics is set-up to have a master time signal in each spec­
trometer arm (common stop for all TDC’s) always defined by S2 plane right PMT 
(as right is defined standing up right and looking downstream along the central 
ray) signal. All other times are defined relative to this common stop, and are 
determined by the time of particle passage together with the relative offset of
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FIG. 15: Hadron arm detector package as used during E93-050 experiment.
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different signals (signal delays in detector, electronics delay, cabling, etc).
The time it takes the particle to travel between the two scintillator planes 
allows calculation of the speed of the particle (we actually use the ratio between 
the particles speed and speed of light /3 = v/c). To do this besides understanding 
the signal offsets relative to the start signal, there are two other parameters to 
be calibrated and understood: the average speed of light through the scintillators 
(geometry dependent) and the pulse height correction.
A crucial experimental characteristic inferred based also on scintillator timing 
is the coincidence time between the particles detected in the two spectrometers. 
This allows us to separate between the true H (e, e'p)X coincidences and the ran­
dom H(e,e;) and H(e,p) coincidence recorded in the same time window.
2.5.2 Vertical Drift Chambers
In order to determine the position and angle of incidence of particles passing 
through the detector package, each spectrometer has two VDC’s separated by 
approximative 50cm on the particle paths. For a complete discussion of the VDC’s, 
see Reference [48]. The VDC’s are mounted on permanent rails on the floor of the 
shield house, between the spectrometer Q3 exit window and the detector space 
frame. As shown in Figure 16, each VDC has two wire planes, perpendicular to 
each other, in a standard UV configuration (the wires of each plane are oriented 
at 90° to one another and at 45° to the x ,y  axes). This configuration ensures 
complete determination of the position of the particle when passing the VDC 
plane and two angles associated with its trajectory. The position resolution of each 
plane is approximately 225 pm (FWHM) and the angular resolution is estimated 
at 0.3 mrad (FWHM). The active area of each VDC is 211.8 cm x 28.8 cm in the 
dispersive and transverse directions, respectively. Each wire plane contains 368 
signal wires. The signal wires are 20 pm in diameter and are made of gold-plated 
tungsten. Distance between adjacent wires is 4mm. Each wire plane is oriented at 
45° with respect to the spectrometer central ray. Inside each VDC, there are three 
planes of negative high voltage (—4000 V nominal), surrounding the two planes
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FIG. 16: Schematic of the two VDC’s of the electron spectrometer. The two 
the hadron spectrometer are identically configured.
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FIG. 17: Particle track in VDC. The geodetic paths are aproximate drift path 
of the earliest arriving electrons on each wire. The ovals mark the approximate 
boundary between the region of x radial fiels near wire and the region with ap­
proximate linear field.
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of grounded signal wires. The chamber gas is a mixture of 65% argon (Ar) and 35 
% ethane (C2H6). When a charged particle passes through the VDC, it produces 
ions in the gas mixture. The electrons drift along the electric field lines defined 
by the high voltage planes and the signal wires. The large electric fields near the 
signal wires give rise to ionization avalanches resulting in detectable signals. A 
discriminator on each wire provides a timing pulse to start the input of a Fastbus 
multi-hit TDC. The TDC is stopped by the event trigger. This records the elapsed 
time between the initial ionization and an above threshold signal being induced on 
a signal wire. This drift time, combined with the electron drift velocity, yields the 
drift distance (see Reference [46] for details). If adjacent wires yield signals in an 
event, during analysis they are grouped in a cluster and their timing information 
analyzed together to learn the particle track (see Figure 17). The perpendicular 
distances (dot-dashed lines) to each hit wire are fit to reconstruct the particle’s 
path (solid line) through the chambers. The ovals indicate the boundary between 
the regions of uniform electric field and the regions of radial electric field.
The trajectory information obtained from the VDC is the basis for the re­
construction of the particle trajectory and momenta at the target. Although very 
robust and efficient, the VDC’s have to have some elements calibrated for accurate 
functioning as follows:
• The shortest valid TDC signal (measuring the delay between valid VDC 
pulse and trigger) is known as To; this timing threshold is common for a 
group of 16 VDC wires cabled together and has to be calibrated considering 
also the electronics and cabling timing offsets.
•  The drift speed of the charged particles through the gaseous mixture had to 
be calibrated, (it is roughly 50 f*m/ns).
•  The drift time to drift distance transfer function has to be understood. A 
combination of the geometry and the non uniform field result in a larger 
effective drift speed close to the wire as shown in Figure 17. The trans­
lation from the recorded time to the distance from the anode wires where 
primary ionization appeared at the particles passage, has to consider this
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phenomenon for the case of short time. For this time to distance translation 
we used a parameterization. A look-up table can be generated and used 
instead.
2.6 Coordinate Systems and Spectrometer 
Miss-Pointing
In order to describe and analyze the data of an experiment it is essential to 
accurately define convenient reference systems and precisely know how to pass 
from one reference system to another (see [49]). The position of instrumentation 
in Hall A is surveyed relative to the Hall A coordinate system (HCS). The origin 
of this system is a fixed point in the Hall A, equal to the nominal center of the 
target (but not defined with respect to the target since for different experiments 
different targets positions can be used).
Beam Dump
FIG. 18: Hall A coordinate system plan view.
The z axis of HCS points downstream along the beam-line. The y  axis of the 
HCS points upward. The x  axis is determined then as x  =  y  x z. The central
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axes of the spectrometers lie in the x-z plane of the Hall A coordinate system. 
The central axes of the electron and hadron arms make angles 0e > 0 and 0* < 0, 
respective with the z axis.
Experimental kinematic characteristics are fixed by settings of spectrometer 
angles and fields. The spectrometers move around the pivot at the center of the 
experimental hall. The spectrometer positioning was done automatically, remote 
from the counting house. A camera mounted on each spectrometer images a set 
of marks painted on the floor by the Jefferson Lab survey group. The marks are 
on an arc at 10m radial distance from the center of the hall and spaced by 0.5°. A 
ruler attached to the bottom of the dipole in the field of view of a camera, serves 
as vernier and is used to interpolate between two marks. This determination is 
good to better than 1 mm and gives an angular precision better then 0.1 mrad.
However the axis of the spectrometers might not go through the Hall A coor­
dinate system origin. Such miss-pointing induces a shift on angle and acceptance. 
To measure this miss-pointing a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) 
was attached between the collimator box in front of Q1 quadrupole and the scat­
tering chamber. The LVDT is used to measure the off radial distance of the 
spectrometer axis d (Figure 19). Spectrometer miss-pointing d can be in either 
side of the Hall A coordinate system origin and is of order of magnitude of millime­
ters. Based on accurate determination of miss-pointing the set angle is corrected 
to the real value.
To reconstruct based on the trajectory information collected by VDC’s the 
path of the particle back to the entrance of the magnetic system, the target 
path is expressed in a curvilinear reference system called transport coordinate 
system (TCS) (see Figure 20). For each spectrometer we have a separate TCS. In 
principal, The z axis of the TCS is along the optical axis of the spectrometer. The 
x axis of TCS is defined in the momentum dispersion direction. At the target it 
is vertically down. The y axis of TCS forms with z axis and x  axis defined before 
a right-handed cartesian system (y =  z x x). The origin of the TCS is defined by 
a survey to a fixed fiducial point beneath the dipole.
After going through the magnetic system the particle is detected in the 2 pairs
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FIG. 19: Spectrometer positioning and miss-pointing.
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FIG. 20: Electron spectrometer transport coordinate system at target, in 3-D 
view.
of VDC’s. They record the particle trajectory. We specify this trajectory in a 
detector coordinate system (DCS). Its origin is defined by intersection of wire 184 
of the VDC ul plane and the perpendicular projection of wire 184 of the VDC vl 
onto the plane ul. The y axis is parallel with the short symmetry axis and x axis 
is parallel to the long symmetry axis of the lower VDC pointing away from the 
center of curvature of the dipole. Based on the 4 intercept points of the particle 
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(28)
(29)
These formulae are based on the assumptions that the VDC wires are at 45° to 
the wire frame, wires are positioned in the planes, the wire planes are parallel and 
separated by known distances (di= 13 mm and d2=350 mm as shown in Figure 
21) and the location of the centers of the wire planes are known. Deviation from
coordinates of the focal plane vertex.
The focal plane coordinate system (FCS) is essential in the spectrometer anal­
ysis. This coordinate system is obtained by rotating DCS around its y axis with 
an angle p (see Figure 22). In the dispersive direction x, a local central ray is de­
fined as the trajectory of a particle with 6 = <j> =  0 at the spectrometer entrance, 
so position is determined only by the momentum deviation horn the central set 
value. The local ray for the momentum equal to the central momentum of the 
magnetic system is rotated by 45° with respect to the detector plane. This angle 
p is locally defined as the angle between the local central ray and the z axis of
The transformation from DCS to FCS including corrections for offsets or miss- 
alignment in VDC package is:
In the determination of y/p and <f>fP from detector measured coordinates, we do 
not use the local angle p, but we apply small corrections polynomial in x/p. In 
the case of the focal plane trajectory angle 0/p, we have:
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these assumptions lead to offsets that needs to be considered when calculating the
DCS.
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FIG. 21: Detector Coordinate System.
wire plane
FIG. 22: The rotation from detector coordinate system (z^ ) to focal plane coor­
dinate system (z/p).
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a „ tan 0** + tan p ,OAS
tan 0/p =  -— -— -—  -----  (34)
1 — tan ddet tanp
The polynomial in x jp corrections, with coefficients yiooo>Piooo and tjooo are due 
to small shifts and tilts of the VDC chambers and are the subject of a special 
calibration done with solid fixed target, as part of the detector calibrations.
2.7 Trigger Electronics
When a particle passes through the spectrometer and is detectable, the signals 
from all the detectors need to be recorded to gain maximum information about the 
particle. The data acquisition system is activated by a signal formed by the trigger 
electronics, based on the fast response of the scintillators and other detectors to 
the passage of a particle in one or both spectrometers. If the trigger electronics 
enables the readout, CODA (the data acquisition system, see section 2.8) forms 
an event buffer with the signals from all detectors, that is written in the data file. 
However once this event recording is initiated, for approximately 700 /is, no other 
particle can be considered for read-out. Trigger electronics functions are more 
complex than transmitting a recording signal:
• logical processing of the scintillator information allows to decide about the 
passage of particles through both scintillator planes, in a pattern compatible 
with a trajectory through the spectrometer;
• identification of correlated particles in the two spectrometers for a time 
window compatible with a common reaction origin - coincidence events;
•  even if the data acquisition electronics is busy with readout horn an event, 
the particles coming through each spectrometer are counted (including all 
coincidences);
• to favor a certain type of event (the one in electron arm or coincidences) for 
each event class can be set a prescale coefficient N. This means that only 
the N** event of that type is considered for being recorded, the rest are only 
counted in scalers.
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• singles events are delayed, so that coincidence events can be build and 
recorded as coincidence.
There are six basic types of triggers (Tl, T2, T3, T4, T5, T8). T8 is a random 
trigger fired by a prescaled 1024 Hz clock. The other trigger types appear as a 
consequence of seemingly a particle going through one or both spectrometers.
T l and T3 are the “good” electron and hadron arm singles triggers, respec­
tively. T5 is the coincidence trigger (Tl in coincidence with T3 within a 100 ns 
window). T2 and T4 are the “junk” electron and hadron arm singles triggers, 
respectively.
A T l trigger is formed in the electron arm by a coincidence between the two 
scintillator planes SI and S2, in the S-ray configuration. A valid hit in SI or S2 
requires a coincidence between the left and right PMT of an individual scintillator 
paddle (there are 6 paddles in each plane). The S-ray configuration requires that 
the paddle number in S2 be the same or adjacent paddle number as in Si. If we 
label the right and left PMT logic signal from the ith paddle in Si as 5li2(i) and 
5lL(i) then the trigger logic can be represented symbolically as:
51(i) = SlR(i)f)SlL(i)
52(0 = S2R(i)f)S2L(i)
Tl  = U
«=t awn U S2(i +  j) tf— 1
(35)
0 < i+ j '< 6 ;
A paddle hit 51(0 or 52(j) is considered by the trigger logic when in a 40ns time 
window there are signals in both left and right phototubes of the paddle.
The trigger type 2 is the so-called ‘electron junk’ trigger and appears when 
either the S-ray pattern is not respected, or when one of the scintillator planes 
doesn’t have a hit paddle. In the latter case a valid signal in the Cerenkov detector 
is required in coincidence. Symbolically:
51 = U Sl(i)
l< i< 6
52 =  U  S201
1< j <6
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T2 = hn)n[(5in52)U(5inc)U(52no] (36)
The trigger type 3 is the hadron arm correspondent of trigger 1. The trigger 
type 4 is ‘hadron junk’ is also similar to the trigger 2 except that in the hadron arm 
there is no Cerenkov. Trigger 4 is generated by any valid [left-right coincidence] 
hit in either Si or S2 in the hadron arm.
T4 = (-.T 3)f)(5 lU 52) (37)
If a trigger type 1 and a trigger type 3 appeared in a 100ns time window they 
form a coincidence trigger type 5.
A simplified diagram of the HRSE, HRSH and coincidence trigger (from [40]) 
is shown in Figure 23.
2.8 Data Acquisition
2.8.1 Data Acquisition Software
The software for data acquisition was build by the TJNAF data acquisition group, 
for Hall A from CEBAF online data acquisition (CODA), a dedicated toolkit. 
Data acquisition systems with different degrees of complexity can be setup using 
CODA routines. The data acquisition software version during E93-050 was 1.4. 
Standard components of a CODA system include:
• ROC (readout controller) interface to detector systems;
• EB (Event builder) collects ROC data fragments and assemble them into an 
event;
• ANA/DD (analyzer/ data distribution) user controlled events analysis 
and/or filter to disk or tape.
Figure 24 shows the way in which hardware and software are integrated in 
the Hall A data acquisition. When particles pass through the detector package 
of either the electron or hadron spectrometers, they can generate signals in the
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FIG. 23: Trigger electronics .
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FIG. 24: Schematic of the Hall A DAQ.
scintillators and Cerenkov detector. If the pattern of detector signals is recognized 
by the trigger electronics as one of the allowed trigger types, the trigger supervisor 
(TS) causes an event to be recorded by the data acquisition. First, the Read-Out 
Controllers (ROC’s) are read out. There are four ROC’s in the Hall A DAQ. 
The ROC’s are single board computers in the Fastbus and VME crates. These 
crates contain the ADC’s, TDC’s and scalers which contain the physics event 
information. The fragments of information from the ROC’s are then collected by 
the event builder (EB) and put together into the CODA event format, including 
header and identifying information. After the event is built by the EB, it is 
written to disk for later analysis by the Hall A analysis program ESPACE, which 
is described in Section 4.1.
While data are being acquired, they can be examined using the Coda data 
distribution (DD) system. The DD system maintains a real-time event buffer 
which can be accessed by software tools. During this experiment, the program
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DHIST [50], which utilized the DD system to access the data in real-time, was 
used to make diagnostic histograms so that the quality of data could be monitored 
online.
2.8.2 Raw Data Structure
There is much more running information than the events record needed for suc­
cessful interpretation of an experiment. The data file contains:
1. event data recorded with each trigger;
2. scalers events;
3. EPICS information events;
4. special events - which are inserted once or infrequently during a run, such 
as prescale information and detector map.
The data come in the form of an array of 32-bit words, in the case of event 
data, or character data, in the case of some of the special events. In general, the 
first part of the event structure is header information, indicating how long the 
event is, what the event type is, etc.
For physics event, after the header, the data are organized in banks corre­
sponding to each ROC: ROC1 =  Fastbus on E-arm, ROC2 =  Fastbus on H-arm 
for VDC’s and scintillators, ROC3 =  Fastbus on H-arm for focal plane polarime- 
ter, ROC14 =  VME crate for BPM and raster data.
The scalers are counters fed with useful information relative to the hit rates 
in the scintillators and Cerenkov photo-multipliers, but also useful normalization 
information related to the total number triggers of each type, integrated beam 
charge, etc. Scaler data are inserted into the data stream as an event type 140, 
typically every 10 seconds, but not synchronized to any other event, with hadron 
and electron arm alternating. These counters are accurate indicators for the qual­
ity of data both on-line and off-line. Inside the scaler events, the information is 
organized in banks (groups) of 16. Regardless if the information comes manly
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from hadron or electron arm, the fifth bank contains normalization data. All 
scalers are set to 0 at the beginning of a run.
Data from various EPICS databases are periodically inserted into the data- 
stream relative to the beam current, position monitors, magnetic fields in our 
spectrometers, as well as some beamline elements, the beam energy, collimator 
positions, and several other things. Approximately every 30 seconds, a long list 
of information from the accelerator and from Hall A are inserted as event type 
131. Approximately every 4 seconds a shorter list of information, for which rapid 
updates are desirable, are inserted as event type 131.
Prescale factors as text are part of event type 133 and is usually inserted once 
at the beginning of a data file. Most of the time among the first 100 events in a 
file there is the event 135 that contains another text buffer with the detector map. 
This contains information relative to the data acquisition set-up and content; this 
knowledge is essential for decoding the events for analysis.




The magnetic system of the spectrometers acts as an optical system for charged 
particles ([51]). Calibration of the spectrometer optics means establishing the re­
lation between the measured quantities in the detectors and a particle momentum 
and direction at the reaction vertex position. In optics language it means mea­
suring the source (particle) based on its image in the detectors. The coefficients 
of the expansion of the target coordinates in the spectrometer coordinate system 
(.Vtgt #t9i <£tg,£) , as polynomial sums of the focal plane coordinates in the trans­
port coordinate system (x/p, 9/p, y/p, <t>fP) were established during the Hall A 
Commissioning for a point-like target for a central momentum in the spectrome­
ters of «800 MeV [52]. These expressions are
Vtg =  £  Y m xif A Py % ^ ! p  . (38)
»«= E  ^AAAl, .  ( 3 9 )
=  £  PiMAAA, • (« )
6  =  £  D im * , A A A l ,  ■ ( 4 1 )
53
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Mid-plane symmetry of the magnetic system requires that the exponent com­
binations used in the expansion be constrained in the following manner: k  +  / is 
odd for ytg and <j>tg expansions and k + l even for 9tg and 8.
In the first calibration we assumed that the reaction vertex coordinate x tg in 
the Hall A coordinate system is 0 (or small and fixed). Also the coordinate ztg 
of the reaction vertex in the Hall A coordinate system is known and fixed. The 
difference between solving the calibration problem with a point like target [52] 
versus an extended target and with rastered beam, appears from the fact that 
some simplifying hypotheses made for the former are unacceptable for the latter. 
In the first case all one needs to determine are ytg, 9tg and <f>tg and 8 (percent 
deviation of the particle momentum from a reference value - central momentum) 
from the measured focal plane coordinates x/p, yjp, 9fP and 4>fp. It is a 4x4 
determined problem.
For an extended target and rastered beam, the beam position X fe a m  and V beam  
(in the Hall A coordinate system) are non-zero and vary from event to event. We 
need, therefore, to establish all three reaction vertex coordinates (xv, yv, zv) in 
addition to the angles (9tg, <j>tg) and 8. The additional information necessary to 
completely determine these 6 quantities, comes from taking the position of the 
beam at the reaction as measured by the BPM devices. In this way, two of the 
three coordinates of the reaction vertex are fixed and the problem is again reduced 
to a 4x4 determination.
Measured quantities Reconstructed quantities
/  \  










K e fP  J
Ztg
^ V beam  t \  X t»  /
Special experimental data were collected for determining the optics of the
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spectrometers, i.e. the coefficients Yijki, Pijki, Diju. For optimizing the posi­
tion reconstruction along the beam axis (z in Hall A coordinate system), we used 
quasi-elastic data taken with foil targets, 12C(e, e') and 27Al(e, e'). For optimizing 
angle reconstruction we used elastic H(e, e') data taken with a special collimator 
called a sieve slit. To optimize the vertex and momentum (5) reconstruction for 
the entire detection area, the position in the focal plane of the elastic scattering 
events was moved by setting the spectrometer field at values of -4%, -2%, 0% 
(nominal), 2% and 4%.
In the case of an extended target, the estimation of the references used in 
calibration involves the use of some reconstructed target coordinates. It is then 
necessary to loop a few times between the Yiju, Piju and T ^j, calibrations.
3.2 Singular Value Decomposition Indicator
In each calibration, we try to find a set of coefficients that will minimize:
x2 =  E  ( Z X , M / M p - X r “)  • (42)
tvenU \ i j k l  }
Xijki can be any of the tensors in Equations 38-41 and Xovent is the corresponding 
coordinate of known value. We can assume that if a set of such coefficients exists 
then for any considered value X u k u  taking the derivative with respect to that 
coefficient we obtain an equation
£  > / ,  (43)
events ijkl events
Putting together the equations for each IJ K L  combination considered we 
obtain a linear system
A X  = B  , (44)
where X is the vector of the coefficients X jjkl• Stability analysis of this linear 
system using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) indicates which terms in
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the expansion should be used for tradeoff between stability and sensitivity (see
[53] and [54]).
The Singular Value Decomposition theorem states that for the real m x n 
matrix A, there exists an orthogonal m x m  matrix U, and an orthogonal n x n  
matrix V such that
Ut AV  =  diag (<rl t <rp) =  E , (45)
where > oi > ... > <rn > 0, E is an m x n matrix and p =  mm(m,n). The <7* 
are the singular values of A. The vectors Hi and Vi are the ith left singular vector 
and the ith right singular vector, respectively. By comparing the columns in the 
equations AV  =  C/E and ATU = VET we establish
AVi =  (TiUi,
ATUi =  criVi, (46)
where i =  1 :min(m,n).
In the case of our linear system m  =  n. Then we can write
A = =  C/EVr  . (47)
«=i
The solution of the linear system can be written as
X  = A~lB  =  (C/EVT) _1 B  =  £  ^ Vi . (48)
*=l
This expansion shows that small changes in A or B can induce relatively large 
changes in X if an is small. We can quantize the impact of the variation in A
and B  resulting horn using different ensemble of events, relative to the set of
coefficients Xijti used.
To define and estimate the sensitivity of the linear system A X  =  B, we con­
sider the parameterized system
(A +  ef’)X (e) =  B +  e / .  (49)
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The relative errors in A and B are
(50)
where || || stands for matrix 2-norm (for matrix norm definition see [53]).
It can be proved [53] that the relative error in X is the product of the relative 
errors in A and B with the condition number k (A) defined as
The condition number k quantifies the sensitivity of the system. The smaller this 
number, the more stable is the solution of the linear system. In this mathemat­
ical view, the optimization can be done in phases in order to achieve a tradeoff 
between stability and sensitivity. We do want as many terms in the optimiza­
tion as necessary to reach the desired resolution and avoid unwanted correlations. 
However we try to keep the condition number k as low as possible.
This procedure does not limit the number of coefficients that can be used in the 
expansion. It recommends an order or rather which of coefficients can and should 
be determined directly by solving the linear system A X  =  B. Based on the SVD 
analysis we choose a minimal representative set. In a second optimization phase, 
we add more coefficients for removing undesired sorrelation and aberations, doing 
a conjugate gradient minimization for the additional ones, without perturbing the 
ones determined exactly. In Appendix A are listed the results of the SVD analysis 
of the polynomial expansion coefficients of ytg, 9tg and <t>tg as function of the focal 
plane coordinates (see also [55]).
When the beam was not rastered, the position optimization was done on ytg 
which is perpendicular to the the spectrometer axis. The beam going through 
a foil target is a point-like interaction source. The projection of the vertices on 
the ytg direction are a point. In the case of a rastered beam, the beam hits the 
foil target within the rectangular raster shape, that projects as a range in ytg.
(51)
3.3 Vertex Position Optimization
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From event to event, correlated with the beam position, the expected value of ytg 
changes. For this reason, we fit the vertex position along the beam line, Zy in the 
Hall A coordinate system; we expect all events to have the same Zy corresponding 









FIG. 25: Experimental set-up for optimization along beam line.
For the optimization of the vertex reconstruction we used the carbon (12C) 
foil and the empty aluminum (27A1) targets of 4 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm length, each 
of which looks like two foils along the beam line, approximately symmetric to the 
Hall A coordinate system origin as shown in Figure 25.
The relations between Zy and ytg are
zv = — [ytg +  d] + <p ) Xbeam cot(fl° > (52)
where 8a is the spectrometer angle of the spectrometer axis with the z axis in the 
Hall A coordinate system, d is the mis-pointing of the spectrometer (the distance 
between Hall A origin and the spectrometer axis, as shown in Figure 19). The 
coefficients are determined from a x 2 minimization procedure in which the events 
are reconstructed as close as possible to the known position of the foil from which 
they orriginate.
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FIG. 26: Reconstructed position z before (dashed) and after the optimization 
(solid) for the electron arm (left) and the hadron arm (right).
To estimate the resolution achieved, we can check how accurately the surveyed 
position of the solid targets is reproduced as well as the reconstructed width of 
the solid targets (see in Figure 26 the improvement sue to the optimization done). 
The position of the peaks was reproduced with an accuracy better than the actual 
position survey uncertainly of 0.5 mm. Expressing the reconstructed width in 
the beam direction is misleading because it depends on the spectrometer angle. 
Projecting the width back into the ytg direction in the spectrometer coordinate 
system (to remove the spectrometer angle weighting), we achieved a resolution of
0.60-0.64 mm (RMS) in electron arm, and of 1.3-I.8 mm (RMS) in the hadron 
arm after optimization [56].
3.4 Sieve Slit Plane Optimization
The sieve slit is a collimator with a 7x7 grid of holes (see Figure 27). The hole 
diameters are 2 mm, except for the central and one off center hole, which have 
4 mm diameter. The distance from the Hall A coordinate origin to the sieve
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collimator is 1.1834 m for the electron arm and 1.1745 m for the hadron arm. 
To calibrate the trajectory angles at the target (<f>tg and 9tg) we optimize the 
trajectory reconstruction in the sieve slit collimator plane. Piju and Tiju are 
fitted using sieve slit elastic data H(e, e') for 5 different 8,
system origin) to the sieve collimator plane. The reference positions i 0 a n d  
yQsieve are inferred from the constructive description of the sieve slit collimator and 
survey data about the collimator position relative to the spectrometer axis. The 
quantity y,PoffMt represents the vertical offset (out of plane) of the spectrometer 
axis in a given position. In Figures 29 and 30 it is represented the collimator image 
built with the reconstructed events before and after optimization. The lines mark 
the nominal holes position. We see that two aspects of the this reconstruction 
improved as consequence of the optimization: the holes position and the focusing 
of the events around around the nominal position of the holes. We achieved an 
angular resolution in 0tg of about 1 mrad RMS in the electron arm and 2 mrad 
RMS in the hadron arm. For <j>tg, the resolution is about 0.7 mrad RMS in the 
electron arm and 1.2 mrad RMS in the hadron arm. The optics calibration from 
E93-050 data analysis is summarized in reference [56].
3.5 Momentum Reconstruction Optimization
In principle, the momentum optimization is done with elastic events of known 
momentum which span the focal plane (with the magnetic field adjusted in a series 
of runs). The quantity optimized is 8 which represents the deviation from the 
central ray momentum, of the momentum of the particle after exiting the target,
e ven t$
Vbeam  4* 2/jpoffa<t 4 "  (Z jte u e  — 2v e r te x )  tJU l 6 tg  i
^  sieve  ~  ^ 0 s ie ve )  i 
even ts
V sieve  —  V tg  4" I *  t a n  (f>tg ,





where I is the distance from spectrometer optical point (spectrometer coordinate
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FIG. 27: Sieve Slit is used for angular calibration of the spectrometer optics.
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FIG. 28: Sieve Slit experimental set-up.
corrected for spectrometer aberrations and for the nuclear recoil momentum.
(57)
Pc
where pc is the momentum of the central ray, and p is the particle momentum at 
the spectrometer entrance.
The quantity 8 is also reconstructed as a polynomial expansion of the focal 
plane coordinates:
5 =  E  0 ^ 4 , 0 } , 4 4  . (58)
For elastic data, we fit the polynomial coefficients by minimizing the deviation of 
this quantity from the calculated value:
I _  dp _  Pelastic ~  Pc fCn\v calculated — — ,
P  Pc
where
pc = B *  T . (60)
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FIG. 29: Hadron Sieve Slit Data before(left) and after(right) calibration.
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FIG. 30: Electron Sieve Slit Data before(left) and after(right) calibration.
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B  is the magnetic field of the spectrometer. The magnetic field in the dipole 
is measured with pairs of NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) probes. T is the 
spectrometer constant; r eiectTon =  269.4 MeV/kG, Thadron =  270.1 MeV/kG (cali­
brated on 12C(e, e'p)), to be applied to the low NMR dipole field reading [61]. For 
a elastic scattering of angle 9scat from a target of mass M, the expected momentum 
at exit from target is
Eq is the incident electrons energy. 9$eat is central nominal angle of the spec­
trometer. M  is the mass of the target nucleus in (MeV). e.lossl and e.loss2 are 
the average energy loss before the reaction and from the reaction point to the 
spectrometer entrance respectively. The relation between 04COt and the detection 
angles 9 and (j> is given by
where 90 is the nominal position of the spectrometer in HCS.
The hydrogen elastic data we collected in E93-050 are not well suited for per­
forming a 6 optimization, because Coulomb multiple scattering in the extended 
target is important, leading to significant natural kinematic broadening of the mo­
mentum distribution. Particle momentum optimization is best performed on thin 
targets of high atomic mass (to reduce the dependence of momentum upon scat­
tering angle). This part of the optimization was performed on data taken as part 
of other experiments. To estimate the overall performance of the reconstruction, 
we look at coincidence kinematic quantities. The missing energy in quasielastic 
scattering reaction 12C{e,e'p)n B  is the difference between the energy of the in­
cident electron plus the rest mass of carbon nucleus and the sum of the recoil 
nucleus energy, the emerging proton and the scattered electron corresponding to 
an excitation energy. In the C quasi-elastic coincidence from the E93-050 data, 
we can see the resolution of reconstructing the pi/2 excitation line (see Figure 31). 
The FWHM of the line is 2.5 MeV which includes both spectrometers momen­
tum resolution. Since the added energies of detected particles are greater than
Eq — e.lossl
— e.loss2 . (61)Pelastic  —
M 2
. cos Qq — tan <(> sin 9q
COS O — (62)
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FIG. 31: The missing energy for the pi/2 excitation in l2C(e,e'p)u B.
4.5 GeV, the resolution is 5 x 10-4.
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Data Analysis
The goal of this data analysis is to determine the experimental cross-section value 
and estimate the error we make in this determination. The cross-section is the 
bridge between theory and experiment; it essentially gives a measure of the proba­
bility for a reaction to occur. Theoretically, it may be calculated if the form of the 
basic interaction between the particles is known. Experimentally the differential 
cross-section for a certain process is
, (63)
where a is the cross-section, dT1 is the /- th dimensional elementary phase-space 
(solid angle of particles, momenta, etc), process specifies the event selection con­
ditions, — ■'&£***) is the measured average process rate, and F is the density of 
potential scattering centers. This density is given by the number of incident par­
ticles per unit time, multiplied by with the number of target nuclei per unit area
r . & f i (64)
where I  is the average current of the beam, p is the target density, L is the target 
length, Na =  6.022 x 1023 nuclei/mol is Avogadro’s constant, e =  1.6 x 10-l9C is 
the magnitude of the electron charge, and A  is the atomic weight. For hydrogen, 
A  =  1.00794 g/mol. The cross-section has dimension of area and it is usually 
expressed in units of bams (1 bam= 10-28 m2).
66
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During this experiment the data acquisition focused on recording candidate 
events from the reaction p(e, e'p)X («100 GByte of data were collected in the 
resonance region). The data analysis encompasses the following steps:
1. instrument calibrations (most of them were described in Chapter 2) done 
before direct analysis:
• scintillator timing optimization;
•  vertical drift chamber calibrations;
• beam position monitor calibrations;
•  beam current monitor calibration;
• optics optimization.
2. event selection and evaluation of the detection efficiency:
• event analysis and selection;
• trigger efficiency;
• dead time correction;
• target density correction;
• background and accidentals subtraction.
3. physics extraction:
•  phase space volume estimation via simulation;
• calculation of cross-sections;
• error analysis;
• comparison with theoretical models and interpretation of results.
Using the Hall A analysis software ESPACE (Section 4.1), the raw detector 
information (ADC and TDC values, etc.) is transformed into meaningful focal 
plane trajectory characteristics, deposited energy, speed of particles, etc. We use 
the processed detector information to identify the nature of a particle (electron,
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proton, pion, etc.) and to estimate its emerging trajectory and momentum. Fi­
nally the whole event can be reconstructed. We select, from the analyzed events, 
the ones that match the process of interest, as shown in Section 4.2. Meanwhile 
the efficiency of detection is estimated and a correction applied to compensate 
for the lost events (see Section 4.3). On the other hand, we have to avoid over­
counting and subtract the expected amount of random coincidences in time or 
space, namely the accidentals and background (see Section 4.6). The yield (inte­
grated number of counts) is determined in bins convenient defined for the physics 
analysis.
The integrated luminosity estimation (eq. 64) is an important normalization 
aspect. Usually the beam current time integral is considered, i.e. the total charge. 
The target density varies as consequence of heat deposited by the beam and we 
need to include corrections to account for this. These corrections are described in 
Section 4.4.
The phase space volume is understood by simulating the experimental con­
ditions (see Section 4.5). The simulation also allows radiative corrections to be 
estimated.
In assembling all this information for calculating the experimental cross section 
there are some systematic and statistical uncertainties. The uncertainty in the 
cross-section determination is discussed in the end, Section 4.7.
4.1 The Analysis Software ESPACE
ESPACE [62] is the Hall A general purpose analysis software. It was developed 
starting in 1992, first at the University of Mainz, Germany, and later at MIT and 
Jefferson Lab. This analysis software was originally adapted for Hall A by Dr. 
Eddy 0 Herman, but it has been continuously modified and improved by many 
users (see reference [63]). Most Hall A experiments to date have used it as the 
basis of their physics analysis.
ESPACE combines a CODA event decoder, tracking and reconstruction rou­
tines, the COOLHANDS histograming package, and the KUIP user interface in
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a single program. In addition, ESPACE provides facilities for gain and timing 
calibrations (‘optimizations’). It is designed to analyze the data from the two 
Hall A High Resolution Spectrometers (HRS), which consist of several scintillator 
planes, vertical drift chambers, gas and aerogel Cherenkov and shower counters.
Besides the raw data file (output of CODA) the following inputs are necessary 
to analyze experimental data:
• analysis kumac, a command file which controls ESPACE execution;
• header file, which contains run-dependent constants, such as magnet set­
tings, reaction type, spectrometer optic point position in the Hall A coor­
dinate system, target type and some dimensional characteristics, detected 
particles average energy loss in target walls, etc.;
• detector map file, which contains the correspondence between the event read­
out electronics and the physical detector output;
• database file, which contains basic calibration constants for the detectors, 
such as gains, offsets, physical positions, etc., and also the set of coefficients 
used for reconstructing the target variables of a detected particle based on 
the measured focal plane coordinates.
The output of ESPACE consists of ntuples (a PAW [64] format, consisting of 
a list of identical data structures one for each event) and histograms for the 
analyzed events, optionally cut with various logical conditions. These outputs 
can be produced for all levels of the analysis, including the raw ADC and TDC 
information, the position of an event within the detectors, the vertex trajectory 
and momentum of a particle, and the undetected (missing) final particle mass for 
coincidence events.
4.2 Event Selection
To identify coincidence events we apply a coincidence time cut. To the events 
selected by this time coincidence cut, we apply a vertex cut. We select physics
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events corresponding to the p(e, e'p)7 or the p(e, e'p)7To reaction, by considering 
the events whose missing mass square is value is around the one expected (0 for 
photons and for pions in final state).
In the experiment E93-050 we analyzed events in which the scattered electron 
and recoil proton were detected in coincidence. Their momenta and energy are 
reconstructed. We considered known the incident electron energy and momenta 
and we consider the target proton to be at rest. From the four momenta of the 
incident and scattered electron, initial and recoil proton, we can calculate the 
undetected (missing) energy and momentum for a reaction model p(e, e'p)X . The 
corresponding missing mass gives an indication of the nature of the undetected 
particle or particles. Within the experimental acceptance we expect the unde­
tected (missing) final particle to be a photon (7) with mass 0 or a neutral pion 
(7T°) with mass 134.9764 MeV. However in the final state can be two or more 
photons or one pion and one or more photons. These additional radiations have 
the consequence that the missing mass histogram has the peaks at m2x  =  0, 
lowered, with tails at higher m \.
The missing mass peak reflects some alteration of the momenta of the spec­
trometer detected particles due to additional interactions besides the reaction 
vertex. For instance the energy loss by the incoming electron and the emerging 
particles in the target material varies with the length of trajectory inside the tar­
get, but it also has an intrinsic distribution (modeled for this energy range with 
a Landau distribution). In the analysis we account (correct) only for the average 
value of this energy loss and the additional fluctuation have the effect of make the 
missing mass histogram peaks wider. The missing mass peak width is also very 
sensitive to the detection resolution in the spectrometers; the better reconstruc­
tion of the momenta of detected particles the sharper the peak in missing mass. 
Until the last decade, the resolution of electron scattering experiments around the 
world did not allow measuring and separating the m x  =  m£0 and mx  =  0 peaks 
from reactions. This is why exclusive VCS is a new subject with no previous data.
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4.2.1 Coincidence Time-Of-FIight Cut
For a coincidence event, the time between the two spectrometer triggers cor­
responds to the difference in the flight times through the spectrometers of the 
detected electron and proton. The coincidence TOF is measured by starting a 
TDC when a trigger is observed on the HRSE and stopping it when a trigger is 
observed on the HRSH. In Figure 32) for a real coincidence event we represent 
the trajectories of the particles through the spectrometers. For a real coincidence 
we expect to observe a certain time difference. There is one beam 05 every 2 ns. 
Coincidences within 100 ns (50 beam bursts), trigger the data acquisition. We 
can have coincidence events that are the result of detecting particles that do not 
originate from same reaction. These kind of coincidences are called accidental 
coincidences (or shorter accidentals). The accidentals can come from the same 
beam burst, or any pair of bursts within the 100 ns relative window.
Electron Scintillator Plane 2
Electron scintillator Plane 1
Electron trajectory
Beam Line Hadron Scintillator Plane 2
in Scintillator Plane I
Hadron trajectory
FIG. 32: Electron and hadron trajectories through the spectrometers. The time 
difference between the moment in which the electron hits the scintillator planes 
and the moment in which the hadron hits the respective scintillator planes is a 
selector for true coincidences.
Since the particles are relativistic, their speed is a fraction of the speed of light,
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very close of the speed of light in the case of the electrons. The travel time for the 
w 23 m from the target to the scintillator planes is tens of nano-seconds. The 
single arm trigger is determined by the right hand side (seen from the direction 
of traveling particle) photomultiplier TDC for the scintillator plane S2. When 
coincidence time is evaluated, the average of the left and right phototube TDCs 
is taken, to diminish the fluctuation with the location of the particle along the 
scintillator paddle. Applying corrections to account for the differences in the flight- 
path due to momentum differences (location in the dispersive direction from one 
paddle to the next), the coincidence time was further refined. In general, the TOF 
for a particle traveling along the central ray of the spectrometer is given by
to =  £  , (65)
where l0 is the path length along the central ray and /?o is the velocity of the 
particle. For a particle whose path differs horn the central ray by A/, the flight­
time would be
* =  (66)
where ft is the velocity of the particle that depends of its position in the focal 
plane. The path difference and beta variation according to the position in the 
detection plane, are accounted for by using a polynomial expansion similar with 
the spectrometer optics
AI =  I^ij£,mLijkmXifp&fpyfp4l™p • (67)
The absolute value o ft is irrelevant; it involves also the calibrated time offsets 
for different scintillator paddles and the pulse height correction for the signals in 
the phototubes. These aspects are extensively treated in reference [41]. In prac­
tice, the flight time for each particle is corrected for these effects. Then the time 
difference between electron and proton is reconstructed. The significant aspect is
the width of the corrected TOF spectra. Scattered particles from reactions ini­
tiated by beam electrons from different beam bunches can be distinguished (see 
Figure 33).
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FIG. 33: Corrected coincidence time of flight. Dashed lines show the minimal cut 
to select real coincidences.
The real coincidences are the events in which both the electron and the proton 
are the result of the same nuclear reaction. To select the true coincidences we can 
apply a cut around the coincidence peak. The way we account for the accidental 
coincidences that exist in the true coincidence peak is described in Section 4.6.
4.2.2 Vertex Cut
We refine the selection of valid coincidence events by imposing a space coincidence 
at the reaction vertex. From the focal plane trajectory coordinates the charged 
particles trajectory at the target can be reconstructed. If the particles appeared 
as a consequence of a single nuclear reaction, their two paths should cross at the 
reaction vertex. The beam position in the xy plane at the z-vertex (HCS) should 
also match the vertex coordinates. We chose as a measure of this spatial coin­
cidence, the difference between the horizontal position of the vertex determined 
by the crossing of the two reconstructed trajectories (noted Twoarmx or 2x) and 
the beam position in x  direction (HCS noted beamx) as shown in Figure 34. In 
the y (HCS vertical) direction, the position and momentum reconstruction are 
entangled in vertex determination, so we must limit, our spatial coincidence test
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FIG. 34: Geometric scheme of the difference between the vertex as crossing of the 









FIG. 35: Vertex reconstruction precision.
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to one dimension.
The accuracy of this cut is determined by both the resolution of reconstruct­
ing the trajectory at the target in each spectrometer and the calibration of the 
beam position reconstruction. For the elastic calibration data the Full Width Half 
Maximum (FWHM) of this difference distribution is «  1.5 mm, centered in 0 for 
a beam rastered 10 mm peak-to-peak.
For all experimental settings, the FWHM of this difference stays below 2 mm. 
A typical distribution of the difference between the vertex determined as crossing 
of the reconstructed trajectories and the beam position is shown in Figure 35. 
The cut we used in data analysis was ±3 mm around the peak. To be in the right 
time and space coincidence window is a necessary but not sufficient condition for 
a true event. It might exist events that satisfy the conditions, but yet are only 
the result of a random matching of the conditions. These kinds of events form the 
background; the way to account for this aspect is presented in Section 4.6.
4.2.3 Missing Mass Cut
The true coincidences from the E93-050 experimental data were mainly due to 
two reactions: p(e,e'p)7 (the investigated process) and p(e,e/p)7r°. The latter 
falls into the experimental acceptance and has a significantly bigger cross-section, 
so it dominates over the entire kinematic range. An important goal in the analysis 
is to achieve sufficient missing particle mass reconstruction resolution to have the 
best possible separation between the two reactions. As we can see in Figure 36, 
the events with pions in final state and the events with photons in the final state 
can be differentiated, even for the settings in which the ratio of pion to photon 
events is more than 100:1 (the settings with ^S ^G eV 2 and SS3.6GCV2). In this 
work we required for p(e, e'p)7 events the missing mass squared to be bigger than 
-3000 GeV2 and smaller than 7000 GeV2, and for the p(e, e'p)7r events the missing 
mass squared to be bigger than 10000 GeV2 and smaller than 40000 GeV2.
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FIG. 36: Histograms of missing particle square for all kinematic settings.
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4.3 Detection Efficiency
4.3.1 Prescaling and Deadtime Correction
To estimate the correct number of events with certain physics characteristics as­
sociated with a data acquisition period (file), the number of events identified in 
the file has to be corrected for prescaling and deadtime. Monte-Carlo simulation 
done by M. Liang illustrated that different triggers can have different deadtime 
corrections, reference [65]. The prescaler reduces the number of events of a cer­
tain trigger type. A prescale factor ps, means that, of the events of type i, only 
one in psi is attempted to be recorded. A second reduction in the number of 
physics events recorded in a data file occurs because data acquisition system is 
dead for 700 ps after an event, and can not attempt record another event during 
that time. To account for this loss of events due to prescale and deadtime we 
calculated some multiplicative correction factors. We use Tiy T2, . . .  T5 for the 
number of events of the indicated trigger type found in a data file (T1,T2,...,T5 
stand for trigger type 1,2,...,5), Si -  S5 are the total number of raw triggers as 
recorded by the scalers for the same data file. The scaler will count all triggers 
including the ones prescaled or the ones that data acquisition can not record due 
to dead-time. A simple definition of the deadtime multiplicative factor is the ratio 
between the expected number of events in the data file (Si/psi) and the number 
of events actually found in the data file (If). However we must also take into 
account the fact that trigger 5 (coincidence) is formed when the single triggers 1 
and 3 appear in a 100 ns time window. Thus coincidence events are counted in 
S5, but also in Si and S3 totals. We avoid double counting when estimating the 
trigger 1 and 3 deadtime multiplicative correction. Trigger types are exclusive: a 
T5 event is neither a T l nor a T3 event. Consequently:
II£ Si -  Ss 
p s i'T i (68)
dti — s 2 (69)psi * T2 ’
II£ S3 — Ss (70)PSz • T3 '
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(71)
(72)
These deadtimes corrections are used for both the cross section evaluation and 
the trigger efficiency estimation. The deadtime correction is specific to each run 
and determined based on scalers blocks over the portions of the runs used in the 
analysis (see Section 4.4 where run tailoring is discussed).
4.3.2 Trigger Efficiency
It is necessary to apply corrections to the data to account to loss of events because 
of the inefficiency of the scintillators and the trigger logic. This correction must 
be applied either as an efficiency correction, to the acceptance studies (VCSSIM, 
MCEEP, etc.) or as an event-by-event weight l/e(i) in the data. We used the 
latter method.
The efficiency 6 (in percentage) of each single arm trigger is defined as
• No.Det means the number of valid triggers recorded (detected) in the CODA 
data file. No.Det includes analysis cuts and corrections for prescale factors, 
deadtime, and tracking normalization (as presented in Section 4.3.5). For 
the electron arm, No.Det includes both T1 and T5 events; for the hadron 
arm, No.Det includes both T3 and T5 events.
•  No.Potential is the “potential” number of valid triggers. No.Potential 
is No.Det plus the number of events identified in the ‘junk’ trigger (T2 
or respective T4) that should have formed a valid trigger. Events in­
cluded in No.Potential must pass all the same analysis cuts as for No.Det. 
No.Potential includes the same correction factors as No.Det.
No.Potential (73)
where
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FIG. 37: The Cerenkov ADC sum versus the energy deposited in the shower and 
pre-shower detectors for good events.
To identify the ‘junk’ (T2) electron trigger events that should have formed a valid 
trigger, we used wide cuts on Cerenkov ADC sum and on the energy deposited in 
the shower and pre-shower (Figure 37 displays data after cuts). We also exclude 
from T2 (T4) the non S-ray 510*52 coincidence T2 (T4) triggers, since we know 
that these are either bad tracks or random coincidences between 51 and 52. We 
applied the same cuts on the Cerenkov ADC sum and on the energy deposited in 
the shower and pre-shower for the valid trigger events (T1 and T5).
We did not treat the events with multiple tracks in one spectrometer, but we 
did a tracking normalization. For the purposes of the trigger efficiency estimation, 
we assume that the multiple track events include a primary particle with same 
distribution as the single track events. So we analyzed the single track events and 
then normalize to the total number of events with tracks (one or many). Formally
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we can then write (for the electron arm)
No.Det = NgoodTi • f i  +  NgoodTs • f$ , (74)
No.Potential =  NoDet +  NgoodTi • / 2 ) (75)
where NgoodTi is the number of events of trigger type i with one VDC track and 
passing the detector and geometry cuts and the factors fi are
fi = dti • tracki * psi . (76)
Here,
• dti is the dead time correction of trigger i,
• tracki is the ratio of the number of events of type i with at least one track 
to the number of events of type i with only one track,
• psi is the prescale factor for events of type i.
To study the good events of triggers 2 and 4 (in addition to the Cerenkov and 
shower-energy cuts) we use the trajectory projection onto the scintillator planes. 
If there is a track in the VDC we can analyze the coordinates of the crossing point 
of the VDC track with each scintillator plane. As long as these coordinates stay 
in the physical limit of the scintillators planes we consider the event good.
The correction factor that we apply in the cross section calculation is
No.Potential, ,  ^ ^
^  ^ — N ^ D 5 ~ [zdet' ydet)- (77)
This factor should be implemented as a weight applied to each individual event 
according to its (x , y)-coordinate crossing with the second scintillator plane. We 
choose S2, because the observed efficiency variations are most clearly correlated 
with the geometry of the S2 paddles (see Figure 38). The correction factor also 
depends upon run number (actually a time dependence).
The error in estimating the efficiency (or equivalent trigger efficiency correction 
coefficient) is mainly of a statistical nature. By estimating the efficiency correction
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FIG. 38: Projection of the VDC tracks in the scintillator planes, for the good T2 
events in Electon Arm; eysldet and exsldet are the coordinates in the scintillator 
plane 1 (in m) and eys2det and exs2det are the coordinates in the scintillator 
plane 2 (in m). The upper two histograms plot the events that have no hit in 
scintillator plane 1. The lower two histograms plot the events that have no hit in 
scintillator plane 2.
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coefficients in a collection of runs, we increase the number of events of each type 
analyzed and lower the statistical error.
We trace now the error propagation. For the f i  coefficients there is no error 
on the prescale factors psi and a very small statistical error, less than 2 • 10-4 in a 
typical run, for the dead-time correction. The error induced by the normalization 
factor related to the number of tracks identified in an event is:
N(track >Struck =
N(track












The corrected number of good events of trigger type * in a kinematic bin 
j (coordinate (x,y) in the scintillator plane) is
Ni(j) = NgoodTi(j) • f i , (80)
where NgoodTi{j) is the actual number of good (one VDC track) events in bin j  








where i refers to 1, 2, 5 for the electron arm (respectively 3, 4, 5 for hadron arm 
trigger efficiency study).
We rewrite the electron- and hadron-arm trigger efficiency corrections for bin 
j  in each arm as
N 2  (;.)corre(je) = 1 + 
corrh{jh) =  1 +
NHJe) + N5(Je) ’
m i * ) (82)N3{jh) + N5{jk)'
When estimating corre, we do not make a correction for the hadron arm trigger 
efficiency in iV5, and vice versa for the c o r r This introduces a small systematic
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error into the calculations. The statistical errors on the trigger efficiency correction 
factors are
6corre(j) 2 \5N2(j)]
(corr — 1) N 2 (j) J +







Nl( j )  + N5(j) NgoodTHj) 
1
Nl{j)  +  N5(j) NgoodTb(j)
(84)
We bin the correction coefficients in the scintillator plane coordinates. While the 
track correction (and consequently fi) refers to the global quantities, the No.Det 
and No.Potential are bin related and the statistics in each bin determines the 
error in estimating the trigger efficiency. The scintillator plane is bigger than 
the acceptance limits. In some bins, the statistics is very poor and the error is 
very large. It is then reasonable to use, for correction of these bins, the efficiency 
(correction) of the nearest bin with reasonable statistics in valid events.
Summarizing, the trigger efficiency correction C a rro l  is a characteristic for 
each event according to its position in scintillator plane 2 of each spectrometer 
arm
Corru fI  =  corre(j) • corrh( f )  , (85)
where j stands for the (x, y) bin in scintillator plane 2 (it was proven sufficient to 
use only bins in x for the hadron arm).
4.3.3 Electron Arm Trigger Efficiency in E93-050
From the point of view of electron scintillator phototubes the experiment E93-050 
can be split into two parts. Up until March 24, 1998 (rim 1943) the phototubes 
of paddle 4 in scintillator plane 2, for electron arm, functioned worse than all the 
others (see Figure 38).
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FIG. 39: Distribution of the valid events (T1 or T5) with two scintillator paddles 
hit in SI (up) or S2(down); the events grouped along the paddles’ overlap confirm 
the physical coverage.
Figure 38 displays the VDC track projection on the scintillator planes for the 
T2 (junk trigger) events during the early part of E93-050 run. In addition to 
paddle 4 inefficiency, we observed edge effects at the paddle overlap resulting in 
an increase of 2-4% in inefficiency. If the paddle edges were butted together, this 
would be a natural consequence of a track not fully hitting either scintillator. 
However, adjacent paddles overlap by 5 mm, specifically to avoid this problem. 
Therefore, the origin of these boundary inefficiencies is not understood. We stud­
ied the distribution of the ’good’ type 2 events, for the case in which there is no 
hit in plane 1 or there is no hit in plane 2 (see Figure 38); we noticed that the bad 
paddle (phototubes) are in plane 2 while the edge effects seem better localized in 
plane 1. This might suggest that there are gaps between the scintillator paddles 
in the electron arm scintillator plane 1. To test this hypothesis we looked at the 
distribution of the multiple scintillator hit events for the valid triggers T l and T5; 
if an event goes through a paddle overlap it should generate hits in two paddles
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FIG. 40: Trigger efficiency correction along paddle 4 black star, and along paddle 
1 blue triangle in the first part of the experiment.
in that plane.
In addition to an uniform spread for real multiple particle events, we clearly see 
the paddles’ edges (see Figure 39). This indicates that the paddles are overlapping 
although the trigger efficiency in the overlap region is lower than the rest of the 
paddle.
After March 24 (when the tubes from paddle 4, scintillator plane 2,electron 
arm were changed), there was a period in which the efficiency was good over the 
entire electron scintillator plane. However, towards the end of the experiment the 
efficiency of the paddle 6, scintillator plane 1, electron arm dropped significantly.
Due to a bad phototube at the end of one paddle there is not only an x  
dependence in the variation in the correction coefficient for the trigger efficiency, 
but also a y dependence. As Figure 40 shows, the efficiency varies in the y direction 
for the least efficient paddle more than for a normally functioning paddle.
The definition of the trigger efficiency correction can be done as a function of
o- 0.1 0.1
y2scintillator(m )
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FIG. 41: Trigger efficiency correction across the paddles for the first part (estab­
lished for the runs 1800-1836) on top and the second (bottom) part of the exper­
iment (established for the runs 2281-2389). For each x2scinitillator bin there are 
16 y2scinitillator bins; points for all the bins are represented on the plot function 
of only x2scintillator; the width of this overlap is due to the efficiency variation 
along y coordinate.
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the first or second scintillator coordinates. Ideally we would do it based on all four 
coordinates (x  and y from each scintillator plane). However the finer the bins we 
use, the less T2 events we obtain per bin, and we end up by doing a fine grained 
correction with a big error. As one can see in Figure 38 shows the bad paddle 
correction is more clearly indicated in scintillator plane 2, while the edge effects 
are better localized in scintillator plane 1. However, the position in Si and S2 are 
highly correlated, so we are relatively free to make a correction in based on the 
VDC track projection in just one plane. We defined for electron arm efficiency 
correction bins of 1 cm in x and 2 cm in y in scintillator plane 2. Figure 41 shows 
the correction coefficient we apply to our data to compensate for the scintillator, 
and consequently the trigger, inefficiency.
4.3.4 Hadron Arm Trigger Efficiency in E93-050
The hadron arm efficiency does not show as strong localized effects as in the 
electron arm. There is, however, a smooth variation in the efficiency correction, 
determined in the same way as for the electron arm (see Figure 42). For the hadron 
arm efficiency correction it was not necessary to bin in both x  and y, so we used 
bins of 1 cm in x only. We did not observed a time evolution of the scintillator 
efficiency. However we evaluated the correction coefficients over a large collection 
of runs to have enough trigger 4 events to evaluate them. At the extreme the 
coefficients seem to increase sharply; however we never had good events in those 
edge bins. The paddle overlapping is not so obvious in the case of hadron arm. 
This is due to the fact that in case of the hadron arms the ’junk’ events of trigger 
T4 are formed with only one scintillator plane hit.
4.3.5 Tracking Efficiency
The VDC track reconstruction quality has a major impact on the experimental 
data analysis because the coordinates of the track in the VDC are the raw in­
formation based on which the particle trajectories and momenta at the reaction 
point are reconstructed. There are two aspects that we addressed relative to VDC
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FIG. 42: Hadron arm efficiency vs x coordinate of the first hadron arm scintillator 
plane. We did not observe a variation of the trigger efficiency correction coeffi­
cients along y scintillator coordinate (along the paddle) for the hadron arm, so we 
used one dimensional bins.
tracking:
1. How we deal with the multiple track events;
2. How we can ensure the best possible quality of the track reconstruction.
More than one particle can be detected in the same acquisition time window for 
either spectrometer. Il* the VCS resonance coincidence data 7-15% of the events 
(depending on the setting) had multiple tracks in the electron arm, and 2-4% of 
the events had multiple tracks in the hadron arm. Although the individual tracks 
are reconstructed with a satisfactory algorithm in ESPACE, we decided that we 
do not want to confront the pairing uncertainty (which of the tracks really comes 
from the reaction of interest). We assume that the probability to have good events 
in the multiple VDC track events is the same as in the single track events. So we 
remove the multiple track events and finally we renormalize the number of counts
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applying a correction:
CorryQc =  Corry1^  Carryqc*
+  t f f y j s *  x  A f t* *  +  JV«M tr a c k
ltrack
This correction coefficient is specific to each run used in the analysis.
(86)
Fitted particle track Fitted panicle track
distances to the wires 
reconstructed from TDC values
particle track
particle track
FIG. 43: VDC track reconstruction.
Most VDC clusters have 4-6 wires. However tracks can be reconstructed also 
from only 3 wires and there are events with 7 or more wires. Studying the x2 of 
track fitting in each plane as function of the number of wires in the cluster and 
the angle difference between the angles fit in one plane or based on intercepts in 
the two planes, we came to the conclusion that it is most reliable to keep in the 
analysis only those events that have 4-6 wires in the cluster in each plane.
In Figure 43 (left) it is a diagram of a typical VDC track. On the right side 
we have a multi-wire event that suffered a scattering at the sense wire; it is likely 
that the consequence of such path bending is to increase the number of VDC wires 
hit for that particle track. We account for them in the same manner as for the 
multiple tracks, by omitting these 3 wires and 7 or more wires events from our 
analysis in order to ensure best quality of VDC track reconstruction. We then 
correct for the omitted events assuming that their distribution is the same as for
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selected events
Corr*%£tipiicity C a r r tiplicityCott
(87)
where any -  m label stands for any multiplicity, and ideal — m  stands for ideal 
multiplicity (4-6 hits per plane). This correction coefficient is determined for each 
run.
As shown at the beginning of this chapter (Gq. 63), to determine the cross section 
we divide the rate of observed processes with the rate of possible interactions be­
tween the beam electrons and target nuclei. In practice we use the time integrated 
values of these quantities over the interval of time in which the data acquisition 
was actively creating data files. We count the events that satisfy desired condi­
tions as shown in Section 4.2, for the duration of a data acquisition period (run). 
We evaluate then
Assuming that the target density is constant, the time integral of the luminosity 
is the product of charge, density (corrected for the variation due to heat deposited 
by the beam) and target length L.
When the beam goes off in the middle of a run, there is a lack of confidence 
about the charge measurement, because the cavity current monitoring is unreliable 
for currents below 10 fiA. When the beam comes back on, the target suddenly 
gets a heat load, and it takes a few tens of seconds until stability is reached via the 
feed back mechanisms. For this reason we decided to tailor the data files using the 
scaler blocks as a reference. The scalers in the 5th bank of the hadron arm scaler 
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The channel 13 content is correlated with the event number in the data file. 
If the beam went off during a data acquisition period (obvious from monitoring 
the VTOF rate obtained by dividing the variation of scaler 14 or 16 by the time 
interval as indicated by the channel 8 clock), we remove the events recorded just 
before the current dropped and 4 scaler blocks after the beam comes back on, 
using the recorded event counter from channel 13. We then calculate !F for each 
good subsection of a run, and for all portions of the run used in the analysis.
In section 2.3.4, the hardware used in the current, and consequently the charge, 
measurement was presented in detail. We concluded that the best (precision better 
then 0.5%) measurement of the charge comes from the VTOF scaler.
Although the target was controlled to function at a stable temperature and 
pressure, due to the way heat load is spatially deposited and dissipated, the target 
density in the beam line has small variations. The parameters on which it depends 
are the beam current, the raster size (surface) and the fan frequency. The main 
dependence is on the beam current; we made an ad-hoc study of this dependence 
using the single arm event rates in the electron and hadron arms. The single arm 
event rate varies not only due to heat effect but is also strongly influenced by 
any beam position variation. To isolate for the pure heat effect we compute the 
average of the electron and hadron single rate variation with the current. The 
beam current intensity was constant during the data taking of a certain kinematic 
setting and only for one setting we do have beam intensity variation between 20- 
80 fiA. Surveying all the data from all settings we concluded that, in the target 
density, we have to apply a correction
p(I) =  po(l -  c m  x /)  , (89)
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where Cbmi =  0.00030 ±  0.00005 A-1. All numbers used run by run for charge 
measurement and normalization are listed in Appendix C.
4.5 Simulations
4.5.1 MCEEP
MCEEP [66] is a Monte Carlo simulator for (e, e'p) experiments. MCEEP em­
ploys a uniform random sampling method (as opposed to the importance sampling 
method) to populate the experimental acceptance. An event is defined as any com­
bination of variables which completely specifies the reaction in the laboratory. For 
each event, weights which correspond to the relevant observables (cross sections, 
polarizations, etc.) are computed according to a user selected physics model. The 
histograms represent the accumulation of these weights.
MCEEP can perform calculations for elastic scattering, to bound states of the 
residual system or in the (unrestricted) continuum according to the user’s choice. 
We used the bound state case, for which MCEEP performs a five-dimensional 
integral, wherein the ejectile momentum and the values of the other five randomly 
selected kinematical variables (the electron momentum and in-plane and out- 
plane angles and the ejectile in-plane and out-of-plane angles) are calculated from 
the bound state missing mass (specified in the input file). The program allows 
simulation of the Hall A spectrometers by a series of “spectrometer elements” 
specified in the input, which act on a Transport (see [67]) vector based on the 
laboratory coordinates directly sampled in the Monte Carlo event loop. MCEEP 
includes radiative effects and realistic multiple scattering treatment. Both internal 
and external radiation are handled. In the case of the bound state, the prescription 
of Borie and Drechsel [68] is used for the calculation of the radiative tail in the 
peaking approximation (this prescription is also used for the continuum problem). 
The routines for external radiative, energy loss and multiple scattering treatment 
in MCEEP are detailed in Appendix B. The output of MCEEP consists of an 
Ntuple (for both kinematics variables and Transport variables) whose content and
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associated weights are defined via the input file.
MCEEP performs integrals of the partial differential cross sections to compute 
yields as well as cross sections averaged over the experimental acceptance, by 
calculating integrals over the appropriate phase space volume.
In general, for an (e, e'p) coincidence measurement with a beam of fixed energy 
and orientation, there are six variables needed to describe the reaction in the 
laboratory. These six variables specify the four-momenta of the scattered electron 
and ejectile (for a given ejectile mass). For scattering to discrete states of the 
residual nuclear system, in which case the missing mass (i.e. nuclear excitation) is 
constrained, one effectively has a five-fold acceptance volume. The MCEEP yield 
is obtained as
y ‘ = : f 1  ^ dQr ’ (90) JAvi dk2 d\le ailp
where T  is defined in eq. 88, A Vi is the multi-dimensional phase space consistent 
with the experimental acceptance volume (i indicates that the integral should 
extend only over the volume of the i-th kinematical bin), dk2 is the final electron 
energy, and dde and d£lp are the electron and hadron solid angles respectively. The 
MCEEP cross section for simulated coincidence experiments with known missing 
particle mass, averaged in a certain (predefined) kinematic bin is
/  d*a \  _  S** <sivdk* dQe d^P ^
\d k 2 dne dLlp/i fSv. ldk2 dQe dttp
where the denominator is the phase space volume for kinematic bin t. If we 
simulate also radiative effects then
y‘- f L  8 * dk2 ^  (92)
where dq" is the radiated energy, and ki, k2 and p2 are the modified vertex kine­
matic variables. We use ® /r  to show the convolution of the model cross section 
d5a  with the radiative tail. The average cross-section in the bin, in this case is
I  d5<?j \  _  dk2 dnp ® f R dk* d ®e d ^ p  , q „ .
\dk2 dne dnp/ i ~ fSv. i ® f Rdq>dk2 dne dnp ‘ l J
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Practically the experimental cross section values we obtain
model
i (94)
d k i d£lp
Regardless what cross-section model is used, the process goes through few itera­
tions, by replacing the cross section model with previous obtained values of the 
experimental cross-section.
In the resonance model, we used two simple cross section models to simulate the 
experiment: A constant (5-fold) differential cross section; and the virtual photon 
flux times a constant photo-absorption cross section. In the future, we intend 
to use the theoretical model described in Chap. 6.2 to simulate the experimental 
acceptance.
In the one photon impulse approximation, the unpolarized coincidence electro­
production cross section has the form
where a  is the fine structure constant and e is the virtual photon polarization
4.5.2 Photon Flux Model
d5a  d3r  cPa
(95)d?k2 d&lpz dk2 dQkl d£ln
The first factor is called the virtual photon flux and has the formula
d3r  a  k2 s — M 2 1
(96)dk2 2tt2 ki 2MQ2 1 -  e ’
1
(97)
€ 1 -t- 2^  tan2 ‘
The Rosenbluth decomposition of the two-fold differential cross-section is:
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where:
- crT is the cross-section for absorption of transverse polarized photons;
- a i is the cross-section for absorption of longitudinal polarized photons;
- olt is the interference between the two amplitudes;
- <7t t  is also called the linear polarization asymmetry.
Virtual Compton Scattering is the electro-production of the photon. However 
in our experiment we measure the p(e, e'p)7 cross-section that is a coherent sum of 
the VCS and BH amplitudes (see Section 5.1). The dynamics of the BH amplitude 
does not allow a separation of the virtual photon flux factor. However, in part of 
the kinematics, the VCS amplitude dominates over the BH process. In this case 
the decomposition of Eq. 98 is appropriate. Furthermore the reaction p(e, e'p)ir° 
is included in our acceptance. This reaction can be described exactly by Eq. 98.
The dynamics of the BH do not allow a separation of a virtual photon flux 
factor. However the VCS process dominates within the experimental acceptance 
and we estimated also the pion electro-production cross section that is suited for 
the factorization presented in equation (95). We implemented in the MCEEP 
package routines for setting the cross-section model equal to the virtual photon 
flux. In order to extract a differential cross section from the data, the experimental 
acceptance must be weighted by some model of the 5-fold differential cross section. 
For a given model, the experimental cross section weighted over kinematic bin i 
(using MCEEP as the simulator) is:
d5a d5aModel
(99)
As the least biased measure of the average cross section, we first used
d k ^ d n g d n ™  l GeVsr2
^jAtodel ^  CM™
d5a Model pb
d kP d tfg d ttg  1 GeVsr* dQ% (100)
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Where appropriate (see Chap. 6.2) we used the photou flux model to weight 
the acceptance. In this case
with X  = 7, 7T°. In the actual acceptance weighting for the Photon Flux model, 
we use d2a(7„, 7)Model/dn^w =  Ipb/sr.
4.5.3 Beam Energy
During experiment E93-050 there was no direct measurement of the beam energy. 
The nominal value of the beam energy was of 4045 MeV. Today two direct beam 
energy measurements are functional in the experimental Hall A (arc measurement 
and ep measurement). Also, new calibrations have obtained a more precise deter­
mination of the spectrometer constants Te and Th and consequently of the central 
momenta. For our analysis we determine the beam energy by matching data with 
the simulated position of the missing mass peaks. The matching is illustrated in 
Figure 44. The extracted beam energy ranged from 4030 to 4035 MeV.
4.6 Accidentals and Background Subtraction
The quality of the coincidence time (as shown in Figure 45) makes simple the 
subtraction of the accidental coincidences. We choose to initial select as good the 
events appearing in the time peak and in the nearest neighbor bunches. Within 
this time window there is the same probability to have accidental coincidences as 
for any the other beam bunches. To sample accidental coincidences, we choose 
time windows before and after the true coincidence time intervals covering an 
integer number of 2 ns (delay between 2 beam bunches). In defining the accidental
' (P(t(7v, X)
^5a Model
li s r a S U  ® M fW d k id C lg d S lg '* *2 n
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FIG. 44: Beam energy is determined such as to obtain match between the photon 
missing mass peak in simulation (solid line) and data (dashed line). Top half: the 
photon missing mass peak; Bottom half: the pion missing mass peak.
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FIG. 45: The cuts for accidental coincidences analysis.
cuts we left one beam bunch to separate the good events window and the accidental 
window as shown in Figure 45. We analyze and bin the events in these accidental 
coincidence time intervals with exactly the same physics cuts and conditions as 
the good events (in the true coincidence window). We also estimate the errors as 
for the good events (see Section 4.7). We weight the yield of the accidentals with 
the ratio of the width of the accidentals and true coincidence time window. To 
calculate the experimental cross section, we subtracted from the true event yield 
the weighted yield of accidentals. To illustrate the effect of the accidentals, Figure 
46 shows the overlay of the missing mass squared histograms for the good events 
(solid line) and for an accidental window (dashed line) of the same width as the 
good coincidence. To subtract the background we focus on the vertex cut. There 
are three phases in the background subtraction for which we analyze all the runs in 
a setting. In the first phase we reject all events with |2x — beamd >3mm, as these 
events are clearly poorly reconstructed or junk. In the second phase we estimate 
how many mis-identified events remain in the |2x — beamx\ < 3mm window.
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FIG. 46: Missing mass squared histograms for true events and accidentals.
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FIG. 47: Cut for studying background events.
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FIG. 48: Missing mass squared histograms for true events and symmetric bad 
vertex cuts. The inner background cut wi >0.0045m and the outer background 
cut is here W2 <0.0075m.
We select (as shown in Figure 47) a window 4mm< \2x — beamx\ symmetrically 
outside of the good vertex reconstruction cut labeled as ‘outer vertex events’. The 
width of the outer vertex cut is selected (as shown in Figure 48) so that the outer 
vertex events accounts for 100% of the yield observed for |2x — 6eamx| <3mm at 
M \  «  0. We assume that the events outside of the vertex cut might be due to 
a bad position reconstruction and we should renormalize for them. We calculate 
the yield using the following formula:
Vi = B G N ^  £ [ W - « n - ( J V ? - J V f * ) ]  (103)
run*
The notations are:
• Yi the yield in the kinematic bin i used in cross-section calculation;
• BGNseUing background renormalizing factor evaluated for each setting;
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•  N f the efficiency corrected number of counts in the kinematic bin t, that 
pass the coincidence time and vertex cut - ’good’ events;
•  N 9 the efficiency corrected number of counts in all the kinematic bins, 
that pass the coincidence time and vertex cut, and a missing mass cut 
< -5000M eV2 < M \  < 40000A/eV'2 covering the physical region for both 
p(e,e'p)7 and p(e, e'p)n events;
•  N-a the accidentals in the kinematic bin i, that pass the vertex cut;
•  N- the efficiency corrected number of counts in the kinematic bin i, that 
pass the coincidence time and the outer vertex cuts;
•  N b the efficiency corrected number of counts in all the kinematic bins, that 
pass the coincidence time and the outer vertex cuts;
• N-0, the efficiency corrected number of accidentals corresponding to the outer 
vertex cuts in the kinematic bin i;
• iV60 the efficiency corrected number of accidentals corresponding to the outer 
vertex cuts in all the kinematic bins;
•  N* the efficiency corrected number of counts in all the kinematic bins, that 
pass the coincidence time without vertex cut;
•  N ta the efficiency corrected number of accidentals in all the kinematic bins, 
without vertex cut;
• N-a the accidentals without vertex cut in the kinematic bin i;
• N ta the accidentals without vertex cut in all the kinematic bins.
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Setting s=2.25Gev, wl=0.004, w2=0.0072
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FIG. 49: Missing mass squared histograms for all runs of one setting to il­
lustrate the background subtraction procedure, wi and ui2 are the respec­
tive inner and outer limits of the background windowsas shown in Figure 48. 
w 1 < abs{twoarmx -  beamx) < w2
To illustrate the procedure in Figure 49 we plotted for one setting:
• upper left the missing mass distribution, for the good events (black) and the 
corresponding accidentals (blue, flat line below);
• upper right the missing mass distribution for the good events after subtract­
ing the accidentals;
• middle left the missing mass distribution, for all events, no vertex cut (black) 
and the corresponding accidentals (blue, flat line below);
• middle right the missing mass distribution for all events, no vertex cut after 
subtracting the accidentals;
• bottom left the missing mass distribution, for the outer cut events (black) 
and the corresponding accidentals (blue, flat line below);
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• bottom right the missing mass distribution for the outer cut events after 
subtracting the accidentals;
In the final analysis, the yield in the lower right is subtracted bin by bin from 
the yield in the upper right. Following the evolution of these histograms setting 
by setting gives interesting ideas about nature of the out of cuts events and their 
possible treatment (Figure 50 and Figure 51).
The summary of the table of the background corrections per setting for the 
photon final particle and pion final particle are summarized in table VI.
TABLE VI: Background renormalization coefficient for all runs for each kinematic
setting.
Setting 7 and 7r 
-5000 < mm2 < 40000
s =  1.30 GeV2 1.14915
s = 1.50 GeV2 1.16023
s =  1.75 GeV2 1.22881
s =  2.00GeV2 1.12577
s = 2.25GeV* 1.11028
s =  2.50GeV* 1.09382
s =  2.80GeV2 1.12390
s =  3.20GeV2 1.14685
s =  3.60GeV2 1.12457
In the lower s settings the accidentals are small to negligible. The signal to 
noise ratio allows a clean subtraction of the cross-section. At the higher values of 
missing mass squared at the low s settings we notice a small rise due probably to 
the tail of the pion peak.
4.7 Error Analysis
We determined the average experimental cross-section in a kinematic bin, by 
dividing the efficiency corrected number of counts in that bin, by the MCEEP
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FIG. 50: Background correction and renormalization procedure - part 1. 
outer cut events have w l < abs(twoarmx -  6eam*) < w2 .
The
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FIG. 51: Background correction and renormalization procedure - part 2. The 
outer cut events have ujI < abs{twoarmx — beamx) < w2 .
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yield. The result is affected by systematic and statistical errors. Although a 
part of the systematic errors have been studied carefully (e.g. charge and density 
determination, efficiency corrections) the acceptance studies are still subject to 
further improvement. There are also other systematic error sources that need to 
be investigated (such as beam energy sensitivity, optics calibration uncertainty, 
etc). VVe estimate the relative systematic error from all sources to be 5%, based on 
studies of elastic p(e, e'p) scattering. In this thesis we shall apply only statistical 
error to cross section plots.
In the followings we use 6 for absolute error and e for relative error. For each 
count identified to belong to a certain bin, we apply the efficiency corrections, 
namely dead time, trigger efficiency for both arms, track renormalization (due to 
the use of only one track and 4-6 wire hits in the VDC events) and target density. 
We analyze all data files (runs) horn each kinematic setting together. Using the 
notation:
! W  =  d (5C orr“" C o r r ^ C o r r ^ ,c“' ( l - c w ( / ) ) ,
r u n s  ev e n ts
the statistical error on the experimental yield is
f iY c x p  —  . 1 Vevent -  ( 1 0 5 )
y ru n s  even ts
We discussed in Section 4.6 the necessity to subtract from the efficiency cor­
rected number of counts in each bin the estimated accidentals and background 
yields. For the background and accidentals, the yields (V ^, Y^) and errors on 
the yields have been determined in same way as for true counts:
Y™ = Yexp- Y llcc- Y '>g, (106)
(I07)
The number o f counts generated by the Monte Carlo sim ulation is limited by 
the computer time, because of the efficiency of generating counts and the need
to manipulate big data structures. This error can eventually be lowered. To
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evaluate the Moute Carlo simulation error we start from the following definitions 
[69]. For a set of uniformly randomly sampled set of points x*, i =  l,n , in a 
multidimensional volume V
J fd V  « V < f  > ± v
< / >  =
1 N 
i=l
< / 2 > =
1 N
jv £ / ’(*<)■i=l
(109)
(110)
The function we want to integrate is the cross-section model. The product of this 
integrated quantity with the luminosity is the Monte Carlo yield. The kinematic 
variables describing the physics bins and the kinematic variables describing the ex­
perimental acceptance have a complex inter-relation. For this reason we integrate 
over a simple trial volume W that encloses the entire experimental acceptance. 
When evaluating the Monte Carlo yield in a bin, if a simulated event satisfies the 
bin conditions we add it, and if not we consider its respective cross section to be 
0, so we reject it.
After running a MCGEP simulation we have an output for a set of simulated 
events with a weight for each event:
N f l =  ffi-V i, (111)
where Oi is the cross-section of the simulated model and Vi is the elementary 
phase space volume per event. The Monte Carlo yield results from summing up 
the weights for the simulated events in a certain bin.
Y = Y . N t '  (112)
events
The error on the Monte Carlo yield is 
SY = , 2 > < - ”i)2 - i i r - ( 2 > - » i ) 2- (113>\  events ^  total W n
The relative error on the average cross-section in a kinematic bin is the quadratic 
sum of the relative errors of the experimental yield and the Monte Carlo yield.
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Theory
Inelastic scattering is an important tool for investigating the nucleon resonances. 
Many exclusive channels can be studied, including
\ u  J 
eN7
i t
The study of these reactions, can provide different information according to the
Virtual Compton Scattering (VCS) has the beauty of being a symmetric process 
in the sense that we track only the electromagnetic couplings of nucleon resonance 
states.
In the absence of any theoretical calculation of VCS cross section in the reso­
nance region, and due to the complication relative to the coherent Bethe-Heitler 
(BH) process, we calculated the p(e,e'p)y cross section in a phenomenological 
Lagrangian approach. In this work, we have included the diagrams considered at 
tree level and treat particles as ‘point-like’. The vertex form factors account for 
structural effects. The calculation can be used as input in a simulator like the
eNir
eNi}
(  $ ) (114)
P
strength of the couplings with the specific final particles. In this perspective
MCEEP ([66]) package.
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FIG. 52: Bethe-Heitler processes: pre-radiation and post-radiation .
5.1 Bethe-Heitler and Virtual
Compton Scattering Amplitudes
In the p(e, e'p)7 process to lowest order in the electromagnetic coupling a, there 
are two possible reaction mechanisms that start from the same initial state and 
yield the same final state: Bethe-Heitler(BH) and Virtual Compton Scatter- 
ing(VCS). In BH processes the real photon is emitted by the electron either before 
or after the interaction with the proton via a virtual photon (see Figure 52).
For a spin one-half particle with four-momentum p  =  (p„, p) and spin projec­
tion s  along a specified z-axis we use for the fermion spinor the notation u(p, s). 
For a photon with four-momentum q and photon polarization e, the transversal- 
ity condition is e • q = 0. In addition for real photon, q2 =  0 and it is common 
notation in case of virtual photon q2 = - Q 2. The BH amplitude can be exactly 
calculated in QED assuming the proton elastic form factors Fi and F2 are known 
(see Section 5.6)» The amplitude is
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iXBHpre =  u{k2, s'e) ( - i e ^ ) j ^ - ^ ^ ^ { - i e ^ ) e ; pu(ki, se)^(gl/a -  ^ - f ~ )
*u(p2 ,s')(ie)
(fci ~  ? r )2
• l ( P l ,S p )  , (116)
where A = — pi, m is the electron mass, M  is the proton mass and e is the
absolute value of electron charge. In addition Fi is Pauli proton form factor, 
F2 is Dirac proton form factor, and oap =  £(7a7p -  7p7a). Starting from these 
complete forms, we note that the term in the photon propagator vanishes 
when contracted with the photon-proton elastic vertex, and then using the Dirac 
equation for the proton. The BH amplitudes can then be compactly written as
iM BH =  T u(fc2, £ )2 _  m27,  + 7, {ki m2 %)s;pu(kh se)
£T"pAfl
X“ (P2. +  i F z i - t ) - Jp) ■ (117)
In the VCS process, the real photon is emitted by the hadron.
FIG. 53: Virtual Compton Scattering process: virtual photon is scattered off the 
proton.
The expression of the amplitude for this process depends on the intermediate 
hadronic state. The intermediate hadronic state can be the proton (case in which 
the process is known as Born term) or resonant states (N* or A*). The diversity 
of forms nested in the diversity of possible hadronic states will be treated in detail
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in Section 5.4. The VCS amplitudes can then be written in a most general form
as
- / ,  i\ f • 11 \ /,iM vcs  =  u(^2» se)(~ te7 )uw> s«) Q2 —
u fa s 'JO ^e^u ip u S j,)  . (118)
Starting from this complete form, with q = k i~  k2, applying the Dirac equation 
for electron, the term from the photon propagator disappears. Then we can
write
iM vcs = Tp— Ufa, s'pjO^elufri, sp) , (119)
T„ = u{k2,s'e)(-ie% )u(ku se) . (120)
5.2 VCS Amplitude Expansion
We now focus on the hadronic part of the VCS amplitude. If we consider all the 
possible independent spin values of the initial and final particles in the hadronic
reaction jr/v -> p jT and the parity conservation, we count 12 degrees of free­
dom. At least 12 products of Lorentz invariant scalars multiplied with covariant 
operators are then necessary to completely describe the current operator O ^
0 ‘u/ = 'E a i0 r .  (121)
t
Considering that eT * qr =  0, and the Dirac equations for protons
#itti(Pi. sp) =  M uiipi, sp), (122)
“2 lfe(P2, s'p) = M u ifa , s'p), (123)
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we can use the following 20 operators that form an overcomplete basis, for ex­
panding 0 ^ .
o r =w y , Ot = M2g ^ 4 r ,
o r = M p f* . On =  Pi Pi i
0 ^  = M f x q - , 0 £  = A f 4 r >
o r =  «* pfy. 0%  =  M r f Y  4 r ,
O II s; 3s o II
o * II s: * o s  = *•,
0? ' = M2 q> Y, o s  = m «?y 4 ,
o t  = a/Vp?, o s = wypr * .
o r  =  MVr, O S =  M y y  4 . ,
Oiomp = MzY l u » o s  =  w vr .
(124)
The mass factors are included for dimensional reasons. Conservation of current 
(gauge invariance) requires that
qruO^ =  0 . (125)
From Eq. (125) we have
O iA f3#  -I- an M 2q? 4r +  a 2A f(? r -P l)p i +  a 12 (?r-P l)P l 4t  +  
a3M{qr.q)tf +  ai3{qr.q)rf 4r + a4M2p? i t  +  a u M rf 4r 4r +  
asMqrfi(qr.pi) +  ai5q?(pi.qr) 4r + a6Mq?{qr.q) +  al6q?(qr.q) 4r +  
a7M 2q? 4r + al7Mq? 4r 4r + a6M 2^ ( q r.pi) + a18Afy*(qP.pl) 4r + 
a9M 2'yt‘{qr.q) + ai9M ^{q r.q) 4r +
a l0M3 4r Y  +  a20M2y  £  £  =  0. (126)
Consequently, using 4r~ 4r = qr • 9r =  0 we obtain
A/#[aiA/ 2 +  as(qr.pi) +  a6(qr.q)] =  0 , (127)
q? r^ [au M2 +  a15(qr.p1) +  ai6(qr .q) +  a7Af2] =  0 , (128)
^ P i  M t f r - P i )  +  a3(qr.q)\ =  0 , (129)
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Pi 4r[an{qvP\) +  Oi3(gr.?) +  a4A/2] = 0 , (130)
A*V[«s(«r-pi) +  aaOzr-q)] =  o , (131)
W *  ^r[ai8(9r-Pi) + ai9(gr.?) +  awM2] =  0. (132)
These constraints allow us to reduce the number of terms in the O ^  expansion 
(Eq. (121)) from 20 to 14. For further reducing the number of terms to 12, 
one has to try to reduce the number of covariant forms. We used 14 operators, 
so description is not minimal, although correct. From Eq. (127)-(132) can be
extracted some coefficients as linear combination of the others:
oi =  -  [°s(9r * Pi) +  Oefar • ?)] , (133)
011 =  Pl^ + A ^ 9r * ^  +  ° 71 ’ 1^34^
„ _  _ (?r ' q)
*  ~  8(« F * )  ' ( ’
04 =  ~ [0l2(?r • Pi) +  013(9r * ?)] , (136)
„ _  _ (?r ' q) M o>T\
08 _  ' a9¥ r S T ' m
° 10 =  ~ w ^ 9r *Pi) +  ° l9^ r * '  1^38^
Consequently the interaction will be described by
o r  = m w  -  | ^ p ? ] +-sMiflfpr -  <* • Pl) r ]+
(ft • i)!T\ + - <r it] +
« . « W  -  + « n * i> fb f i, -  (ft • Pi)7 1  +
ouPi [q1' 4t -  (qT * q)7*1 +  oup17" 4r +
Ol5« P i  4r -  (?r -P l)s^  4r]+au>[q?qV 4r ~  far ‘ q ) ^  4r] +
al7M q?Y 4r +  aiSM Y\Pi 4r ~  far •Pi)7*'] +
al9M Y[qy 4r -  far • q)iy\ +  o m M V t"  4r- (139)
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5.3 Isospin Considerations
To describe a non-strange baryon, besides the spin and parity, another quantum 
number is needed, namely the isospin. The most common baryons, the proton 
and the neutron, have near equal mass so they seem to be instances of the same 
particle generally called ‘the nucleon’. Since it is a doublet a quantum number 
1 is appropriate. The third projection of this number allows us to differentiate 
between the proton and neutron: +5 for proton and for neutron. There is 
a direct relation between this third projection of the isospinfo) and the particle 
charge: Q = i3 +  5. In the case of composite systems (nuclei for instance) the 
isospin is the sum of the isospins of their constituents. Isospin sums as angular 
momentum. To describe a particle in terms of isospin we need two numbers: total 
isospin I, that will tell us how many particles with similar masses exist (21+1), and 
third isospin projection that indicate the particle charge. In terms of isospin the 
nucleons wave-function has besides the spinor another two dimensional component 
for isospin.
For projecting the three components of the isospin we have the Pauli matrices 
acting in the isospin space:
From these matrices can be built the raising and lowering isospin operators 
that will transform a neutron to a proton and a proton to a neutron, for instance.
Considering the isospin behavior we see that fi and f2 have to be a linear
If we consider now the vertex of an incoming isospin Q +) particle and outgoing 
proton and photon R  ( | +) ->• py, the transition amplitude has the form (see 
Section 5.4):
u(pP, sp) ie (ti7M +  ) «(?*> «ft) • (140)
combination of the form a l  +  /?T3 (where I is the identity matrix in the isospin
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space). These combinations are operators in the isospin space, to account for the 
photon behavior as a combination of isospin 0 (scalar type) and 1 (vector type). 
The term a l  is called isoscalar component and the term 0 t3 is called isovector 
component. For the isospin part of the wavefunction we have
=  p*(a 4- j8 )p +  n^(a -  0)n (141)
n
Note that the coefficients a  and 0  are functions of Q 2 . The most comprehensive 
form for the R—»P7 vertex is
-ieu(pp,Sp)e;"7Mi(a,(Q 2) + a t,(Q2)r3)u(pi) +
t M < ? )  +  (142)
For an excited spin one-half resonance R, the limit conditions are
a , { Q 2 =  0) =  0; ^ ( Q 2 =  0) =  0
W  = 0) = b„(Q2 «  0) =  K* (143)
«? +  «* =  K -  k“ =  Knft.
If particle R is the proton itself, then a „ ( Q 2 ) =  Ov{Q2) =  jFf(Q 2) and b , ( Q 2 ) +  
b r , ( Q 2 ) =  F ! ( Q 2) .
Since the electromagnetic interaction must conserve the third component of 
the isospin ( the charge ), for the R—>P7 vertex, the isospin projection of particle 
R will be always £ as for the proton regardless of the total value of the isospin (1 or
|) . This means that only one Clebsh-Gordan coefficient is needed; we absorb it in
the vertex coupling constants, to shorten the expressions for amplitude. However 
these coefficients should be considered when comparing the coupling constant 
values with other calculations or values extracted from other processes
(144)
p y - * « ( /  =  i / ,  =  i )  : < i  j | | , | ; 0 , 0 > = 1 ,  (145)
2 2^’ 2 ’1,0 > — l / j '  1^46*
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5.4 VCS Reaction Channels
The electron current Tp (see Eq.(120)) remains the same in expressing the VCS 
amplitude for all possible reaction channels and intermediate state resonances. In 
this work, we include only spin |  and |  intermediate states. We factorized the 
amplitudes in terms of operators (see section 5.2) using Mathematica and evalu­
ated their contribution to the a* coefficients. The elegance in the approach lies in 
the fact that adding new resonances to the calculation requires only knowledge of 
their mass, width and coupling constants all the rest of the code being re-usable. 
The coupling constants depend on the four-momentum squared of the photon. In
FIG. 54: VCS hadron part: the a and the u channels.
the intermediate state for s and u reaction channels (Figure 54) we can have the 
proton or other resonant states N* or A*. We use the notation M a,n  for s chan­
nel and M b , n  for u channel, where N  is the intermediate state spin. To shorten 
the expression we use u(p2,sj,) =  U2 and u(pi,sp) = ui. The intermediate state 
has mass Mr and width Tr. In principle the width depends of the invarians mass 
in the intermediate state Tr =  Tr(s); in particular, below threshold rr(s) =  0 for 
s < ( M  + Mr)2.
In the case of the s reaction channel, for an intermediate state with spin
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positive parity, the amplitude is
\u2e'/{ie) [ t i ( 0) 7<1 +  i t 2 ( 0 )
M  + Mr
uiTv
4 +  Mr)
(Pl+ q )2 -M ? - i r rMr
(l*i+ + M-)
(p1+ g )2 - M r2 - t T rMr
U m Y  + M Q 2)M + Mr UiT" (147)
For u reaction channel, spin |  particle, positive parity, the amplitude is
=  w T^ l h { Q 2 y f + i t 2 m i ^ T k ] 4’ + Mipi ?r )2 M^ iTrMr 
(148)
If the intermediate state is a spin | ,  negative parity particle, the s reaction 
channel amplitude is
o*>q'TP f \  + 4+  Mr
<?%
7 5  [ * i ( Q 2 ) 7 ,  +  i * 2 ( Q 2 )
=  [ * t ( ° ) 7 ,  -  i* 2 ( 0 )
[ * i ( Q 2 )7 « , +  i * 2 ( Q 2 ) -
M  + Mr
M  + Mr\ (pi +  q)2 -  Af? -  iTrMr 




(Pi +  q)2 — M? — iTrMr
’ M + Mr\ ' (149)
For the intermediate state spin | ,  negative parity particle, the u reaction 
channel amplitude is
2 7 5  [* i ( Q 2 ) 7 m +  M Q 2) M  + M  
75^[* i(0)7 , +  i*2(0) - ^
h - 4 r  + M
’M  + Mr
 p2 r  _  up
=  wTM ^ - ikmwTk 
<[*><»*+*«>£&
(p i -  9 r)2 -  M2 -  iTrMr
j x - j r - M r  
(pi -  qry  -  Af2 -  iTrMr
(150)
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In the case in which the intermediate state has spin | ,  the most general ver­
tex between the virtual photon, proton and resonance is characterized by three 
coupling constants. In case of the real photon one of them vanishes, so the vertex 
Rjry is characterized by two coupling constants. In the case of a spin |  positive 
parity, the amplitude in s reaction channel is
o2
— q 2 u275Arj,.0^75^vSpuiT p , (151)
where
Ar„ =  ~ £?9r ) +  *r2^(Pl +  ~ $<£) , (152)
Auip =  tvo{Q2)gSp + tvl(Q2)9Sa'r0 (g^qa - g a» ^) +
t M 2)Osa(pi +  q W Pqa ~  s V )  , (153)
8fia =  9na + [^(1 +  4V)A + V]7m7„ , (154)
DM(5 =  ^1+  jf+ M r r- tff _  ly iy f  _
(Pi +  q)2 -  M2 + iTTMr 3
gjjjr [ f ip i  +  q)s -  7*(Pi +  g)M] -  -^2 (Pi + qYiPi + q)S} • (155)
The tensor D is the form of a Rarita-Schwinger propagator for |  spin particles. 
In the expression of the tensor 0 ^ , A is a parameter that reflects a freedom in 
the choice of the Lagrangian in the limit of respecting some formalism bounds, 
such as invariance under point transformation; V is the ‘off-shellness’ parameter, 
measuring the ‘off-shell’ of the vertex [73]. Note that tTi = tvl{Q2 =  0), tr2 =  
tV2{Q2 =  0) and tr0 =  t„o(Q2 =  0) =  0. In the following expressions for the VCS 
amplitudes in s and u reaction channel with a spin |  particle intermediate state 
equivalent definitions for tensors Ar, A„, D are considered.
For u reaction channel(B), a spin |  positive parity particle, the amplitude is
_ e2
iM g |+ =  — T ^ ^ D ^ A r s m  ■ (156)
Q2
2If the intermediate state is a spin | ,  negative parity particle, the amplitude
corresponding to the s channel reaction is
—e‘- e 2
=  — u275ArMD ^ 75A0fpu1r p . (157)
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Finally for the intermediate state is a spin § negative parity particle, the 
amplitude corresponding to u reaction channel is
iM * r  = • (158)
In the t channel diagram the virtual photon couples to a pion emitted by the 
proton.
For this process the amplitude is
I
p S ^ p 2
FIG. 55: VCS hadron part: the t channel.
i.M„o = -Q2 uiTffN^ — P2)2 — M2 u 1 T p , (159)
where TNn*0 is the coupling constant for the pjwr0 vertex, is the coupling 
constant for the ^77 vertex and it is dependent of the four-momentum transfer 
of the virtual photon. The fourth rank tensor e0^  is defined by
{ + / — 1 , for even/odd permutations of €0123
0 , if any two indices are equal.
A similar calculation was done by M. Vanderhagen for the case bellow the
pion threshold. In [24], the nucleon pion cloud was approximated by t-channel
exchange of a scaler a  meson.
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FIG. 56: p(e, e'p)7 diagram representation.
5.5 Cross-Section Calculation
To evaluate the cross-section of p(e, e'p)7 we need to consider the total amplitude 
(coherent sum of BH and VCS), square it and integrate within the appropriate 
kinematic constraints.
We start with assembling the |A4|2. Since the polarization states are not
detected, we need to sum over the possible final state polarizations and average
over the initial state polarization. Initially there are 2 fermions (the electron and 
the proton) and therefore there are 4 equiprobable spin state combinations (so for 
averaging we divide with 4). The process is described by the Lorentz invariant 
quantity |A4|2, given by
\M\2 = 7 £  I M b h + M vcs?
=  7 £  |A4gff|2 + -  \M v c s f  +  -  2Re\M*BHM vcs\ >(160)
spins spins spins
where M b h  and M v c s  are given by the equations (117) and (118).
To shorten the formulas we use the simplified notation for the Bethe-Heitler 
amplitude
iM bh = — «(&2, s ^ L ^ e '/u ik u  se)u(p2, sp) . (161)
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Therefore we obtain
\  £  \ M b h \2 -  ^ ^ ^ u ( p i , s p ) H l r u ( p 2 , S j , ) u ( p 2 , s p, ) H ,,u ( p l , s p )
spins spins
x u(ku se)L,ft,,/£rti>u(k2, Se>)u(k2 , s ^ L ^ e ^ u ik i ,s e) .(162)
With standard techniques of contracting the wave functions when summing over 
the spin states, equation (162) can be reduced to a product of traces, in the form
j  E  = -T rT r [(A  +  +  M )ff']Tr[)!1i / ' '  fcL„,| . (163)
spins 9
With a similar procedure, using for the VCS amplitude the notation 
it?
iM v cs  =  Q2S(fc2, 3e>)%u{ki, s ju fa ,  e'tvu{j>x, sp). (164)
we obtain for the modulus square of the VCS amplitude the expression
j  E  l^ v c s l2 =  - T & T r i h Y  fev lT r[(  A  +  U)Or„ { *  +  ] . (165)
spins
In the next step we express the operator O '"  in terms of the operator basis 
described in section 5.2. Using equation (121) we can rewrite
Tr{{,I, + M)Oy>fc +  M IC *] =  E rr[(»fi +  M K O y *  +  M )a ,O f  ] . (166)
»J
We now introduce the notation
« < i )  = T r((^+ M )0 ^(A  + M )0 f] . (167)
f e v l  . (168)
Then we can write
2V[(* +  M )0 ^ (A  +  M )<y-1 =  £ ( M 2* * . +  £ 2 & (« i« j)* & )  • (169)
i J<«
Using equations (165) - (169), we can write
i £ | A W  =  (170)
spins ^  \  i j< i j
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Note that in this sum we have products of quantities that are the same regardless 
of the resonances considered - (diagonal OjO,) and (off
diagonal O iO j) .  The a, coefficients are constructed by adding the contribution of 
each diagram considered.
The remaining contribution to be considered is the BH and VCS interference 
term. It is important to note that even when the VCS or BH amplitudes are 
very different in magnitude, this interference term can still be significant. Note 
the difference between the four-momentum of the virtual photon in BH type of 
process qbh =  P2 — P i  = A, versus the VCS type process where qvcs = ki — k2. 
In the following formula we use Q2 =  -qvcs
7 E  2Re(M-B„Mvcs) = £  a,)
spina spins ^
u{k2, se/)7Mu(fci, se)u(pi, sp)H^u(p2, ty)«(P2>s ^ O ^ u ip u  sp)erfi>£rJ . (171)
Using the same techniques described above, the interference term can be expressed
as
-  ^  2R£\M*bhM vcs\ =
spina
~ 2 R e  («£b/rr[*ii"v + + ■ <i72>
We now introduce the notations
=  T rO h L f h H r] , (173)
• C  =  Tr{(fi + M )H A h + M )O r  ■ (174)
Then we can write
J E  2te(M-aHMvcs) = ~2Re E  • (175)
In the same manner as for IMvcs'?, in equation (175) we have a part independent 
of the different diagrams considered in the VCS amplitude, and the coefficients a* 
that comes from each diagram considered.
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The differential cross section for a process with two ingoing particles (incident 
electron and target proton) and three outgoing particles (scattered electron, recoil 
proton and emitted real photon) is
j _ _  (2?r)454(fce +  Pi -  ke> - P2 -  gr)\M \2 dzke <Ppz d3qr 
a  4v/(fcepi)2 -  k ffi  2k0 e,{2n)*2$ ( 2n)*2q°{2n )3 '
For our kinematics, the electron is ultra-relativistic and we can neglect the 
electron mass everywhere except in the poles of BH propagator. The energy and 
momentum of the proton are related by Ep =  p° =  y/pt~+TT*. Since the initial 
proton is considered at rest (pi =  (M, 0,0,0)), we can replace the Lorentz invariant 
quantity
\/(*«'Pl )2 -*?P? =  (177)




We can rewrite the cross section differential in final electron coordinates as
=  f  (27r)-5fce>|M|2 4 _ nn_ n f17qx
d k ^ d n 1^  J 8keM  ^  9r) 2p° 2?° ’ ( )
where p ^ k i + p i -  k2. It is useful to consider that
= (iso)
where A (a, 6, c) =  a2 +  ft2 +  c2 — 2a6 -  26c — 2ca is the K^llen function and CM 
means that d£ln  is evaluated in the center of mass system of the final proton and 
real photon. In our calculation, using =  0 and p | =  Af2, we obtain
^ ( p 2,^ , ? 2) =  ^/p4 +P2~2p2pi =  (p2 -  M 2) . (181)
Note also that p =  p-i +  qr so that p2 =  s (s is the Mandelstam variable for the 
final proton+real photon). The final expression for the p(e,e/p)7 cross-section is:
<Pa _ (2ir)~5 \M \2 ke s -  M
d k ffd a tg d n cM  64M  ke 3 ' l J
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5.6 Proton Form Factors
The proton form factors are involved in both the calculation of BH amplitude and 
VCS amplitude for the contributions in which the intermediate state is a proton. 
For this reason we paid special attention in considering the influence of different
parametrizations as function of respective 4 momentum transfered by the virtual
photon. We also note that for same initial and final state if we considered VCS 
process for central kinematics we have q =  (fci — fc2)2 =  —1 GeV2. However if we 
consider BH mechanism q2 =  (p2 -  pi) is taking for the nine kinematic settings 
values between -1.28 GeV2 to -3.22 GeV2.
The p7 -¥ p  vertex has the form
r„ = f1(Q2)7. + . (183)
where kv is the proton magnetic moment, Ft is the helicity conserving Dirac form 
factor, and F2 is the helicity non-conserving Pauli form factor. The Dirac and 
Pauli form factors are simply related to the electric, Gg and magnetic, Gm , form 
factors by
G M 2) =  F,(Q2) -  j p S f t W 2) . (184)
<?«(<32) =  Fi(<32) +  K^iW *) ■ (185)
In the Breit frame, Gg and Gm are the Fourier transforms of the proton charge 
and current distributions.
Using the available world data, P. Bosted [70] fit the electric and magnetic 
form factors of the proton as inverse polynomial functions of Q
GM p  _
° Bp 1 +  0.62Q +  0.68Q2 +  2.8Q3 +  0.83Q4 ’ (186^
tip ~  1 +  0.35Q +  2.44Q2 +  0.50Q3 +  1.04Q4 +  0.34Q5 ‘ ^
Another parametrization considered was the simple fit to the proton form 
factor values measured in Hall A [59]. In this fit set-up by Sonja Dieterich and
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Steffen Strauch, the measured ratio y =  /^(C g/G ^) values are fit as function of 
x  =  Q2 with the form:
y = l  +
ax* (188)
1 + bx2
Using this form, we have the known value 1 of the ratio for the real photon point 
(Q2=0) and the dependence becomes a straight line for Q2 »  1 GeV2. The fit 
values (see Figure 57) are
a =  -0.45 ±  0.23 
6 =  3.39 ±  1.87 . (189)




  E93027 fit
 8osted fit
U M U U U U U U M
0* (C.vVe*)
FIG. 57: The ratio of electric and magnetic form factors of proton as function of 
Q2. The (red) points are experimental values measure in the experiment E93-027 
in Hall A. The continuous line is the empiric fit; the dash-point line is Bosted 
parametrisation.
trie and magnetic form factors of proton as function of Q2. However Bosted
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gives a parametrization for Gm- We can use equations 187 and 188 for Gmp and 
Liv(GpE/GpM) respectively.
5.7 The Calculated Born Cross-Section
The intermediate state in the VCS amplitude can be the proton or any nucleon 
resonance state. The resonances with M \ ss s will contribute most strongly. The 
VCS amplitude with just the nucleon intermediate state is the Born term.
One way of looking at the cross-section is as a function of the angle between the 
real and virtual photon 9™  in the center-of-mass frame of the hadronic reaction 
(CM). To simplify the description, a convention has been adopted, in which if 
0= 0° the angle 9™  varies from 0° to 180°, while if 0=180°, then 9™  changes 
sign taking values from 0° to -180°. In general, however 0 < 9 < 180° and 0 < 
<p < 360°. In Figure 58, we note the BH peaking in the direction of incident and
>ea
s»\aa *  0H+8om cross stction 
▼ 0H* contribution




FIG. 58: Bethe-Heitler plus Born cross-section. Kinematics was defined by in­
cident electron energy 4.045 GeV, Q2=1.0 GeV2 and Mandelstam variable for 
hadronic reaction s=1.5 GeV2.
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scattered electron. The Born (VCS) contribution to the cross section dominates 
for 8™  < -50°. Since VCS is the primary reaction of interest the experimental 
kinematics are chosen centered on 8™  =  —180° so that within acceptance we 
have events with 8™  up to -140°.
The combined BH plus Bom amplitude expresses the contribution of the static 
ground state state of the proton to the p(e, e'p)j reaction. The BH and Bom am­
plitudes are the first order radiative correction to the elastic scattering. These 
radiative corrections are often approximated due to the strong peak the BH am­
plitude has in the direction of the incident and scattered electrons (‘peaking ap­
proximation’). In the present study the full angular dependence is considered: 
we measured the p(e,e'p)7 process away from the BH peaks. The Bora term 
represent the radiative tail contribution from proton Bremsstrahlung. This was 
described by L. Maximon as the ‘kinematic recoil correction’([58]).
5.8 Resonances Contribution to p ( e ,  e ' p )7 
Cross-Section
The electromagnetic coupling constants for the real photon case can be extracted 
based on the listed ([75]) helicity amplitudes, as shown in Appendix D for the A 
resonance. We estimate the virtual photon coupling constants to have a dipole 
type dependence:
with a free M \ parameter (we took it being 1 GeV as a try value for the plots 
presented here). The freedom in choosing the form of the Q2 dependence for the 
coupling constants can be reduced by fit against experimental data.
for i=l,2. In case of the virtual photon there is an additional coupling to„ to be 
considered. Since it vanishes for Q2=0, we can start using a form
(191)
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At all values of invariant mass s of the hadronic reaction, all possible resonances 
contribute to the VCS process in the s and u channels. Above the pion threshold, 
individual resonances can appear as on-shell intermediate states in the s-channel. 
Seventeen known resonances can appear on shell for the center of mass energy up 
to 3.6 GeV2 (E93-050 kinematic span). They are characterized by their spin and 
isospin value as presented in Table VII.
TABLE VII: Resonances that can be produced as intermediate states in VCS s 
reaction channels, N* isospin 1/2 and A* isospin 3/2.




D13(1520) 3~2 P33U6 OO)
3 +
2
Su(1535) 1-2 S3i (1620)
1-
2
Su (1650) 1-2 S31(1620)
1-
2
Dl8(1675) 5“2 , Dm (1700)
3 -  
2 ,






P i i (1710) 1 + 2 ,
Pi3(1720) 3 + 2 ,
P13(1900) 3 + 2
The most preeminent contribution is given by the A(1232). This dominates 
the region around W=1232 MeV. For the moment this is the only contribution 
implemented in the calculation in addition to the BH and Born terms.
One important aspect of the experimental data that this theoretical calcula­
tion helped to understand, is the contribution of the BH and VCS amplitude for 
different values <f> angle between the leptonic and hadronic reaction planes (as 
shown in Figure 2 from Introduction). The incident and scattered electron tra­
jectories determine the leptonic plane; it turns that out acceptance for the final 
hadron peaks if the 0 angle is ±90°.
We noticed (Figure 60) that for positive 9 ^  angle the cross-section is enhanced 
by the interference with the fast rising BH contribution. At negative 9 ^  the





\2a •  9H-*Bom-f£}e<to cross section 
V BH1 contribution
\
•  (Sorn-^Oetto)* contribution
-J
too-too -50
FIG. 59: Bethe-Heitler plus Born and Delta cross-section. Kinematics was defined 
by incident electron energy 4.045 GeV, Q2=1.0 GeV2 and Mandelstam variable 
for hadronic reaction s=1.5 GeV2.
interference is destructive. This pattern reverses above the A mass.
The coupling constants as function of Q2 must be fit by comparison with the 
data. Future extension of this work will encompass comparison of other electro- 
production reactions (7r°, t), tttt, etc) within the same formalism. We will test 
the hypothesis that VCS is predictable by using the information (coupling) of all 
other reaction channels.














































































FIG. 60: Bethe-Heitler plus Bora cross-section as function of W  =  yfs. The angle 
077 =  ±171° kinematics was chosen because it is in the center of the bin with 
biggest number of reactions recorded events for all the experimental settings, as 
explained in section 6.1. The red stars correspond to *77 =  171° and the blue 
circles corespond to 9 ^  =  —171°.
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FIG. 61: Bethe-Heitler plus Bora and Delta cross-section as function of W  =  y/s. 
The angle 077 =  ±171° was chosen because it is in the center of the bin with biggest 
number of reactions recorded for all the experimental settings, as explained in 
section 6.1. The red star correspods to 6^  = 171° and the blue circle correspond 
to 077 = -171°.
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Experimental Results
In a coincidence experiment with known undetected particle identity, the cross- 
section is 5-fold differential (as shown in Section 5.5), so we need 5 kinematic 
variables to describe it. We have chosen to express it differentially in the magni­
tude of the momentum and the solid angle for the scattered electron and the solid 
angle of the final proton.
6.1 Definition of The Kinematic Bins
We average the experimental cross-section results over appropriate kinematic bins. 
We have chosen three kinematic variables to define the bins: Q2 the four momen­
tum transfer, cos Q™ the cosine function of the angle between the virtual photon 
and emerging proton in the center of mass of the virtual photon and target pro­
ton, and W  =  ,/s  the CM invariant mass. We bin the data in the following three 
Q2 intervals: (0.85,0.95) GeV2, (0.95,1.05) GeV2 and (1.05,1.15) GeV2. For all 
settings the Q2 distribution is similar. For cos 9 ^  we used four bins: (0.80,0.85), 
(0.85,0.90), (0.90,0.95) and (0.95,1.00). At higher and higher s settings the cover­
age in 8™  becomes smaller around 180°. We used 20 MeV bins in W. For each 
setting there are between 8 and 15 W  bins with data. Bin selection and distribu­
tion of each event in the experiments kinematic settings are illustrated in Figure 
62. However, for a complete description, two more dimensions are necessary for
132
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1 23 1 2 3 4
Q2(GeVJ) c o s O O
FIG. 62: The definition of the kinematic bins in which the average experimental 
cross-section was calculated. Magenta filled histograms correspond to the lowest 
s setting at 1.3 GeV2; the yellow filled histograms correspond to the highest s 
setting at 3.6 GeV2; the green plot is an intermediate setting.
the bins. Since Q2 and W  uniquely determine k2 and 9k,, and 9™  is one of the 
used kinematic binning variable, the remaining un-described dimensions are <j>k, 
and <j)P2. If we consider the electron scattering plane defined by the trajectories 
of incident and detected scattered electron, the angle 0 between the leptonic and 
hadronic planes would be enough to describe out-of-plane dependence. Figure 
63 shows the distribution of <j> as a function of W  in the twelve Q2 and cos 9™  
bins. Figure 64 shows the same distributions as in Figure 63, for the Monte Carlo 
simulated events used to calculate the acceptance. Comparing these coverages, 
we conclude that only in the case of the kinematic bin with Q2 6 (0.95,1.05) and 
cos 9™  6 (0.975,1.0) we do have a 2tt coverage in 0. For the other bins the 
average cross section depends on the specific 0 acceptance.
We note that in most of the three dimensional kinematic bins (Q2, cos 9™  
and W) we have events from more than one setting. However the average cross 
section extracted from different settings in the same bin will not necessarily agree
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FIG. 63: The p(e,e'p)7 data </> distributions versus W  in Q2 and cos 6™  bins. 
Each color represents a different kinematic setting. The columns present the three 
Q2 bins, 1,2,3 from left to right. The rows present the four cos0™  bins, 1,2,3,4 
from top to bottom (see Figure 62).
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SIMULATION
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FIG. 64: The p(e, e'p)7 simulation distribution versus W. The bins are the 
same as in Figure 63.
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since the 0 coverage is different for each kinematic setting.
One more observation is that the distribution of the reactions in the same 
bin for the p(e, e'p)7 cross-section and p(e, e'p)7r° cross-section are different. In 
Q2 versus W  distribution at the lower s settings one can see (Figure 65) that 
the coverage is shifted for the pion reactions. The kinematics was defined to be 
centered on VCS process for Q2 =  1 GeV2 and angle between real and virtual 
photons 180°.
Setting s» t.3Q  GeV*
o
b
Setting s»1 .50  GeV*
'■2 \  '-2  F H \  u
a , ,  I m , t
b ’ r  1
o
1
0.9 0.9 E- W 0.9
a a  FT * .  , . 08 1 ,  , S i ............ 0.8






Setting s«2 .25  GeV*
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_  V  1.2
\ I ^  1.1 o 1 F-0.9 |0.8 I-
1 1.5 2
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FIG. 65: Thep(e,e;p)7 (black) and p(e, e'p)7r° (blue) Q2.vs.W distribution.
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6.2 The Average p(e, e'p)7 Cross Sections Using 
Phase Space Simulation
The cross section extraction using no model is the least biased method of ob­
taining an experimental cross section. We started with a uniform cross section 
model in the simulation. We obtained a first set of results for the average cross 
section in each bin. If our cross section is smoothly varying, the results may be 
very close to the final values. If, however, the cross section varies rapidly, the 
radiative effects convolute neighboring bins in the simulation into a given bin of 
the experimental results. We made, from the first set of results, a look-up tables 
to use as a cross section model in the simulation and obtained a second set of 
cross section estimates. Once the simulated yield matched the data, we reached 
the experimental cross section value.
Figures 66, 67 and 68 present the average 5 fold cross sections differential in 
scattered electron energy, the solid angle of electron, and the solid angle of the 
recoil proton. The statistical error bars are also displayed. Each color and symbol 
represents the cross-section values from a different kinematic setting.
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p (e ,e p ) 7  experimental 0 . 8 5 < Q 2< 0 . 9 5  GeV2
0 .8 < c o s( i> _ K 0 .8 5 0 .8 5 < c o s C O < 0 .9





1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 200073 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 200 0
W(MeV) W(MeV)
FIG. 66: The five fold differential experimental cross-section averaged in bins 
within a Q2 bin of 0.85-0.95 GeV2. Errors are statistical only. A 5% systemaic 
error is estimated. Each color and symbol represents a different kinematic setting. 
Values are tabulated in Appendix E.
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p (e ,e p ) 7  experimental 0 . 9 5 < Q 2< 1 .0 5  GeV2
0 .8 < c o s(i> _ )< 0 .8 5 0 .8 5 < c o s ( * ,) < 0 .9
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 200 0  1000 1200 1400  1600  1800 2 000
W(MeV) W(MeV)
0.9  < c o s Q O  < 0 .9 5 0 .9 5 < c o s Q O < 1
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800  2 000  1000 1200 1400  1600  1800 200 0
W(MeV) W(MeV)
FIG. 67: The five fold differential experimental cross-section averaged in bins 
within a Q2 bin of 0.95-1.05 GeV2. Each color and symbol represents a different 
kinematic setting. Values are tabulated in Appendix E.
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p ( e ,e p ) 7  experimental 1 ,0 5 < Q 2<  1 . 15  GeV2
0 -85< c o 3(t>t. )< 0.9
1
1
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 200013 1000 1200 1400  1600  1800  2000
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FIG. 68: The five fold differential experimental cross-section averaged in bins 
within a Q2 bin of 1.05-1.15 GeV2. Each color and symbol represents a different 
kinematic setting. Values are tabulated in Appendix E.
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6.3  The Average p(e, e ' p ) 7 Cross Sections Using 
Photon Flux Model in the Simulation
As we discussed in Section 4.5.2, the electro-production processes can be factorized 
as a photon flux multiplied with a two fold differential cross-section in the solid 
angle of the recoil proton. Due to the presence of Bethe-Heitler radiation, this 
factorization in improper to the p(e, e'p)7 cross section. We notice that there is a 
higher density of data recorded around 0 =  ±90° (see Figure 63). Our theoretical 
calculation also pointed out that for <f> =  ±90° BH amplitude is practically 0 and 
so it is a pure electro-production of a photon. It is then justified in this bin to 
treat p(e, e'p)7 as an electro-production reaction. The cut around <f> =  ±90° is 




-T50 -too too t50-50
FIG. 69: Typical 0 distribution of the data (here it is plotted data of the kinematic 
setting s=1.75 GeV2). The cuts used for <f> bin definition are shown. In this bin 
we can consider the process p(e, e'p)7 electro-production of the photon.
We used then the virtual photon flux model for the purpose to account for the 
electron scattering part. We can then make qualitative comparisons of with
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FIG. 70: The two fold differential experimental cross-section for the bins with
0.95 < cos Qyp < 1.0.
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the strength and structure of other electro-production processes, particularly with 
the p(e, e'p)7r° cross-section that we can also extract from same data. We iterate 
again with look-up tables to achieve stability of the results. Results are plotted 
in Figure 70.
6.4 p(e, e ' p )E xperim ental Cross Section
In the data collected during E93-050 a big part of the coincidences we recorded 
were the result of a p(e, e'p)7r° reaction. The pion electro-production reaction was 
extensively studied and there are well establish theoretical calculations available. 
We have applied the same data analysis techniques for pion data and have used 
the MCEEP simulation, with the MAID ([71]) a unitary isobar model for pion 
electroproduction on the proton, to test our analysis method. In the following 
graphs 71 the experimental results are presented together with the lines repre­
senting the simulated cross-section. There is generally good agreement in the 
region of A (1232) resonance.
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FIG. 71: The two fold average differential experimental cross-section for pion 
electroproduction p(e, e'p)n°. The <f> coverage is restricted to 70° < \<j>\ < 110°. 
Each color and symbol represents a different kinematic setting. The continuous 
line is the result of MAID simulation
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Conclusions
The experiment E93-050 was a challenge from many points of view. It was one 
of the Hall A commissioning experiments and the team analysing E93-050 exper­
iment made major contributions to the understanding and calibration of the Hall 
A equipment. There was no theoretical calculation of the VCS cross-section in 
the resonance region prior to this work.
It is interesting to focus in one kinematic bin and try to correlate the cross 
section variation with the known nucleon resonances position (Figure 72). We 
note the shift in the position of the A peak due to the interference of BH and 
VCS amplitude. We also can see that for some resonances this interference can 
be destructive. We see a clear signal in the region of Sn(1535) and Di3(1520) 
resonances.
We have measured for the first time the differential cross section for p(e, e'p)7. 
In the kinematic settings centered on Q2= 1 GeV2 and for s between 1.3 and 
3.6 GeV2, we have been able to isolate the p(e,e'p)7 signal from the p(e,e'p)7r° 
reaction using missing mass technique, due to the high resolution spectrometers in 
Hall A at TJNAF. We have checked the validity of the data analysis by extracting 
from the same set of data p(e, e'p)7r cross-section and comparing them with other 
measurements and models available.
VCS (7„p -> 7p) is another tool to study resonances, beyond the meson electro­
production that can yield complementary information. The degree to which the
145
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FIG. 72: The five fold differential experimental cross-section.
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VCS cross section can be predicted from meson electro-production data is an 
important test of our understanding of the resonance physics.
We developed a first theoretical calculation p(e, e'p)7 cross section in the reso­
nance region using phenomenological Lagrangian approach at tree level. By fitting 
the coupling constants related to the proton, virtual photon, and different resonant 
states vertex on the final cross-section values, we expect to learn how the photon 
electro-production completes and complement our understanding of the resonance 
physics. Neutral pion electro-production is an interesting reference in the study 
of VCS. Using the form factors fitted to pion electro-production data using the 
same theoretical approach, we expect the calculated cross section p(e, e'pf)^ to 
be in good agreement with the experimental cross section. We can extract the 
experimental cross sections ratio p(e, e'p')7/p(e, to higher precision than 
extracting each cross-section alone.
From both a theoretical and data analysis point of view the team effort con­
tinues.
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Singular Values and Optics 
Coefficients
Section 3.2 detailed the singular value decomposition of the spectrometer optics 
transport matrix. The singular values and the corresponding coefficient are listed 
in the following tables. The results are similar for electron and hadron arm and 
do not depend of the number of events considered (same results with 15000 and 
150000 good events). We want to consider all necessary coefficients but not to 
add instability to the linear system by adding un-necessary higher order terms.
Keeping only the coefficients from Table VIII the condition number k of the 
linear system used for determining the expansion coefficients lowered from 1013 
(with the coefficients from Table IX) to 108.
Keeping only the coefficients from Table X, the condition number k of the 
linear system used for determining the <f> expansion coefficients lowered from 1012 
(with the coefficients from Table XI) to 105.
We needed to use all the coefficients from XII for obtaining a good fit, without 
aberations in 0  expansion.
For doing the singular value analysis for the 8  expansion we needed to remove 
the x tg in spectrometer coordinate system equal in Hall A coordinate system 
influence before doing the SVD analysis. Taking the first order transport matrix
148
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elements (see [44]) we built the following system of equations:
Xfp =  —2.181xt9 -  O.1980t9 +11.9015 (192)
y/p = —0.100xt9 -  0.4960*9 +1-9675 (193)
Eliminating 9tg we can write:
S = F(xfp, y/p) + 0.1926xtj (194)
The functional F is actually the polynomial expansion and we can write now 
a x2 minimisation exactly as before. However xtJ is a term that varies on a 
event by event basis and has to be removed. SVD analysis allowed again to
identify a core group of coefficients. We fitted these first and than we added in
the ESPACE optimisation as many coefficients as we felt needed to remove any 
undesirable correlation. For the moment we can not deconvolute the influence of 
xlg on stability so we do not present the list of the SVD of the delta polynomial 
coefficients.
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TABLE VIII: Coefficients considered significant for Y  (target coordinate) poly­
nomial expansion as function of the focal plane coordinates.
No Singular value Coefficient i+j+k+1
1 0.104327538E+03 Y0001 1
2 0.329420967E+02 Y0010 1
3 0.609752560E+01 Y1001 2
4 0.275893235E+01 Y1010 2
5 0.471148968E+00 Y2001 3
6 0.233310640E+00 Y2010 3
7 0.403474346E-01 Y3001 4
8 0.209482182E-01 Y3010 4
9 0.144348042E-01 Y1001 2
10 0.494097546E-02 Y0110 2
11 0.366044976E-02 Y4001 5
12 0.183014746E-02 Y4010 5
13 0.799126225E-03 Y1101 3
14 0.329077535E-03 Y1110 3
15 0.264754839E-03 Y5001 6
16 0.129222215E-03 Y5010 6
17 0.490154998E-04 Y2101 4
18 0.211051447E-04 Y6001 7
19 0.209466871E-04 Y2110 4
20 0.148062763E-04 Y3110 5
21 0.100027974E-04 Y0003 3
22 0.582543817E-05 Y0030 3
23 0.340923998E-05 Y3101 5
24 0.242625379E-05 Y0021 3
25 0.195146617E-05 Y0012 3
26 0.150041353E-05 Y0210 3
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TABLE IX: Coefficients considered less significant for Y  (target coordinate) poly­
nomial expansion as function of the focal plane coordinates.
No Singular value Coefficient i+j+k+1
27 0.764643573E-06 Y0201 3
28 0.612397912E-06 Y1003 4
29 0.422241328E-06 Y1210 4
30 0.302871456E-06 Y4101 6
31 0.149547375E-06 Y1021 3
32 0.126864876E-06 Y4110 6
33 0.123225220E-06 Y1201 4
34 0.848033537E-07 Y1030 4
35 0.519990131E-07 Y1210 4
36 0.336714550E-07 Y1012 4
37 0.160849156E-08 Y0103 4
38 0.745284223E-09 Y0121 4
39 0.382082976E-09 Y0301 4
40 0.275889506E-09 Y0130 4
41 0.148583326E-09 Y0310 4
42 0.405810524E-10 Y0112 4
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TABLE X: Coefficients considered significant for <f> (target coordinate) polynomial 
expansion as function of the focal plane coordinates.
No Singular value Coefficient i+j+k+l
1 0.800800896E+01 P0001 1
2 0.233216977E+01 P0010 1
3 0.350092113E+00 P1001 2
4 0.189846128E+00 P1010 2
5 0.259449072E-01 P2001 3
6 0.148648825E-01 P2010 3
7 0.212266133E-02 P3001 4
8 0.121793477E-02 P3010 4
9 0.110808108E-02 P0110 2
10 0.325893488E-03 P0101 2
11 0.168586688E-03 P4001 5
12 0.946648943E-04 P4010 5
13 0.472537467E-04 P1110 3
14 0.213847052E-04 P1101 3
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TABLE XI: Coefficients considered significant for <j> (target coordinate) polyno­
mial expansion as function of the focal plane coordinates.
No Singular value Coefficient i+j+k+l
15 0.295451309E-05 P2110 4
16 0.139206099E-05 P2101 4
17 0.827369092E-06 P0003 3
18 0.343507452E-06 P0030 3
19 0.168397889E-06 P0012 3
20 0.159847275E-06 P0021 3
21 0.494916215E-07 P0201 3
22 0.365383563E-07 P1003 4
23 0.296065679E-07 P0210 3
24 0.107905729E-07 P1030 4
25 0.681510004E-08 P1012 4
26 0.465827910E-08 P1021 4
27 0.277525536E-08 P1201 4
28 0.197181893E-08 P1210 4
29 0.813159956E-10 P0130 4
30 0.533340663E-10 P0103 4
31 0.225010722E-10 P0121 4
32 0.182126796E-10 P0112 4
33 0.723816796E-11 P0301 4
34 0.279981355E-11 P0310 4
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TABLE XII: Coefficients & (target coordinate) polynomial expansion as function 
of the focal plane coordinates._____________________________
No Singular value Coefficient i+j+k+1
1 0.210550451E+01 T0100 1
2 0.178189397E+00 T1100 2
3 0.126721449E-01 T2100 3
4 0.295789749E-02 T0002 2
5 0.107534032E-02 T3100 4
6 0.851270393E-03 T0020 2
7 0.404379505E-03 T0200 2
8 0.162062744E-03 T4100 5
9 0.994669899E-04 T1020 3
10 0.712114706E-04 T0011 2
11 0.317610356E-04 T1200 3
12 0.192341031E-04 T1002 3
13 0.100065208E-04 T2002 4
14 0.432725074E-05 T2020 4
15 0.191445702E-05 T2200 4
16 0.124813232E-05 T1011 3
17 0.175687518E-06 T0102 3
18 0.947655252E-07 T0300 3
19 0.403260785E-07 T0120 3
20 0.167457639E-07 T0111 3
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Appendix B 
External Processes in MCEEP
In this section are presented the formula and methods I employed in develop­
ment of the routines for treating energy loss, multiple scattering and external 
Bremsstrahlung incorporated by Paul Ulmer in MCEEP.
B .l Hadron Energy Loss by Collision
The basic formula used for calculating the average energy loss is known as Bethe- 
Bloch formula[74].
■ dx =  2 w p  — ) - 2 P2 - S -  2 - ]  (195)
with
dE/dx: the mean rate of energy loss
re: classical electron radius 2.818 fin
meC2: rest energy of the electron 0.511MeV
Na: Avogadro’s number =  6.022 x 1023 mol-1
I: mean excitation potential
Z: atomic number of absorbing material (target)
A: atomic weight of absorbing material 
p: density of absorbing material 
z: charge of incident particle in units of e
155
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0 : vfc  of the incident particle
7: 1
6 : density correction 
C: shell correction
Wmax' maximum energy transfer in a single collision 
2nNarlm,ec? = 0.1535 MeV cm2/g.
The maximum energy transfer is produced by a head-on or knock-on collision. 
For an incident particle of mass M  ">me can be used the approximation
The mean excitation potential of the target material was taken from the tables for 
the material known to be used in the Hall A experiments. However for other mate­
rials some empirical formula [74] were set up to give at least a good approximation 
of this quantity.
The density and shell corrections to the Bethe-Bloch formula are important at 
high and low energies respectively. The density effect arises from the fact that the 
electric field of the particle also tends to polarize atoms along its path. Because of 
this polarization, electrons far from the path of the particle will be shielded from 
full electric field intensity. Collisions with these outer lying electrons will therefore 
contribute less to the total energy loss than predicted by the Bethe-Bloch formula. 
Values for 8  are given by a formula due to Sternheimer [76] for X  = logio{0j)
The quantities Xo.X^CojC and m  depend on the absorbing material. The pa­
rameter Co is corrected for the difference between the material density po at which 
these parameters were fitted and the density at which they are used.
Wnax =  2mec20272
<f0io2(x-*°>
4.6052A +  C0 + o(X l - X )  
4.6052A +  C0
X < X 0
X 0 < X < X l
X i < X
(196)
The shell correction accounts for effects which arise when the velocity of the 
incident particle is comparable or smaller than the orbital velocity of the bound
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electrons. At such energies, the assumption that the electron is stationary with 
respect to the incident particle is no longer valid and the Bethe-Bloch formula 
breaks down. The correction is generally small and to calculate it is used the 
following empirical formula[74], valid for tj = ft7 < 0.1 and /  in eV:
C(I,  rj) =  (0.422377rT2 + 0.0340437f4 -  0.00038106rf ^ H T 6/ 2
+(3.850190t?- 2 -  0.1667989rf4 +  0.00157955r?-6)10“9/ 3. (197)
Due to the small variation of these correction in the kinematic acceptance window 
it is enough to be evaluated once for the central ray kinematics.
B.2 Electron Energy Loss by Collision
The basic mechanism of collision loss for electrons is same as for the heavy charged 
particles. However, Bethe-Bloch formula has a different form to take into consid­
eration on one hand the fact that the maximum energy transfer Wm** =  Te/2 
(where Tt is the kinetic energy of the incident electron), and on the other hand 
the indistinguishability of the final electrons.
- f = - F M "  ■s ~ :2l l <i98)
where r  is the kinetic energy of the particle in units of me(9, and
m -
B.3 The Energy Loss Distribution (Straggling)
The previous presented formulas represent the mean energy loss suffered by 
charged particles when passing through a thickness of matter. For any given 
particle, the amount or energy lost will not, in general, be equal to this mean 
value because of the statistical fluctuations which occur in the number of colli­
sions suffered and the energy lost in each collision. An initially monoenergetic
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beam, after passing through a fixed thickness of material, will show a certain dis­
tribution in energy that in average is shifted down with the value given by the 
Bethe-Bloch formula.
regions of 0. To choose between these theories it is used the parameter k repre­
senting the ratio between the mean energy loss and the maximum energy transfer 
allowable in a single collision ([77]). Consequently:
B.4 Multiple Scattering Through Small Angles
Most of the small angles deflections suffered by a charged particle traversing a 
medium is due to Coulomb scattering from nuclei. The Coulomb scattering dis­
tribution is well represented by the theory of Moliere, but for small deflection 
angles it is roughly a Gaussian. The Moliere scattering formulas are expressed in
where p is the momentum in MeV/c, X  is the path length in g/cm2, Z  and A 
are the charge and atomic weight of the scattering material, z is the charge of 
the projectile, /? =  v/c, and a  =  1/137. A good representation of the Moliere 
distribution is a Gaussian distribution with the width a calculated in the following
way:
Theoretical calculation of these distributions have yield results for different
k < =  0.01 Landau distribution thin absorber
0.01 < k < =  10.0 Vavilov distribution (199)
10.0 < K Gaussian distribution
terms of two angles - the characteristic angle Xc and the screening angle x« which 
are defined as follows [78]:
X* =  O.157[Z(Z +  l)X/A][*/(fl0)]a 
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For the parameter F between 0.9 and 0.995 the accuracy of representing the 
Moliere distribution is better than 2%. This is the accuracy with which we can 
calculate the width of the gaussian distribution centered in 0 of the multiple scat­
tering suffered by a charged particle traversing a medium ([77]).
B.5 External Bremsstrahlung
The incident and scattered electron lose, in addition to their ionization loss, energy 
by interaction with the Coulomb field of the nuclei of the traversed medium. If the 
charged particles are decelerated in the Coulomb field of the nucleus, a fraction 
of their kinetic energy will be emitted in form of photons (bremsstrahlung). In 
estimating this process it is convenient to measure the thickness of the material 
in units of the radiation length Xo. This is the mean distance over which a high 
energy electron loses all but 1/e of its energy by bremsstrahlung. To calculate the 
parameter b=l/Xo we use the following formula[74]
b =  i  = 4are~ [ Z 2(Lrad -  /(Z )) +  Z L 'U  (203)
For A=lg/mol, the quantity 4are^-=(716.408 g/cm2)-1. The parameters Lrad 
and L'rad are tabulated or can be calculated with the empirical formulas:
Lrad =  ln(184.15Z~1/3), L'Tad =  bi(1194Z"2/3). (204)
The function f (Z)  is an infinite sum but can be very well represented for a =  a Z
by:
f {Z)  =  a2(— -  +  0.20206 -  0.0369a2 +  0.0083a4 -  0.002a6). (205)
1 +  ar
The probability distribution for a particle of momentum E to radiate an energy 
AE when traversing t radiation length of material is:
= | ^ ) ( f  n&X - f  +  | ( f  )2)1 (206)
For generate this external radiation distribution I implemented in MCEEP an 
accept-reject technique in the same manner as in AEEXB[79]. Consider e the
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envelope function of the target distribution Iext
e(AE) = 1.1 , ^ A E bt~l (207)v ' r(l + bt)E* K ’
To create a sampled distribution having e(AE) as its shape, two random numbers 
0. < ri, r2 < 1. are generated. With their values a trial value for energy radiated 
is calculated
A Em  =  Er\/bt. (208)
If with this AEtrial the following test is passed
T2€(&Etrial) < Iext{E} trialyt) (209)
the generated AEtriai follows the desired bremsstrahlung distribution. If not the 
process is restarted with other random numbers ri and r2.
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The Run-by-Run Normalization 
Factors
For the runs used in the analysis the charge, boiling correction and deadtime 
correction were determined only for the pieces used in the analysis. If a run 
number appears twice it is because the run had to be split to recover due to some 
data acquisition problems.
161
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1784 42375.91 73.3861 1.0225 1.1139
1785 42053.54 67.6361 1.0207 1.0913
1785 128956.77 67.8673 1.0208 1.0947
1786 80190.14 63.4477 1.0194 1.0552
1787 65506.43 63.2100 1.0193 1.0643
1793 30053.96 62.6342 1.0192 1.1357
1795 98513.65 61.8575 1.0189 1.1536
1796 185803.07 62.0700 1.0190 1.1246
1800 97430.97 62.7200 1.0192 1.1355
1801 114733.08 62.5000 1.0191 1.1317
1802 189358.95 62.4600 1.0191 1.1317
1803 133438.32 62.0000 1.0190 1.1299
1807 38958.21 63.4286 1.0194 1.1438
1808 264584.37 66.0225 1.0202 1.1553
1809 105757.96 64.5372 1.0197 1.2021
1811 63751.64 63.9600 1.0196 1.1536
1812 87033.46 63.7253 1.0195 1.1419
1813 20187.07 64.4278 1.0197 1.1454
1817 149708.78 61.2800 1.0187 1.2167
1819 269276.53 62.5100 1.0191 1.1570
1822 209505.37 63.3674 1.0194 1.1592
1824 208881.62 62.2602 1.0190 1.1558
1827 205122.76 63.0416 1.0193 1.1579
1828 50631.51 62.7979 1.0192 1.1547
1829 170411.09 62.5027 1.0191 1.1537
1831 326832.15 60.8930 1.0186 1.1512
1832 319907.18 59.5987 1.0182 1.1465
1833 282599.71 60.2441 1.0184 1.1511
2281 152148.81 74.8353 1.0230 1.1346
2282 98559.13 74.1747 1.0228 1.1361
2287 127061.35 73.0417 1.0224 1.1234
2290 122504.47 67.5081 1.0207 1.1180
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2291 112171.67 80.3575 1.0247 1.1379
2294 144221.46 82.2466 1.0253 1.1483
2295 148876.64 82.6203 1.0254 1.1463
2296 134942.50 82.1572 1.0253 1.1461
2298 102552.06 73.4824 1.0225 1.1086
2299 127519.85 76.5063 1.0235 1.1833
2300 73061.67 76.3770 1.0235 1.1911
2301 105221.53 76.3661 1.0234 1.1751
2302 146248.39 44.4763 1.0135 1.0664
2303 49395.57 102.7060 1.0318 1.1830
2305 172193.70 112.0140 1.0348 1.2071
2306 144148.76 104.5480 1.0324 1.1863
2308 166547.37 103.9830 1.0322 1.1928
2309 183404.56 103.1990 1.0319 1.1914
2310 197189.25 103.4570 1.0320 1.2064
2312 120781.04 102.9420 1.0319 1.1840
2312 96355.85 102.9920 1.0319 1.1839
2314 14799.04 52.4932 1.0160 1.1040
2315 13770.47 21.0234 1.0063 1.0399
2317 8819.05 21.0523 1.0064 1.0850
2321 179543.01 112.5270 1.0349 1.2099
2322 192014.31 112.3990 1.0349 1.2110
2323 182904.09 112.4100 1.0349 1.2104
2325 49752.89 112.4020 1.0349 1.2232
2326 186487.70 110.6000 1.0343 1.2116
2328 186905.50 112.0810 1.0348 1.2120
2329 23038.17 111.5600 1.0346 1.2373
2330 193852.67 111.9650 1.0348 1.2082
2331 28572.65 111.6120 1.0346 1.2051
2337 228831.50 111.7510 1.0347 1.1520
2338 235108.00 111.5880 1.0346 1.1532
2340 96985.03 111.0070 1.0344 1.1467
2341 74424.50 109.8670 1.0341 1.1611
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2342 210914.53 110.0370 1.0341 1.1498
2343 225429.82 109.8080 1.0341 1.1500
2345 230867.31 109.0210 1.0338 1.1444
2347 190553.70 113.1070 1.0351 1.1521
2348 165978.62 117.4800 1.0365 1.1594
2349 163708.28 111.7440 1.0347 1.1563
2354 134220.04 113.3960 1.0352 1.1705
2355 126669.12 114.1150 1.0354 1.1738
2357 170025.29 111.1590 1.0345 1.1692
2358 120789.70 109.6970 1.0340 1.1696
2361 206934.59 110.3920 1.0343 1.1573
2362 137130.56 110.4130 1.0343 1.1597
2363 114497.41 110.8220 1.0344 1.1960
2367 21207.96 52.3171 1.0159 1.0799
2368 17168.04 52.3129 1.0159 1.1393
2369 18618.93 52.1613 1.0159 1.1430
2371 198039.03 111.8600 1.0347 1.1688
2372 196606.78 111.9100 1.0347 1.1622
2373 74958.34 112.3400 1.0349 1.1627
2374 105719.10 111.4310 1.0346 1.1730
2375 191750.34 111.5010 1.0346 1.1606
2376 210925.07 114.2190 1.0355 1.1669
2378 31010.33 115.6870 1.0360 1.2087
2382 66121.27 116.0980 1.0361 1.1673
2383 172316.04 115.4590 1.0359 1.1770
2384 74561.35 115.3050 1.0358 1.1700
2385 141850.26 115.6990 1.0360 1.1714
2386 45529.83 114.1470 1.0355 1.1673
2386 163056.54 113.8630 1.0354 1.1851
2387 176949.32 114.1790 1.0355 1.1762
2388 29017.38 114.1290 1.0355 1.1672
2389 40468.02 112.9630 1.0351 1.1656
2389 74728.65 112.9800 1.0351 1.1722
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Ap7 and 7r°77 Coupling Constants
D .l A(1232) Coupling Constants
To determine the values of the A -> p7 coupling constants, we calculated the 
width of A photo-decay. This cross-section and the helicity amplitudes of the A 
photo-decay are listed in the Particle Data Book [75].
Y
FIG. 73: A -* p7 diagram representation.
The amplitude for the A -> p7 transition is
iM & r, =  ieup75A#iuM , (210)
where
~ £ * V )  + M moPa0(£*V  ~  e* V ) , (211)
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Qfta —  9pa " h  ( 2 ^  —  Qua • (212)
Here tir and t& are the coupling constants, up is the final nucleon spinor, uM is 
the A spinor and em is the outgoing photon polarization. Therefore we can write
= i«yY s(M  A m ~ +  hriiPA • £*)?m ~ (Pa • q)el))vf* (213) 
=  ietZp75[(«lr 4 + t2r(p* • £*)]?mum -  [tlr 4 -  t2r(pA • ?)]e*t/* (214)
We now consider the process in the center of mass frame (CM) in which initial 
A is at rest. The four-momenta that describe the particles are Pa =  (A/^,0), 
pp = (2?p,pp) and q =  (p,p7). Therefore
iMAN-y =  ieHplsihr f  Qn -  {4a ~  4P) t i r ^  ~
The spinor up can be expressed in terms of a Dirac spinor for a spin 5 particle 
and a polarization vector of a spin 1 particle. Starting from
= teup75(tir Am ~ {Ma ~  Af)tlr£* -  ^ M aQo ^ K  . (215)
(216)
(217)
for the spin 1 particle, and
for the spin \  particle, the spin |  particle spinors are
(219)
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(220)
■(H) - (22i)
FIG. 74: A photo-decay process in the center of mass frame.
In the CM frame the A spin is quantized with respect to an arbitrary z-axis. 
Final particles are emitted back to back (see Figure 74). We define the xz plane 
determined by the final particles momenta and z axis. In xz plane, 6  is defined 
as the angle from z to the direction in which the photon is emitted. The photon 
four-momentum is then (p, p sin(0), 0, p cos(0)), while the nucleon four-momentum 
is (Ep, -psin(0),O, -pcos(0)). In this frame we can write:
M l - M 2 „  M l + M 2 r~ —  r—
P ~  2MA ’ E f=  2Ma ' '/EA + MA = f i M l
M& +  M  p M& -  M
y/2M& Ep +  M  M& +  M
The outgoing real photon polarization states are then
J E ,  + M  = =
e(+ l) =  -(0 , cos(0), t, -  sin(0)) , (223)
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e ( - l)  =  / |( 0 ,  cos(0), - i ,  -  sin(0)) . (224)
The nucleon spinors are
' cost4? ) ' 
stof8? )
> f. (  ' “ K4? )  \
(  * * “  (  smf4^ )  )  /
Considering u =  14*70 we have
s- ( l ) = “ (!)’■108 (!)■'^ “  (I)--"4'“  (i))<226) 
^ H ) = ^ r (cos (5) ■sin (!) * c“ (I) ■ sin (f)) ■ (227>
We use the notation
M > (f)  =  - e ( M |- M 2)(tl f + (J^ ~ M2)t8r) ,  (228)
M „  Q )  =  ( - 2 t „ M  + - I t ) ) .  (229)
We label the transition amplitudes with A&, Ap, A7 according to A spin projection 
along z axis (quantization axis), and the helicities of the proton and photon,
Up ( - )  =  yjEp +  M
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respectively. For the 16 possible combinations we obtain the expressions:
M | 1 j =  M 0 >/3cos2|s in | , *^-§ .5.1 =  ( 2) t/3sin2§cosf ,
=  - M o  ( I )  sin3§ . =  M ° (§ ) cos3f  >
M a.-i,! =  Mo (I) cos3f > = M 0 (2) sin3f >
M l  =  - M o  ( 5 )  \/3sin2fcosf , M _ |,_ i,_ ! =  - M o  ( 5 ) \/3cos2fsinf ,
=  ~ M * ( i)  (3cos2|  -  2)cosf , M _W tl =  M 0 (}) (2 -  3sin2! ) s in |,
M i,! ,.!  =  v/3M0 (§) sin2fcosf , ^ -* ,* ,-1  =  “ V^M 0 (§) cos2|sin f ,
M i,.! ,!  =  n/3M0 (§) cos2|s i n | , = ^ M 0 ( |)  sin2fcos| ,
=  ~ M ° ( 0  (2 "  3sin2f)sin | , M i,_ .,_ i = -M o  (!)  (3cos2f -  2)cosf
There are only 8 distinct expressions, the rest being connected by the relation 
M -aAi-ap,-x, = (~1)Aa+Ap+AiM aa,ap,a, • (230)
Using the notation x  =  ^7 “  -V matrix elements are
M A *,x=M o(|xl)diix , (231)
where the angular parts of these amplitudes are the Wigner d-functions ([75]). 
The decay width is given by ([75])
<2 3 2 >
Integrating in CM frame over solid angle, averaging over initial spin states and 
summing over the final, then using the relation
/ l O 2d(C0SW) = 2T + I  ’ (233)
we obtain
P M  ( 5)  I2
1/2 32iriW| ’ (234)
p|JM, (I) |2
1/2 =  - » * r ' (2M>
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As function of helicity amplitudes ([75]), the decay width is
r p2 2M
7 7T (2J +  l)M A [I-A1/2I2 +  |^3/2|2] • (236)
Comparing equations (235) and (235) with (236), we have
r  ]Mo(A)|2p p2 M  2 
A~  167TM2 x{ ’ (237)
and therefore
|M>(A)|2 =  8pMAM\Ax\2 =  4(M2 -  M 2)M\AX\2 . (238)
Starting from the world present known values [75] for A photo-decay helicity 
amplitudes (Ai/2 =  -0.140 ±  0.005 GeV-l/2 and A3/2 =  -0.258 ±0.006 GeV-1/2 
we obtain the following possible values of the coupling constants:£ir=2.27554, 
t2r= -1.42447.
Another way to determine these constants is by using the multipole expression 
([72]). The helicity amplitudes are related to the electric quadrupole transition 
E2 and the magnetic dipole transition Mi by
and therefore Mi=0.293435 GeV"1/2 and E2=-0.00447818 GeV “1/2. The expre- 
sions of multipole transition using our coupling constants definitions are
and therefore tir =  2.27554 and t^r =  —1.42447. Considering the error in the 
helicity amplitudes we conclude t lr =  2.27554 ±  0.30283 and =  -1.42447 ±  
0.04790.
A1/2 = +  3 E2),
A3/2 =  - ^ - ( A f i  -  E2 ),
(239)
(240)
[tlr +  *2rAfa] ,
[^ir(3A/^ + M) + t2rMA(MA — M)\ , (242)
(243)
P 1 1/2
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D.2 Pion Decay Constant
We calculated <7,077 from the width of pion decay. According to ([75]) the mean 
life-time of 7r° is r  =  (8.4 ±  0.6) x 10- l7sec. Lifetime is the inverse of decay rate 
f . The pion decays into two photons in I ^ /T  =  98.798 ±  0.032)% of cases.
FIG. 75: 7T -¥ 77 diagram representation.
The decay rate of the process 7r° -> 77 (with the four momentum conservation
Px =  qx +  92) is
£  |A*0t77)|2 . (244)
photon polarizations
where 5  is a statistical factor (the product of 1/j! for each group of j identical 
particles in the final state, i.e. due to the 2 final photons 5=1/2). The matrix 
element of the decay is
iM (r  -> 77) =  e2girn£aff(u/ <$2 9i » (245)
and therefore
£ |M 2I =  £  4  r f
=  e 'tfm  9? 9a9?'<tf =  e‘4 n  [ (9 i9 l)2 -  9 ? ^ ] =  • (246)
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We used in the previous calculation p£ =  (91 +<72)2 =  2qtf2 =  m \. Then, we have 
1-21 =  (247)
.gl (47r) UhL =  e. ^ r g i  =  Q . (248)
647r2m* 1177 4 64tt 4
We can then extract the value of gxrr as:
—  / 4^27
^,rrT y a2Ttml \ ^  =  2.74359 x 10-4MeV-1 (249)arfrm jr
In the vertex 777 at the VCS f-channel diagram, one of the photons is virtual, and 
therefore we assume a Q2 dependence also for this coupling constant. However 
since the amplitude of this process is orders of magnitude smaller than the s and 
u channel contributions, it is unlikely to have sensitivity to this dependence.
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Appendix E 
Experimental p ( e ,  e ' p ) ^  
Cross-section
Reading this table one should keep in mind the kinematical bins definition from 
section 6.1. The tabulated values for Q2, cos0M and W  are the middle of the 
bins. The five differential cross-section values (in ^ 3^ 7 ) are averaged over the 
kinematical bins.
173
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< s > 
GeV2
< Q 2 > 
GeV2






1.30 0.9 0.825 1190.0 8.536 1.744
1.30 0.9 0.825 1210.0 6.519 1.297
1.30 0.9 0.825 1230.0 6.409 0.979
1.30 0.9 0.825 1250.0 2.646 0.619
1.30 0.9 0.825 1270.0 2.562 0.543
1.50 0.9 0.825 1290.0 2.820 0.597
1.30 0.9 0.875 1170.0 7.203 1.504
1.30 0.9 0.875 1190.0 5.008 1.068
1.30 0.9 0.875 1210.0 7.529 0.958
1.30 0.9 0.875 1230.0 5.388 0.716
1.30 0.9 0.875 1250.0 3.977 0.566
1.30 0.9 0.875 1270.0 2.792 0.526
1.50 0.9 0.875 1250.0 4.933 1.053
1.50 0.9 0.875 1270.0 2.349 0.509
1.50 0.9 0.875 1290.0 1.942 0.377
1.50 0.9 0.875 1310.0 1.590 0.321
1.50 0.9 0.875 1330.0 1.342 0.250
1.50 0.9 0.875 1350.0 0.908 0.204
1.30 0.9 0.925 1170.0 4.557 0.942
1.30 0.9 0.925 1190.0 4.960 0.723
1.30 0.9 0.925 1210.0 6.132 0.693
1.30 0.9 0.925 1230.0 5.001 0.625
1.30 0.9 0.925 1250.0 4.976 0.673
1.50 0.9 0.925 1230.0 4.859 1.055
1.50 0.9 0.925 1250.0 3.242 0.558
1.50 0.9 0.925 1270.0 2.660 0.372
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< s > 
GeV2
< Q 2 >
GeV2






1.50 0.9 0.925 1290.0 1.756 0.270
1.50 0.9 0.925 1310.0 1.196 0.195
1.50 0.9 0.925 1330.0 1.019 0.191
1.75 0.9 0.925 1370.0 1.012 0.177
1.75 0.9 0.925 1390.0 0.674 0.143
1.75 0.9 0.925 1410.0 0.542 0.108
1.75 0.9 0.925 1430.0 0.568 0.126
2.00 0.9 0.925 1490.0 0.972 0.206
2.00 0.9 0.925 1510.0 0.674 0.158
2.50 0.9 0.925 1650.0 0.572 0.124
2.80 0.9 0.925 1670.0 0.928 0.214
1.30 0.9 0.975 1130.0 6.243 1.495
1.30 0.9 0.975 1150.0 7.031 0.886
1.30 0.9 0.975 1170.0 5.738 0.636
1.30 0.9 0.975 1190.0 6.376 0.623
1.30 0.9 0.975 1210.0 6.391 0.706
1.30 0.9 0.975 1230.0 4.755 0.752
1.50 0.9 0.975 1210.0 3.248 0.809
1.50 C.9 0.975 1230.0 3.910 0.460
1.50 0.9 0.975 1250.0 3.097 0.293
1.50 0.9 0.975 1270.0 1.791 0.226
1.50 0.9 0.975 1290.0 1.911 0.223
1.75 0.9 0.975 1330.0 0.802 0.136
1.75 0.9 0.975 1350.0 0.571 0.105
1.75 0.9 0.975 1370.0 0.733 0.105
1.75 0.9 0.975 1390.0 0.500 0.094
1.75 0.9 0.975 1410.0 0.580 0.109
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< s > 
GeV2
< Q 2 >
GeV2




1.75 0.9 0.975 1430.0 0.701 0.175
2.00 0.9 0.975 1430.0 0.524 0.122
2.00 0.9 0.975 1450.0 0.684 0.116
2.00 0.9 0.975 1470.0 0.752 0.113
2.00 0.9 0.975 1490.0 1.053 0.131
2.00 0.9 0.975 1510.0 0.646 0.150
2.25 0.9 0.975 1490.0 0.734 0.150
2.25 0.9 0.975 1510.0 0.787 0.119
2.25 0.9 0.975 1530.0 0.808 0.104
2.25 0.9 0.975 1550.0 0.651 0.093
2.25 0.9 0.975 1570.0 0.558 0.089
2.50 0.9 0.975 1570.0 0.577 0.080
2.50 0.9 0.975 1590.0 0.504 0.062
2.50 0.9 0.975 1610.0 0.433 0.052
2.50 0.9 0.975 1630.0 0.390 0.049
2.50 0.9 0.975 1650.0 0.483 0.051
2.50 0.9 0.975 1670.0 0.279 0.054
2.80 0.9 0.975 1650.0 0.299 0.052
2.80 0.9 0.975 1670.0 0.367 0.035
2.80 0.9 0.975 1690.0 0.241 0.027
2.80 0.9 0.975 1710.0 0.198 0.025
2.80 0.9 0.975 1730.0 0.119 0.020
2.80 0.9 0.975 1750.0 0.090 0.020
1.30 1.0 0.825 1110.0 9.321 2.155
1.30 1.0 0.825 1130.0 6.331 1.353
1.30 1.0 0.825 1150.0 5.438 1.011
1.30 1.0 0.825 1170.0 4.058 0.857
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< s > 
GeV2
< Q 2 >
GeV2






1.30 1.0 0.825 1190.0 6.826 0.982
1.30 1.0 0.825 1210.0 5.393 0.841
1.30 1.0 0.825 1230.0 5.729 0.992
1.50 1.0 0.825 1210.0 5.466 1.138
1.50 1.0 0.825 1270.0 1.937 0.427
1.30 1.0 0.875 1090.0 12.800 2.759
1.30 1.0 0.875 1110.0 8.352 1.529
1.30 1.0 0.875 1130.0 6.581 1.059
1.30 1.0 0.875 1150.0 5.839 0.876
1.30 1.0 0.875 1170.0 6.704 0.939
1.30 1.0 0.875 1190.0 5.720 0.828
1.30 1.0 0.875 1210.0 4.615 0.791
1.30 1.0 0.875 • 1230.0 5.321 1.051
1.50 1.0 0.875 1190.0 6.427 0.992
1.50 1.0 0.875 1210.0 5.400 0.728
1.50 1.0 0.875 1230.0 3.680 0.520
1.50 1.0 0.875 1250.0 2.355 0.425
1.50 1.0 0.875 1270.0 2.634 0.378
1.50 1.0 0.875 1290.0 1.242 0.296
1.75 1.0 0.875 1330.0 1.023 0.243
1.75 1.0 0.875 1350.0 1.182 0.233
1.75 1.0 0.875 1390.0 0.872 0.209
1.30 1.0 0.925 1090.0 9.879 1.853
1.30 1.0 0.925 1110.0 8.893 1.151
1.30 1.0 0.925 1130.0 5.781 0.836
1.30 1.0 0.925 1150.0 5.859 0.769
1.30 1.0 0.925 1170.0 4.308 0.596
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< s > 
GeV2
< Q 2 >
GeV2






1.30 1.0 0.925 1190.0 4.402 0.639
1.30 1.0 0.925 1210.0 5.167 0.832
1.50 1.0 0.925 1170.0 5.308 0.877
1.50 1.0 0.925 1190.0 5.574 0.619
1.50 1.0 0.925 1210.0 4.873 0.521
1.50 1.0 0.925 1230.0 3.692 0.428
1.50 1.0 0.925 1250.0 2.329 0.328
1.50 1.0 0.925 1270.0 2.045 0.303
1.50 1.0 0.925 1290.0 1.193 0.252
1.75 1.0 0.925 1310.0 0.985 0.191
1.75 1.0 0.925 1330.0 1.005 0.162
1.75 1.0 0.925 1350.0 0.815 0.144
1.75 1.0 0.925 1370.0 0.481 0.119
1.75 1.0 0.925 1390.0 0.609 0.146
2.25 1.0 0.925 1530.0 0.633 0.157
2.50 1.0 0.925 1570.0 0.581 0.124
2.50 1.0 0.925 1610.0 0.572 0.120
2.80 1.0 0.925 1650.0 0.436 0.090
2.80 1.0 0.925 1670.0 0.381 0.077
2.80 1.0 0.925 1690.0 0.331 0.071
1.30 1.0 0.975 1090.0 7.803 1.483
1.30 1.0 0.975 1110.0 5.309 0.735
1.30 1.0 0.975 1130.0 4.439 0.525
1.30 1.0 0.975 1150.0 4.311 0.467
1.30 1.0 0.975 1170.0 4.805 0.554
1.30 1.0 0.975 1190.0 5.873 0.889
1.50 1.0 0.975 1170.0 5.303 0.681
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< s > 
GeV2
< Q 2 >
GeV2




d k td tV *
pb/(MeV sr2)
1.50 1.0 0.975 1190.0 4.916 0.417
1.50 1.0 0.975 1210.0 4.888 0.340
1.50 1.0 0.975 1230.0 3.620 0.277
1.50 1.0 0.975 1250.0 2.438 0.239
1.50 1.0 0.975 1270.0 1.580 0.264
1.75 1.0 0.975 1270.0 1.504 0.229
1.75 1.0 0.975 1290.0 1.177 0.130
1.75 1.0 0.975 1310.0 0.928 0.102
1.75 1.0 0.975 1330.0 0.683 0.088
1.75 1.0 0.975 1350.0 0.516 0.080
1.75 1.0 0.975 1370.0 0.437 0.095
2.00 1.0 0.975 1390.0 0.601 0.099
2.00 1.0 0.975 1410.0 0.411 0.086
2.00 1.0 0.975 1430.0 0.442 0.081
2.00 1.0 0.975 1450.0 0.382 0.086
2.25 1.0 0.975 1450.0 0.439 0.102
2.25 1.0 0.975 1470.0 0.623 0.085
2.25 1.0 0.975 1490.0 0.793 0.091
2.25 1.0 0.975 1510.0 0.710 0.082
2.25 1.0 0.975 1530.0 0.739 0.084
2.25 1.0 0.975 1550.0 0.523 0.098
2.50 1.0 0.975 1530.0 0.637 0.077
2.50 1.0 0.975 1550.0 0.625 0.053
2.50 1.0 0.975 1570.0 0.395 0.045
2.50 1.0 0.975 1590.0 0.392 0.042
2.50 1.0 0.975 1610.0 0.371 0.040
2.50 1.0 0.975 1630.0 0.328 0.050
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< s > 
GeV2
< Q 2 > 
GeV2






2.80 1.0 0.975 1610.0 0.317 0.047
2.80 1.0 0.975 1630.0 0.338 0.027
2.80 1.0 0.975 1650.0 0.318 0.023
2.80 1.0 0.975 1670.0 0.265 0.021
2.80 1.0 0.975 1690.0 0.183 0.018
2.80 1.0 0.975 1710.0 0.142 0.018
2.80 1.0 0.975 1730.0 0.117 0.027
3.20 1.0 0.975 1790.0 0.070 0.018
3.20 1.0 0.975 1810.0 0.102 0.017
3.20 1.0 0.975 1830.0 0.082 0.018
1.30 1.1 0.825 1050.0 24.310 3.653
1.30 1.1 0.825 1070.0 17.540 2.170
1.30 1.1 0.825 1090.0 12.080 1.635
1.30 1.1 0.825 1110.0 10.070 1.571
1.30 1.1 0.825 1130.0 5.997 1.107
1.30 1.1 0.825 1150.0 6.057 1.163
1.30 1.1 0.825 1170.0 6.466 1.461
1.50 1.1 0.825 1130.0 4.809 1.135
1.50 1.1 0.825 1150.0 4.288 0.761
1.50 1.1 0.825 1170.0 3.230 0.591
1.50 1.1 0.825 1190.0 4.715 0.656
1.50 1.1 0.825 1210.0 3.008 0.591
1.50 1.1 0.825 1230.0 2.903 0.571
1.50 1.1 0.825 1250.0 2.331 0.548
1.30 1.1 0.875 1050.0 26.260 3.535
1.30 1.1 0.875 1070.0 14.640 1.829
1.30 1.1 0.875 1090.0 12.040 1.444
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< s > 
GeV2
< Q 2 >
GeV2




1.30 1.1 0.875 1110.0 7.545 1.212
1.30 1.1 0.875 1130.0 4.429 0.937
1.30 1.1 0.875 1150.0 4.857 1.110
1.50 1.1 0.875 1110.0 9.638 2.198
1.50 1.1 0.875 1130.0 5.932 0.956
1.50 1.1 0.875 1150.0 4.311 0.625
1.50 1.1 0.875 1170.0 5.146 0.614
1.50 1.1 0.875 1190.0 3.337 0.487
1.50 1.1 0.875 1210.0 3.879 0.533
1.50 1.1 0.875 1230.0 2.081 0.435
1.50 1.1 0.875 1250.0 2.146 0.510
1.75 1.1 0.875 1250.0 1.572 0.333
1.75 1.1 0.875 1270.0 1.344 0.271
1.75 1.1 0.875 1290.0 1.260 0.246
1.75 1.1 0.875 1310.0 0.999 0.232
1.30 1.1 0.925 1050.0 17.670 3.014
1.30 1.1 0.925 1070.0 12.190 1.584
1.30 1.1 0.925 1090.0 9.076 1.170
1.30 1.1 0.925 1110.0 7.737 1.073
1.30 1.1 0.925 1130.0 4.654 0.901
1.30 1.1 0.925 1150.0 5.083 1.214
1.50 1.1 0.925 1130.0 5.200 0.803
1.50 1.1 0.925 1150.0 5.010 0.553
1.50 1.1 0.925 1170.0 4.293 0.447
1.50 1.1 0.925 1190.0 3.199 0.409
1.50 1.1 0.925 1210.0 3.950 0.487
1.50 1.1 0.925 1230.0 2.873 0.498
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< s >
GeV2
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1.75 1.1 0.925 1210.0 3.254 0.734
1.75 1.1 0.925 1230.0 2.202 0.329
1.75 1.1 0.925 1250.0 1.547 0.202
1.75 1.1 0.925 1270.0 1.246 0.190
1.75 1.1 0.925 1290.0 0.989 0.166
1.75 1.1 0.925 1310.0 0.684 0.148
2.00 1.1 0.925 1350.0 0.729 0.171
2.80 1.1 0.925 1610.0 0.396 0.064
2.80 1.1 0.925 1650.0 0.292 0.064
2.80 1.1 0.925 1670.0 0.265 0.066
1.30 1.1 0.975 1070.0 8.577 1.482
1.30 1.1 0.975 1090.0 7.604 0.968
1.30 1.1 0.975 1110.0 5.281 0.717
1.30 1.1 0.975 1130.0 4.576 0.766
1.50 1.1 0.975 1130.0 5.235 1.018
1.50 1.1 0.975 1150.0 3.851 0.503
1.50 1.1 0.975 1170.0 5.094 0.438
1.50 1.1 0.975 1190.0 3.430 0.318
1.50 1.1 0.975 1210.0 3.425 0.356
1.50 1.1 0.975 1230.0 2.350 0.435
1.75 1.1 0.975 1230.0 2.202 0.327
1.75 1.1 0.975 1250.0 1.822 0.192
1.75 1.1 0.975 1270.0 1.108 0.132
1.75 1.1 0.975 1290.0 0.724 0.100
1.75 0.975 1310.0 0.539 0.098
2.00 1.1 0.975 1330.0 0.586 0.143
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2.00 0.975 1350.0 0.486 0.106
2.00 1.1 0.975 1390.0 0.420 0.083
2.00 1.1 0.975 1410.0 0.466 0.098
2.25 1.1 0.975 1410.0 0.512 0.122
2.25 1.1 0.975 1430.0 0.405 0.078
2.25 1.1 0.975 1450.0 0.369 0.071
2.25 1.1 0.975 1470.0 0.388 0.070
2.25 1.1 0.975 1490.0 0.585 0.083
2.25 1.1 0.975 1510.0 0.674 0.118
2.50 1.1 0.975 1490.0 0.665 0.086
2.50 1.1 0.975 1510.0 0.621 0.059
2.50 1.1 0.975 1530.0 0.410 0.047
2.50 1.1 0.975 1550.0 0.396 0.045
2.50 1.1 0.975 1570.0 0.329 0.042
2.50 1.1 0.975 1590.0 0.329 0.053
2.80 1.1 0.975 1590.0 0.277 0.028
2.80 1.1 0.975 1610.0 0.250 0.022
2.80 1.1 0.975 1630.0 0.226 0.021
2.80 1.1 0.975 1650.0 0.232 0.020
2.80 1.1 0.975 1670.0 0.209 0.020
2.80 1.1 0.975 1690.0 0.118 0.025
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